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Raffle For Rare 
Python Hunting 
Expedition
by Allison Havill Todd

What are some of your bucket 
list items you would like to 
accomplish during your lifetime? 

Perhaps it’s going skydiving, learning a 
new language, traveling to every country, 
or running a marathon. For the truly 
adventurous, there is a rare opportunity 
to accompany a renowned guide on a 
python hunting expedition in the Florida 
Everglades.

Bill Booth of Bill Booth Outdoors is 
offering an excursion for four people 
to accompany him for a day venturing 
deep into the Everglades in search of the 
Burmese python. This chance of a lifetime 
exploration will be awarded to the winning 
raffle ticket holder as part of the Sanibel 
School Fund’s Blue Ribbon Golf Classic 
fundraiser hosted by The Sanctuary Golf 
Club on Saturday, May 15. This is a 
critical fundraiser for the school, with a 

goal of raising over $125,000 before the 
end of the school year to help support the 
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Math) program as well as other 
special services, programs and supplies.

Booth is a professional guide and 

expedition leader and has been hunting 
for over 38 years. Growing up in Miami 
with the Everglades as his backyard, 
Booth developed a passion for this 
beautiful natural resource and wanted to 
get involved with preserving it. In 2013, 

he entered the Florida Python Challenge 
to raise awareness about the invasive 
Burmese python problem in the state. 
During the course of this 30-day event, 
he and his team were followed by the 
National Geographic film crew as they set 
up tents, camped out and tracked down 
pythons in the Everglades for 13 to 14 
hours a day. His team placed second in 
the challenge, earning him a one-hour 
special on the National Geographic 
Channel. In 2016, he entered another 
python hunt challenge and won first place 
by a landslide bringing in over 33 snakes. 
Over the years, Booth has been featured 
on other television shows on PBS, CNN, 
The History Channel and most recently 
The Discovery Channel as part of the 
Swamp People: Serpent Invasion series.

The lucky winners can look forward 
to a day-long expedition with Booth 
sometime between January and March, 
when the weather is cooler and most 
suitable for capturing pythons as they 
come out to warm themselves in the 
sun. The excursion will start early in the 
morning and explore remote areas of the 
Everglades by swamp buggy, air boat or 

continued on page 32

Bill Booth capturing a python by hand photo courtesy Bill Booth Outdoors

Cyclists Invited  
To Ride Of Silence
by Allison Havill Todd

Cyclists will gather on Sanibel for 
the annual Ride of Silence on 
Wednesday, May 19 to honor those 

who have been killed or injured while 
cycling on public roadways. The Sanibel 

Bicycle Club has hosted the ride since 
May 2008 along with sponsorship from 
Matzaluna Restaurant and Billy’s Bikes. 
Club members, friends and other cyclists 
in the community are invited to ride in this 
short, silent, slow ride. 

The ride is a global event that takes 
place every third Wednesday in May in 48 
countries across seven continents and 50 
U.S. states, plus Washington, DC. The

continued on page 2

The evening ride is open to all cyclists photo provided

Endowment Fund 
Established For 
Nonprofit Leader 

FISH of SanCap announced the Maggi 
Feiner Presidential Endowment Fund 
to assure sustainable leadership 

for the organization. “I’m not going 
anywhere,” said Feiner, a 17-year FISH 
volunteer now serving as president 
and CEO. “But I fully support the 
organization’s plans for the future.”

“Maggi brings not only leadership, but 
passion and commitment to the role of 
president and CEO,” said John Morse, 
FISH of Sanibel-Captiva Foundation Chair. 
“The purpose of the Maggi Feiner Fund is 
to enable the organization to acquire and 
sustain these powerful qualities over the 
long term.”

“The board wants to assure the viability 
of this vital organization,” said Feiner. 
“As an agency playing a central role in 
social services on the island, FISH needs 
the infrastructure to be confident in both 
financial and leadership stability. That’s 
where the endowment comes in.”

Over the course of 39 years, FISH 
has evolved to keep up with the needs of 
the community and live up to its slogan 
of Neighbors Helping Neighbors. “With 
the recession of 2007, we opened the 

first office and launched a major growth 
initiative,” said Feiner. In following years, 
under Feiner’s leadership, a continuing 
stream of projects followed, including 
the food bank, social workers on staff, 
the purchase of the current building and 
a broad range of programs. “Although 
the operation is constantly changing, the 
purpose is consistent,” Feiner added. “We 
meet the ever-changing, ever-growing 
needs of the community.

“My vision is that no one on the islands 
will go unsupported when in need,” said

continued on page 6

Maggi Feiner  photo provided
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Deputy Dog 
Visits Students At 
Children’s Center
submitted by Kerra Cook,  
CECI Executive Director

The staff and students at the 
Children’s Education Center of 
the Islands (CECI) met some new 

friends recently from the Compassionate 

Cops’ Deputy Dogs program. 
The children were excited to meet 

a Deputy Dog named Gunner and 
his owner, “Mr. Rick” Wilbanks. They 
learned about the importance of 
peacefully cohabitating with everyone 
and everything in the natural world. 
They heard a miraculous story about 
how a young dog and his owner 
survived an encounter with an alligator 
by a lake near their home. 

The children asked many questions, 
retold stories of their own, and loved 
meeting their new fluffy friend.

From page 1

Ride Of Silence
event also seeks to create awareness 
about safe cycling and cyclists’ legal 
rights to use our roadways as any other 
vehicle. On Sanibel, riders should 
meet at Matzaluna Restaurant, 1200 
Periwinkle Way, for waiver signing and 
equipment check no later than 6:45 
p.m. The seven-mile ride will begin 
at 7 p.m. sharp and proceed east on 
the shared use path along Periwinkle 
Way, crossing Lindgren Boulevard 
and continuing along the east side 
of the Sanibel Causeway path, then 
crossing over the first two bridges of 
the causeway, with turn around under 
the main span, and return on the west 
side of the causeway to Matzaluna, 
where the restaurant will be offering 
discounted food and beverages for all 
riders to enjoy.

Cyclists will ride in a silent, funeral-
style procession at 10 to 12 mph for 
seven miles in respect to those who 
are no longer able to ride. Riders are 
asked to wear a black arm band, or red 
if they have personally been injured in a 
cycling versus motor vehicle accident. 

Everyone is welcome to ride; no 
registration is needed. Participants 
will be required to wear helmets; no 
headphones or earbuds.

On Sanibel, head and tail lights are 
required if riders plan to ride home after 
dinner and are strongly encouraged for 
the entire ride.

For more information about the 

Sanibel ride, contact Allison Havill 
Todd of the Sanibel Bicycle Club at 
allisonht13@gmail.com, Mark Blust of 
Matzaluna at mblust@prawnbroker.com 
or Salli Kirkland of Billy’s Bikes at salli@
sanibelbike.com.

Allison Havill Todd lives on Sanibel 
Island with her husband and two 
rescue dogs. She is an avid dog lover, 
business coach and active outdoor 
enthusiast. When she’s not out with 
her dogs, you will see her running, 
cycling, paddling around the island. 
Follow her on @thedoggiemom and 
facebook.com/thedoggiemom.

Gunner greeting one of the preschoolers

From left, Naomi Chance, Rick Wilbanks 
with Gunner and Amy Dell Aquila, Lee 
County Sheriff’s Office community liaison    
 photos provided       

Open Daily from 8am-10pm • Two Great Shops In One Location! On the East End of Sanibel, near the Lighthouse 
362 Periwinkle Way • 239-476-0796 • www.SanibelsBestHomemadeIceCream.com

Please like us on     Facebook,     Instagram and     Twitter

Fresh Made Sandwiches To Go!  Getting ready to go to the beach? Let us pack a lunch for you!

We deliver 
to East End

Blue Giraffe Cookie Blast
Inspired by Blue Giraffe Restaurant

Lighthouse Café Crunch
Inspired by the world’s  

best breakfast

Dolphin Tracks
Benefits Captains For  

Clean Water

Shot in the Dark
Coffee based and  

full of beans

FREE Ice Cream Cup For MomFREE Ice Cream Cup For Mom**

On Mother’s Day, May 9, 2021
*Kiddie size cup, any flavor, with purchase of equal or greater value, toppings extra

Motherapproved!

Try these island-inspired flavors
Freshly Brewed 
Lavazza Coffee 

Specialty
Coffees:

Cappuccino • Espresso
Latte • Americano 

Cafe Mocha
Cafe Cubano

Chi Latte
Affogato

 image provided
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For individual shop information: www.ShopOnSanibel.com

2003 Periwinkle Way (Tahitian Gardens Plaza) • Sanibel 

239.887.0050 • paperfigkitchen.com

  morning nosh/cold brew & hot coffee 
  daily crafted handhelds, salads, soups,   
  pizzas, sweets, & much more!
  oven ready entrees/hors d’oeuvres

  event catering & private chef services
  concierge menus

LET’S 
EAT!    

CREATIVELY CRAFTED,
ABSOLUTELY FRESH &  

UNDENIABLY DELICIOUS!

SShhooppppiinngg  CCeenntteerr
1975 Periwinkle Way

Discover
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Island Winds Coiffures
Hair Salon for Women & men

695 Tarpon Bay Road, Sanibel
239-472-2591

linda • mariSa • Jeanne

Manicures and Pedicures by Lois Manicures and Pedicures by Lois 
Hair StylingHair Styling

Captiva Island Historical Society

Looking Back: 
Captiva Dock

This postcard from 
1913 depicts 
men, women and 

children posing on and 
around a steamboat and 
along the dock, which is 
shown in the foreground.

The History Gallery, developed by 
the Captiva Island Historical Society, 
features many photos like this. All ages 

are welcome to step aboard a wooden 
replica of the old mailboat, Santiva, to 
capture the spirit of Captiva and learn 
through graphic and video panels about 
the events and people that shaped the 
island. The History Gallery is accessed 
through the Captiva Memorial Library, 
located on Chapin Lane, and open 
during library hours. Call 533-4890 for 
information. 

Visit the website at www.
captivaisland 
historicalsociety.org/archives/research 
to view many more images to bring you 
closer to Captiva.

Captiva dock      photo courtesy Captiva Island Historical Society Archives   

Churches/Temples
BAT YAM-TEMPLE OF THE ISLANDS
Complete Shabbat Worship Service 
including Torah reading Zoomed from 
Fellowship Hall at SCUCC every Friday 
night at 7 p.m. For Zoom link email 
batyamsanibel@gmail.com. Rabbi Stephen 
Fuchs, Cantor Murray Simon, President 
Alan Lessack, www.batyam.org, 2050 
Periwinkle Way, 773-251-8862.
HISTORIC CAPTIVA  
CHAPEL BY THE SEA
Rev. Larry Marshall. Outdoor services every 
Sunday at 11 a.m. Nov. 14, 2021 through 
April 24, 2022. Previous services posted 
on Chapel’s website for viewing. www.
captivachapel.com, www.facebook.com/
Captiva-Chapel-By-The-Sea, 11580 Chapin 
Lane Captiva, 472-1646.
CHAVURAT SHALOM
(Fellowship of Peace) Friday Shabbat 
services led by members at 6 p.m. 
Saturday morning Jewish current events 
at 11 a.m. Talks by members on topics 
of interest Thursdays at 11 a.m. Contact 
ChavuratShalom@gmail.com to participate 
on Zoom.
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Services at the Christian Science Church of 
Sanibel-Captiva have resumed as follows: 
Sunday service at 10:30 a.m., Wednesday 
meeting at 4:30 p.m. Reading room open 
on Friday, 10 a.m. to noon. 2950 West Gulf 
Drive, 472-8684. 
SANIBEL COMMUNITY CHURCH
Contemporary Service at 9 a.m. and 
Traditional Service at 11 a.m. in the Main 
Sanctuary. Now offering a “Masks Only” 
service via live stream at 9 and 11 a.m. in 

Fellowship Hall. View the Sunday Service 
online at www.sanibelchurch.com, 1740 
Periwinkle Way, 472-2684.
SANIBEL CONGREGATIONAL  
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
The Reverend Dr. John H. Danner, Sr. 
Pastor. The Rev. Deborah Kunkel, Associate 
Pastor. Livestream service at 11 a.m., 
www.sanibelucc.org, 2050 Periwinkle Way, 
472-0497.
ST. ISABEL CATHOLIC CHURCH
Father Ed Martin, Pastor, Saturday Vigil 
Mass at 5 p.m., Sunday Mass at 8:30 
and 10:30 a.m. Daily Mass Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday at 8:30 a.m. 3559 
Sanibel-Captiva Road, 472-2763.
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
The Rev. Bill Van Oss, Rector. In-person 
services resume with limited seating, masks 
and reservations required. In-person limited 
seating services requiring reservations 
and masks are on Saturdays at 5 p.m., 
and Sundays at 8 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. 
Reservations can be made on our website 
and go live every Tuesday at noon.  The 
10:30 a.m. Sunday service will also be 
livestreamed. www.saintmichaels-sanibel.
org, 2304 Periwinkle Way, 472-2173.
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS  
OF THE ISLANDS
Meets 5 p.m. on the third Sunday of each 
month from December through April at 
Sanibel Congregational United Church 
of Christ. A potluck is held at a member’s 
home on the third Sunday of each month. 
ryi39@aol.com, 2050 Periwinkle Way, 
433-4901.
Email changes to press@islandsunnews.
com or call 395-1213.

““WWhheerree  IIssllaannddeerrss  HHaavvee  SSeenntt  TThheeiirr  FFrriieennddss  &&  FFaammiillyy  TToo  SShhoopp  SSiinnccee  11997766””
Sanibel & Worldwide Shells • Corals & Exotic Sealife

Shell Gifts • Jewelry • Books • Candles • Lamps • Craft Supplies
T-Shirts • Tanks • Muscles • Hoodies • Hats • Cover-Ups & Dresses

Handmade Shell Xmas Ornaments & Flowers
CCeelleebbrraattiinngg  OOvveerr

4455  YYeeaarrss  OOnn  SSaanniibbeell!!

Adult & Kids T’s 
sizes XS-XL

3 for $23
XXL 3 for $29

20% Off
Any Single Item

(cash sales only)
Good with coupon 

 not valid on sale items

SU
N

Voted The Best Shell 
Shop in SW Florida

-News Press Readers Poll 
2000-2019

Voted The Best Gift Shop
in SW Florida 2019

Winner Best Shell Shop 
-Islander/Island Reporter 
Readers Poll 2000-2020
2015 Best Craft Shop & 

Best Gift Shop

“An Ocean Boutique”

1157 Periwinkle Way 
472-6991 • 472-8080

Open 7 Days 9am ‘til 8:30pm 
SheSellsSeaShellsSanibel.com

WE SHIP!
FREE 

GIFT!

SEE OUR STERLING SILVER JEWELRY

WELCOME

VISITORS

$1 DONATED TO SCCF
WE APPRECIATE YOUR HELP! MANY STYLES & COLORS

SEA LIFE RECYCLED 
SHOPPING BAGS

SEA SHELL 
CANDLES

Reg. $7 NOW $6 20% OFFTHIS 
WEEK
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Periwinkle Place Shops • Sanibel Island • 239-472-4177 • CongressJewelers.com
SEALIFE   FASHION   DIAMONDS   ESTATE

™

Pendants and rings, available in Sterling Silver and 14k Gold. 
Specific to each month with matching birth gemstone.

Create a very special charm 
bracelet with the birthshells of 
each child or grandchild.

A Perfect Mother’s Day Gift

ALL  OF MOM’S SPECIAL BIRTHSHELLS

American Legion 
Post 123 Hosts 
Veterans Group 
submitted by Cmdr. Tim Moore, 
American Legion Post 123

On a windy and beautiful day 
recently, Heroes on the 
Water – Southwest Florida, a 

nonprofit organization led by Timothy 
Zimmerman (chapter coordinator), paid 

a visit to JN “Ding” Darling National 
Wildlife Refuge on Sanibel as part of 
its Paddle, Fish, Heal program. The 
organization is dedicated to healing our 
area veterans and first responders. 

After several hours of paddling, 
fishing and healing, the group moved 
their post-adventure program to 
Sanibel-Captiva American Legion 
Post 123. Post 123 members provided 
burgers, bratwurst, sodas and water for 
the thirsty and the hungry. The tiki hut 
in back, dedicated to Timmy’s Nook, 
and the back patio provided a perfect 

setting for exchanging stories and 
relaxation in the shade.

The all-volunteer team from Post 
123 included Randy Carson (organizer 
and first vice commander), Bob Booth 
(service officer), Becky Skog (food 
and beverage manager and auxiliary 
member), bartenders Cecil Miller 
(Sons of the American Legion) and 
Brandi Skog (auxiliary), Cheryl Kinder 
(auxiliary), and Richard McCurry (Sons 

of the American Legion and local fire 
commissioner). This team’s selfless 
devotion to the event was instrumental 
in making the entire day a memorable 
occasion for our area veterans.

American Legion Post 123 is open 
to all veterans and the public, located at 
mile marker 3 on Sanibel-Captiva Road. 
Post 123 is always looking for veterans 
to join and participate it its programs. 
For more information, call 472-9979.

From left, Randy Carson, Bob Booth, Cheryl Kinder, Brandi Skog, Tim Zimmerman, Cecil 
Miller, Becky Skog and Richard McCurry

Heroes on the Water team  photos provided
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Fort Myers Teen Challenge hosted 
its annual Bike-A-Thon fundraiser 
on April 24 on Sanibel. Due to 

COVID-19 restrictions, the event was 
canceled in 2020. 

Teen Challenge is a 12-month faith-
based residential treatment program for 
men and women struggling with addiction 
or other life controlling issues. Being 

a nonprofit organization, most of the 
program is funded through donors and 
fundraising events like the Bike-A-Thon. 

With bikes provided by Billy’s Bike 
Rentals, several staff members and 
vstudents in the program rode over seven 
miles throughout the bike trails on Sanibel 
and ended their day with activities and 
food on Tarpon Bay Beach.

Teen Challenge Bike-A-Thon group on Sanibel       photo provided

Community 
House Events

The Sanibel Party Bridge Club 
meets on Tuesdays at 1 p.m. All 
are welcome. Bringing a partner is 

preferred. Cost is $5 suggested donation.
Painting with Friends is held on 

Wednesdays from 1 to 4 p.m. Bring your 
own supplies to paint with fellow artists; no 
instruction. Cost is $10 per session.

Every Thursday at 1 p.m., Tommy 
Williams leads Living Life Current, an 
open forum discussion. All are welcome to 
discuss what is going on locally, nationally 
and globally. Suggested donation is $5. 
Masks and social distancing required.

Chair Stretching/Yoga with Mahnaz 
Bassiri is offered on Thursdays at 1p.m.

Aerobics with Mahnaz Bassiri is offered 
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Participants can 
bring their own weights, $5 suggested 
donation.

The Sanibel Hearts Club meets every 
Friday at 1 p.m. Play the card game 
Hearts. For beginners to experts, all are 
welcome, $5 suggested donation.

Shell Critter Kits are available for 
purchase or to ship. Choose four out of 13 
critters to assemble. Cost is $20 per kit, 

shipping is $8 additional.
Camp to Go Art Kits are also available 

for purchase or to ship. There are eight 
different postcards to color and Zentangle. 
Marker and educational video link included. 
Cost is $20 per kit; shipping is $8 
additional.

The Community House is 
located at 2173 Periwinkle Way. 
For more information, visit www.
sanibelcommunityhouse.net or call  
472-2155.

Top 10 Books
1. The Rose Code by Kate Quinn
2. The Lost Apothecary by Sarah 

Penner
3. The Book of Longings by Sue Monk 

Kidd
4. A Perilous Proposal by Jennifer 

Schiff
5. Sooley by John Grisham
6. The Four Winds by Kristin Hannah
7. The Hill We Climb by Amanda 

Gorman
8. Hello Summer by Mary Kay 

Andrews
9. Squeeze Me by Carl Hiaasen
10. The Soul of an Octopus by Sy 

Montgomery
Courtesy MacIntosh Books and Paper.

From page 1

Endowment Fund
Feiner. “Counting clients, volunteers and 
contributors, I believe FISH has touched 
90 percent of those who live and work 
on the islands, or their families. Plus, 
many visitors have been supported in 
emergencies.”

Much of the organization’s impact 
today is attributable to Feiner’s leadership 
during the last decade as president and 
CEO. But she credits the community. “I’m 
inspired by the community,” Feiner said. 
“The people here represent all walks of 
life, but when it comes down to a problem, 

this island pulls together. My passion 
for FISH is inspired by the generous 
community, the volunteers and our staff.

“I may step down from an executive 
role someday, but I doubt I will ever stay 
home,” said Feiner. “I’ll stay with the 
organization as a volunteer for as long as I 
can make a difference.”

To support the endowment fund 
designed to sustain leadership at the level 
personified by Feiner, contact John Morse 
at info@fishofsancap.org or visit https://
fishofsancap.org. Donations can be made 
to FISH of Sanibel-Captiva Foundation, 
Inc. For information on volunteering, 
contact Maria Espinoza or Jennifer Pagano 
at info@fishofsancap.org.

Teen Challenge Rides On Sanibel
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WITH FISH  
HURRICANE  
PREPAREDNESS  
PACKETS
FISH is committed to the safety and well-being of our 
island neighbors, and hurricane season is no exception. 
Hurricane hazards come in many forms, including storm 
surge, heavy rainfall, inland flooding, high winds, etc. 

It is essential to be ready before  
a storm approaches. FISH can help.

food programs     •     island based education     •     social & senior services     •     helping hands & financial assistance

neighbors helping neighbors

Our annual FISH Hurricane Preparedness Packet is a valuable island resource available to anyone who requests it.  
The packet provides detailed information on where to go, what to do, and how/when to begin preparing for  
hurricane season, including:

• Suggested Do’s and Don’ts  • City of Sanibel Hurricane Pass Application 
• List of Hotels • Special Needs Application 
• Check Lists • List of Shelters/Map 
• Pet Information • Hotline Numbers 
• Evacuation Routes

If you or someone you know could benefit from this packet or program, please contact us.  
Packets can be picked up at the FISH Walk-In Center and are available for download  
at fishofsancap.org. For a packet by mail, contact FISH by calling 239.472.4775  
or email info@fishofsancap.org.

WEATHERING THE STORM together

2430-B Periwinkle Way, Sanibel FL 33957    •    239.472.4775    •    fishofsancap.org
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Center 4 Life 
Gets Go Ahead 
From City Council
by Wendy McMullen

Seniors were out in force for 
Tuesday’s Sanibel City Council 
meeting, sporting aqua-colored 

T-shirts, proclaiming their Island Seniors, 
Inc. membership.

Faced with blocked seats in 
MacKenzie Hall because of COVID-19 
restrictions, seniors crowded into the 
walkways around city hall and listened 
to the proceedings on outside speakers, 
sometimes erupting into loud cheers 
when their representatives inside spoke 
particularly eloquently for their cause.

Their cause was to reopen the Center 
4 Life, the building at 2401 Library Way 
that houses Island Seniors activities, and 
to lobby the city council to go ahead 
immediately with the renovation of the 
former Sanibel Captiva Community Bank 
building at 2475 Library Way, purchased 
by the city to accommodate them. 

Council members unanimously agreed 
that a new director should be hired 
and the Center 4 Life be reopened as 
soon as possible, and that plans for the 
renovation in the former bank building 
should go ahead as soon as possible. 

Seniors gathered around city hall were 
ecstatic at the city’s commitment to move 
ahead. 

“I wouldn’t have moved to Sanibel 
without the Island Seniors,” new resident 
Robin Christian told the council. “When 
I moved here, I needed to make friends. 
Sanibel is not a cheap place to live. Island 
Seniors was an important factor in my 
moving here. This is money well spent.”

“It fills the gap for people who don’t 
have husbands to take them out,” said 
longtime resident Dorothy Sawyer. 
“Without the Island Seniors, we’re adrift. 
There are many more women than men 
and we won’t go out by ourselves to 
places where everyone’s coupled.”

Advocates for a larger space for the 
seniors point out that Island Seniors, the 
organization that runs the Center 4 Life, 
has some 800 members and that more 
space is needed for the many activities 
offered at the center, which include 

nutrition and bridge classes, Wednesday 
lunches, healthy living series, book 
discussions, coffee mornings, and yoga 
and aerobics. They also organize an arts 
and crafts fair and a trash and treasures 
sale as well as safe driving courses, trips 
to concerts and kayaking expeditions.

The Center 4 Life was closed and 
the director’s position terminated at 
the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis 
last year when revenue from sales 
taxes, beach parking and causeway tolls 
dropped precipitately. One year on, the 
situation has changed, said Mayor Holly 
Smith, introducing the issue.

“The city’s financial position is very 
strong,” she said, passing out a debt 
reduction chart showing a positive 
outlook in lowering the city’s debt. “We’re 
going to come out of this considerably 
better than we anticipated.”

She added that the American Relief 
Act from the federal government and 
Lee Cares put the city in a good position. 
City Manager Judie Zimomra pointed out 
that the $3.1 million from the American 
Relief Act has not yet been confirmed 
and that there may be restrictions and 
guidelines which are not yet known.

The decision to give the green light to 
the reopening of the Center 4 Life and 
to go ahead with the renovation of the 
former bank building was not without its 
critics. 

Chief among them was longtime 

resident Tommy Williams who heads the 
Citizens for Fiscal Responsibility, a group 
of some 15 to 20 people who meet 
regularly for coffee, who he describes as 
a “Brains Trust.” 

Williams, who served on the board 
of Island Seniors for some years, said 
that the current Center 4 Life building is 
under-utilized and there is no need for a 
new building. 

“The seniors’ activities, with the 
exception of the exercise classes, can 
easily be accommodated in the current 
building,” Williams contends.

Williams advocates reopening the 
existing Center 4 Life building on 
Library Way and selling the former bank 
property. He says that most Sanibel 
tax payers don’t want another large 
public facility which is not needed and is 
doomed to be under-utilized. 

Sanibel resident Jane Gelcius agreed 
with Williams, stating that the city 
does not fund any other island social 
organizations and that they should not 
fund or house the Island Seniors either.

“If I want to start a club, I have to 
have it air conditioned, I have to have a 
new roof every 15 years. I understand 
this club and I understand the Island 
Seniors but why do they have to have 
a five million dollar building? If I had a 
house and wanted to invite a few people 
around, I wouldn’t expect the city to 
provide my house,” she said. 

Another critic was Dick Beaty, who 
entreated the city to “think about five 
million dollars and the interest on five 
million dollars. I think you are all to be 
held to account,” he told city council.

Smith pointed out that the average 
age of Sanibel residents is 66 and that 
the senior center has been around a 
long time and is an integral part of our 
community. 

Vice Mayor Richard Johnson 
supported the mayor, telling city council 
that he always refers to the city’s vision 
statement regarding Sanibel being a small 
town community whose members “live 
in harmony with each other and with 
nature.”

“We talk about nature a lot but we 
don’t talk much about each other. Island 
seniors are a significant part of our 
community,” Johnson said.

Councilman John Henshaw agreed, 
pointing out the human need for social 
contact with others.

Council discussed a soft opening 
initially possible with limited hours and 
programs that do not need instruction. 

“We have to look at the shortage of 
staff,” said Smith.

Henshaw recommended that the city 
also look at proceeding with a contract 
with the Island Seniors similar to those 
they have with other organizations such 
as BIG ARTS and Community Housing 
and Resources (CHR), which are located 
on city-owned land.

Rec Center 
Opening Slowly
by Wendy McMullen

Sanibel City Council approved hiring 
a program coordinator to negotiate 
contracts for fitness instructors and 

coordinate use of the ball fields at the 
Sanibel Recreation Center at Tuesday’s 
city council meeting.

The council also agreed to open up 
the lap pool for single-lane swimming.

The rec center was closed at the 
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic 
last year. 

Council also approved upgrading the 
ventilation system at the rec center at a 
cost of close to $25,000.

Members of Island Seniors, Inc. distributing T-shirts at city hall prior to the council meeting on 
Tuesday photo by Wendy McMullen

More City on page 16
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Voted Sanibel’s #1 Shopping Destination  
By The Lee County Visitor & Convention Bureau

It 's Like Shopping In A Park!

2075 Periwinkle Way • 2 miles off Causeway Road on the Left • PeriwinklePlace.com
Shop Mon - Sat 10-6, select stores until 7 • Sun 12-5 • Dine 8am to 8pm (or later)

239-472-2525 • BlueGiraffeRestaurant.com
Call for Takeout! - 2075 Periwinkle Way at Periwinkle Place

we’re always serving
up something special!
we’re always serving
up something special!
Open every day from 8am - 8pm!

Enjoy Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Inside or on our 
Pet-Friendly Patio

Chef Geoffrey

Full Liquor Bar
Happy Hour

4 - 6pm

www.SanibelDaySpa.com

Periwinkle Place Shopping Center
239.395.2220  •  877.695.1588

Massage 
Skincare

Hair & Nails 

M
M

# 
27

82

www.SanibelDaySpa.com

Periwinkle Place Shopping Center
239.395.2220  •  877.695.1588

Massage 
Skincare

Hair & Nails 

M
M

#
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8

2239.395.2220 • 877.695.1588
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# 
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Massage
Skincare
Hair & Nails

www.SanibelDaySpa.com

Periwinkle Place Shopping Center
239.395.2220  •  877.695.1588

Massage 
Skincare

Hair & Nails 

M
M

# 
27

82

Periwinkle Place Shopping Center
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Coco y Cabana 
was created with 
intension and 
grace to inspire 
every woman who 
walks in our store. 
Coco y Cabana 
is on a mission to 
spread love one 
garment at a time.  
We understand 
that giving back is 
the way to live an 
abundant life and we 
hope you feel that 
when you walk in our 
beautiful woman’s 
and mens boutique.

239.312.8467 •  INFO@COCOYCABANA.COM
2340 PERIWINKLE WAY #G-2 SANIBEL, FL

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 10AM-5PM • SUNDAY CLOSED

SHOP OUR EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION OF  
THE OLIVER THOMAS QUILTED TOTE BAGS,  

TENNIS BACKPACKS, PICKLEBALL DRAWSTRING 
BACKPACKS AND ACCESSORIES.

Priscilla’s of Sanibel is a fun 
and unique boutique that offers 
women-owned products, artists 
and designers. Inspired by the 

legendary Priscilla Murphy, who 
was the first realtor on the island 
and one of the many trailblazing 

women of Sanibel.

The Village Shops • 2340 Periwinkle Way F1
www.PriscillasOfSanibel.com • 239-558-4441

@PriscillasOfSanibel

We can’t 
wait to meet 

you!

Celebration Held 
For 20 Years Of 
Musical Service 

Dozens of friends, choir and 
music committee members, 
longtime associates and clergy 

gathered on the outdoor patio at 
Sanibel Congregational United Church 
of Christ on April 25 to thank Music 
Director Dr. Elwood Smith for his 20 
years of service. They shared stories 

and presented Dr. Smith with cards and 
gifts. Members of the music committee 
arranged the reception and served 
beverages and cupcakes decorated in a 
musical theme. 

In addition to being a talented 
performer, professor and director of 
numerous operas and musicals, Dr. 
Smith is an avid concertgoer. To help 
him fill his newfound time in retirement, 
parishioners presented him with gift 
certificates to BIG ARTS and Barbara 

B. Mann Hall, as well tickets to concerts 
by Seraphic Fire, one of his favorite 
choral groups, which often performs in 
Naples. 

Dr. Smith’s official retirement will 
take place at the end of June. As music 
director at the church, he plans for and 
directs the choir throughout the season, 
hires section leaders and soloists, works 
closely with the other church musicians, 
plays the piano for special pieces and 
at the 7:45 a.m. services. He has been 

instrumental in arranging for outside 
groups to present concerts at the 
church. 

Sanibel Congregational United 
Church of Christ is located at 2050 
Periwinkle Way, across from Periwinkle 
Place. For more information, call 
472-0497.

Mosquito Control 
On Sanibel

The Lee County Mosquito Control 
District (LCMCD) provides 
mosquito control for Sanibel and 

all of Lee County. Mosquito season 
typically runs from May through 
October and mosquito activity increases 
with rain, particularly after heavy rains 
that produce large areas of standing 
water. Due to the abundance of 
mangroves, wetlands and salt marshes, 
Sanibel is a prime breeding ground for 
mosquitoes. 

If you are experiencing a high 
number of mosquitoes at your 
residence, make a service request 
by contacting the LCMCD directly 
at 694-2174. If the LCMCD receives 
complaints from a specific area or 
neighborhood, the district will dispatch 
personnel to conduct a mosquito count 
and, if warranted, will fog or spray the 
area. For more information regarding 
mosquito control on Sanibel, visit Lee 
County Mosquito Control District’s 
website at www.lcmcd.com.

Judy McBroom, left, a member of the choir and music committee, praised Dr. Elwood Smith, 
right, and wished him well in his retirement      

Shirley Witte, chair of the music committee, 
presented Dr. Elwood Smith with gift 
certificates  photos provided
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Tahitian

Olde

The

Town

GARDENS

SANIBEL SHOPPES

VILLAGE SHOPS

CENTER

1975-2019 Periwinkle Way 2340 Periwinkle Way

630 Tarpon Bay Road2496 Palm Ridge Road

For individual shop information: 

WWW.ShopOnSanibel.COM

An upscale ambiance at four distinctive Centers.  
You’ll find boutique shopping, family dining, personal services.

Come for the beaches...
         discover the shopping!

TAHITIAN GARDENS
1975-2019 PERIWINKLE WAY

Adventures In Paradise 
Cedar Chest Fine Jewelry 
Cheeburger Cheeburger
Pandora’s Box
Paper Fig Kitchen
Sanibel Cafe
Sanibel Resort Wear
Sanibel Sole  
Shiny Objects
Synergy Sportswear
Wilford & Lee Home Decor

THE VILLAGE SHOPS
2340 PERIWINKLE WAY

Coco y Cabana
Priscilla’s of Sanibel
MacIntosh Books + Paper
Tribeca Hair Salon
Traders 2 (T2)
T2 Gifts
Watson MacRae Gallery
Why Knot

OLD SANIBEL SHOPPES
630 TARPON BAY ROAD

Amy’s Something Special 
Island Paws
jb designs
On Island 
Over Easy Cafe
Sanibel Art & Frame
Suncatcher’s Dream

TOWN CENTER
2496 PALM RIDGE ROAD

Subway® 

The Pecking Order

Now open at  
The Village Shops

LUNCH    BAR    DINNER   GIFTS
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Plant Smart

Doctorbush
by Gerri Reaves

As the common name implies, 
doctorbush (Plumbago zeylanica) 
has various medicinal uses, 

including as an abortifacient. This 
perennial shrub of the tropics and 
subtropics is the only native plumbago 
in Florida. 

The Institute for Regional 

Conservation lists this member of 
the leadwort family as rare in South 
Florida. 

In the wild, it’s found in coastal 
berms and strands, uplands, rockland 
hammocks and shell mounds. 

Its many other common names 
include wild, Florida, white, Mexican, 
or summer-snow plumbago; wild, 
Mexican or Ceylon leadwort; as well as 
toothwort and devil’s-herb. 

The form can be erect or vine-like 
and sprawling, reaching several feet tall 

with branches a yard or more long. 
The evergreen leaves are ovate to 

elliptical-lanceolate and one to four 
inches long with pointed tips. There are 
stalked glands along the ribs. 

The white flowers appear on spikes 
four to five inches long. The rachis, or 
axis, of the spike is sticky. 

Each flower has a long tube, five 
flaring petals with sharply pointed tips, 
and blue anthers. 

The capsule, which adheres to 
clothing, hair and fur, contains reddish 

to dark brown seeds. 
This low-maintenance flower blooms 

year ‘round. Give it well-drained soil in 
full sun to partial shade. 

It has moderate drought tolerance 
once established, but is not salt tolerant. 

It is the larval food plant for the 
Cassius blue butterfly, a nectar plant 
for other butterflies, and a moth- and 
bee-attractor. 

Another plumbago species, Cape 
leadwort (Plumbago auriculata) is 
naturalized in South Florida. While not 
native, that blue Florida-friendly plant 
is used as an ornamental and butterfly 
attractor, too. 

Sources: Everglades Wildflowers 
by Roger L. Hammer, www.efloras.
org, www.fnps.org and https://
gardeningsolutions.ifas.ufl.edu. 

Plant Smart explores the diverse 
flora of South Florida.

New Water 
Quality Data 
System Released

The South Florida Water 
Management District (SFWMD) 
has released its new DBHydro 

Insights tool, a map-based application 
that expands the public’s access to 
water quality and other data used by 
SFWMD to make water management 
decisions. The release is part of the 
district’s ongoing efforts to expand 
transparency, public access and 
engagement.

DBHydro Insights provides quick 
access to current levels of major lakes 
in South Florida as well as flow gauge 
readings and other data on water 
control structures, stormwater treatment 
areas and all other major components 
of SFWMD’s water management and 
flood control systems. The database 
also gives access to current and 
historical data on watersheds and other 
sites throughout South Florida.

Key features are as follows: 
Easy to find complex sets of data;
Map-based interface that allows users 

to get information about sites, stations 
or structures without knowing the name 
of the site or station;

Summary information for watersheds 
such as inflows, outflows, average 
rainfall and key hydrologic and water 
quality current conditions;

Quick way to see charts and current 
hydrologic/water quality conditions at 
all structures within a watershed;

Provisional water quality data; 
Several filter parameters/criteria are 

available to quickly narrow down your 
selection; 

Nutrient load data will be available 
soon (six to eight weeks); and

Single user interface to access 
information from several data sources 
that are seamlessly integrated.

To sign up for updates on DBHydro 
Insights, visit the email signup page, 
https://public.govdelivery.com/
accounts/FLSFWMD/subscriber/new 
and enter your email address and check 
the DBHydro Insights box.

Native doctorbush attracts butterflies, moths 
and bees, and is the larval food plant for the 
Cassius blue butterfly 

photos by Gerri Reaves Spikes of flowers bloom throughout the year

3889 SANIBEL CAPTIVA ROAD  |  239-395-5859  |  WWW.RSWALSH.COM

SALE

EACH WEEK
IN MAY

BOGOS
SPECIALS

SUMMER 
ANNUALS

SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

A
N

D

Sanibel’s
Favorite

Delicatessenpizza  •  wings  •  bagels  •  desserts            sandwiches   •  frozen yogurt   • soda “pop”            

Pizza – Homemade Dough And Sauce
Regular or Thin Crust

Small – 12” Regular Crust Cheese  11.95         Toppings       . 75¢ each

Large 16” Regular Crust Cheese  13.95          Toppings   1.00 each

TOPPINGS:
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Meatballs, Bacon, Capicola, Mushrooms, 
Onions, Black Olives, Green Olives, Green Peppers, Banana Peppers, 
Jalapeños, Pineapple, Anchovies, Tomatoes, Spinach, Extra Cheese

SPECIALTY PIZZAS    Large Only 16”
The Untanned Tourist     17.95
White Pizza, Olive Oil, Garlic, Spinach, Mozzarella, Italian Seasoning

Diana Ross “Supreme”      17.95
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Onions, Black Olives, Sausage

Chest Grabber (Meat Lovers)    17.95
Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatballs, Ham, Bacon 

Tree Hugger (Veggie Lovers)    17.95
Mushrooms, Onion, Black Olives, Green Peppers, Tomatoes

The Nor’easter     18.95
Blue Cheese, Celery, Bu� alo Chicken Meat, Mozzarella Cheese

Margherita      18.95
Olive Oil, Fresh Mozzarella Cheese, Basil, Oregano, Tomatoes

Sanibel “Lighthouse”     18.95
Lo-Cal Veggie With Spinach, Tomatoes, Broccoli And Low Fat Cheese

Sam & Ella’s BBQ Chicken    17.95
Chicken, BBQ Sauce, Mozzarella Cheese

Chicken Wings – Hot, Medium, Mild, BBQ
 10 pc 7.50 /    20 pc 14.95      / 30 pc 20.00

Chicken Finger Basket with fries   8.25
Chicken Fingers Bu� alo Style    8.25
Side of French Fries     2.25

Served Hot & Delicious!!!

Prepared Meals TO GO

Soft Serve Frozen Yogurt & 
Hard Serve Ice Cream, 

Milkshakes, Sundaes, Flurries

Featuring Organic Co� ees

Delicious Breakfast Foods, 
Fresh Baked Pastries & Mu�  ns, Salads, 

Sandwiches, Subs, Homemade Soups

FREE DELIVERY 4 – CLOSE

Outdoor Seating • Wireless Internet

Deli Meats Sliced “To Go”

Beer & Wine

Best Co� ee on the Island!
1.89        2.22        2.59        8 Cup Box of Joe  12.00

Regular    •   Deep/Full Roast   •   Decaf   •   French Roast

Classics

Espresso      Single 1.60  Double 2.10
Cappuccino    Single 2.60  Double 3.20
La� e    Small   3.20   Large    3.70
    Add any � avor .50

Café Mocha   Small   3.20  Large 3.70
Caramel Macchiato – Espresso, Caramel, Steamed Milk, Whipped Cream 
    Small 3.15  Large 3.85
Depth Charge   Small 2.65  Large 3.00
Shot of Espresso in Brewed Co� ee
Americano    Small 1.95    Large 2.50
Espresso mellowed with Hot Water
Iced Co� ee      Large 3.20
Blended Co� ee     Large 3.50
Chai La� e    Small 3.20  Large 3.75
Tea                   2.00

CAFFEINE FREE: Ask for any of the above to make with Decaf if you would prefer!

Fountain Soda “Pop”  
 20 oz. 1.50       32 oz. 2.00

BAGELS 1.25
With Cream Cheese add .75
With Peanut Bu� er add .75

DESSERTS 
Check our case for today’s homemade selections!!

Cookies – Baked Daily 1.50
CAKES • PIES • KEY LIME PIE

239-472-2555
2330 Palm Ridge Road • Sanibel, FL 33957

(in plaza across from CVS)

Side of French Fries     2.25

Winner 
BEST PIZZA 

Taste of the Islands

Go west on Periwinkle 
Way. Veer right onto 
Palm Ridge Road 

passing The Village 
Shoppes on right. 

We are located in the 
plaza across from CVS.

If you can’t � nd us 
call us! 

“Where, Oh Where, Is Sanibel Deli & Co� ee?”

www.sanibeldeli.com

Hot Coffee, Bagels & DessertsPizza & Wings

Winner Best Pizza Taste of the Islands

BEST PIZZABEST PIZZABEST PIZZASc
rat

ch &
 Sniff

Winner 
BEST PIZZA 

Taste of the Islands

  Take Out  •   Free Delivery

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

Open 7 Days
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner & Later

We Cater!   • Gluten Free Options
Serving Pizza & Wings

Frozen Yogurt  & So MUCH MORE!

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner & LaterBreakfast, Lunch & Dinner & LaterBreakfast, Lunch & Dinner & Later

Sanibel‛s Favorite Delicatessen 

Dine In or Take Out

WINNER 
Best Pizza 

Taste of the 
Islands

BOAR’S HEAD

(Across from CVS)

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner & Later

  Pizza & Wings • Ice Cream
  Gluten Free Options 
  & So MUCH MORE!

239-472-2555

2330 Palm Ridge Rd.
www.sanibeldeli.com

ANNIVERSARY
10th
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CRITICAL FACTS  CRITICAL FACTS  
ABOUT FUNDING THE ABOUT FUNDING THE 

CENTER 4 LIFECENTER 4 LIFE

“If you find yourself in a hole, stop digging.”
– Will Rogers

Paid for by CITIZENS FOR FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

• Beginning in 1977, Island Seniors operated as a club with its own Board of Directors, 
  its own financing and its own programming, similar to Shell Islands Garden Club, 
  Sanibel Island Fishing Club, Sanibel Bicycle Club and many other clubs on the island.

• In 1993, the City of Sanibel provided a central space for Island Seniors in a building 
  now called Center 4 Life, which also houses Community Housing and Resources (CHR),  
  a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization.

• Therefore, the City is subsidizing two non-governmental organizations by providing, 
  operating and maintaining the building in which they are housed.

• The City also pays for two full-time staff to manage programs at the Center 4 Life as 
  well as contract employees for certain programs such as exercise classes.

• The Center 4 Life has been closed for over 14 months, but most activities formerly 
  housed in the building are currently being held elsewhere, including Exercise, Bridge 
  and Hearts. Out-of-building activities have been on hold.

• However, the City purchased the former SanCap Bank building in 2019 at a cost of 
  $1.9 million with the intent of remodeling it at a reported cost of $3+ million to house 
  CHR and Center 4 Life.

• In addition, the City would also be committed to the perpetual cost of operation, 
  maintenance and staffing of that building.

• The Center 4 Life should reopen in the existing building, exercise classes should 
  remain at The Community House, and the City should sell the bank building or 
  identify a compelling need.

• At a time when City finances are strained, these expenditures are unnecessary and 
  unreasonable.
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ISLAND MARINE SERVICES, INC.
• NEW MOTOR SALES • REBUILT POWERHEADS •

• FACTORY TRAINED •
 MERCURY – MARINER – JOHNSON – EVINRUDE
 SUZUKI – YAMAHA – OMC – I/O'S – MERCRUISER

Courteous Professional  Marine Repair Service • Dockside Service
Serving Sanibel & Captiva For Life

472-3380 • 466-3344

Your Bottom 
Specialist 

Call on Paint Prices Dave Doane

• NEW MOTOR SALES • REBUILT POWERHEADS •
• FACTORY TRAINED •

 MERCURY – MARINER – JOHNSON – EVINRUDE
 SUZUKI – YAMAHA – OMC – I/O'S – MERCRUISER

Courteous Professional  Marine Repair Service • Dockside Service
Serving Sanibel & Captiva For Life

Y B ttYour Bottom Your Bottom
Specialist Specialist 

Call on Paint PricesCCall on a cesCC ll n Paint Pri esCC i iCall on Paint Prices Dave Doane

1

CAPT. MATCAPT. MATT T   MIMITCHELLTCHELL

USCG  USCG  
Licensed  Licensed  
& Insured& Insured

C: (239) 340-8651
www.captmattmitchell.com 

email: captmattmitchell@aol.com

Light Tackle Sport Fishing 
Sightseeing • Eco Tours

Tarpon • Snook
Redfish & More

Tarpon Time Is Here
by Capt. 
Matt Mitchell

So you want to catch a tarpon or be more proficient at it. 
There are as many ways to catch these game fish as there 
are ways to loose them. They can require an amazing 

amount of patience as the frustration level can often be off the 
charts. With great patience though comes great rewards.

Day in and day out there are more tarpon caught in our 
area by using the old school style of soaking cut baits. Heavy 
conventional tackle is usually the go-to rig consisting of a 4/0 
reel on an eight-foot boat rod. The reel is loaded with 40- to 
80-pound mono along with an 80-pound or larger mono leader. 

Cut baits are put on a large 7/0 to 9/0 circle hook. When fishing deeper areas, a twist 
on a rubber core sinker is a good idea to keep the bait on the bottom. Baits of choice 
include catfish tails, mullet, ladyfish and mackerel. When you see lots of boats anchored 
up tarpon fishing, they usually have a spread of multiple rods out.

My personal favorite way to fish tarpon is sight-fishing. Conditions for this method 
have to be calm enough to see these fish as they roll and gulp air. Moving around 
these fish on a trolling motor or even a push pole will give you more opportunities The 
tackle for this is a large spinning reel, basically a 6,000 series or larger that will hold 
over 200 yards of 30-pound braided line. A butter smooth drag is critical. For a rod, an 
eight-foot medium heavy spinning rod will cast a bait a long way. The rig is simple, a 
float and roughly five feet of 40- to 60-pound fluorocarbon leader along with a 5/0 to 
7/0 Trokar circle hook. Sharp hooks should not be over looked. Live baits for this are 
threadfin herring, pinfish, crabs and large shiners.

Over the past few years, I’ve really taken to throwing soft plastic baits at these fish 
when conditions are right. I like a little lighter set-up for this. My go-to is a long-casting, 
eight-foot medium spinning rod loaded with 20-pound braid. Some favorite plastics for 
this are the DOA bait buster, 3D plastic mullet and Hogy’s. Look for plastics that are 
rigged with a single circle hook. They work best along. Tarpon shake their heads so 
aggressively and have such a hard mouth that they seem to throw almost anything else.

These migrating tarpon have returned to our waters for millions of years and 
frequent the same areas over and over. Once you find them somewhere, expect to 
find these fish here again and again. Waters within a mile or so of the passes both in 
the bay and out on the beaches are a good place to start your search. Keep your eyes 
peeled as all it takes is seeing rolling fish or even free jumpers to locate them.

Capt. Matt Mitchell has been fishing local waters since he moved to Sanibel in 
1980. He now lives in St. James City and works as a back country fishing guide. If 
you have comments or questions, email captmattmitchell@aol.com.

Beach Stuff
CVS Pharmacy

Island Pharmacy
Jerry’s Foods

Suncatchers’ Dream

Show your colors!

This bumper sticker is available 
at these favorite island stores.

Untangle tackle from vegetation 
and discard it responsibly

  CLEAR YOUR GEARTM

It Catches More Than Fish

This juvenile tarpon was caught while snook fishing this week photo provided       
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FUN DRINKS Visit our award-winning
newly remodeled restaurant 

and enjoy creative farm-to-table 
dishes, each carefully crafted 
with the freshest ingredents. 
And be sure to check out our 

new bar room addition featuring 
small plates and yummy drinks.  

To learn more, 
visit cielo–sanibel.com

FRESH FARE FUN DRINKS

1244 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel Island

Call 239–472–5555

CROW Case Of The Week: 

Peninsula Cooter   
by Bob Petcher

The peninsula 
cooter 
(Pseudemys 

peninsularis) is a 
Florida freshwater 
turtle that is known 
to be easy going 
and adaptable 
to both land and 
water. These 
reptiles are able 

swimmers that spend a lot of time 
lounging around on embankments when 
they are done diving and floating.

Peninsula cooters differ from other 
turtle species by shell shape (ridge-like 
with a steep curve), color (concentric 
and vertical patterns of olive green, light 
green and yellow) and feet (sharp claws 
for digging in dirt, webbing in between 
toes for swimming).

At CROW, an adult female peninsula 
cooter was admitted after being found 
injured in Fort Myers. Upon initial 
examination, there was a depression 
fracture on the left front side of the 
carapace and small abrasions on the 
plastron. CROW medical staff noted the 
clinic took in 108 turtles and tortoises 
with shell fractures or injuries in 2020 
alone.

The location of the depression 
fracture on the patient’s shell led 
veterinarians to believe that there could 

be lung damage. X-rays confirmed this 
belief.

“We did take radiographs, which 
showed us this patient had no other 
fractures besides the shell defect,” said 
Dr. Melanie Peel, CROW veterinary 
intern. “At that time, the patient was 
very active and would not tolerate being 
rotated for more views. The defect 
itself was depressed over the lungs, 
so we already knew there was lung 
involvement.” 

Multiple bandage changes were made 
to the patient’s wounds.

“At first, the bandage changes were 

daily until bleeding decreased and the 
area looked cleaner, then they were 
extended to every other day,” said Dr. 
Peel. 

The cause of injury was deduced to 
either a predator attack or a vehicle 
strike. However, veterinarians suspected 
a predator attack, such as an alligator, 
based on the puncture fracture and 
abrasions on the bottom shell. 

“It definitely isn’t uncommon for us to 
see evidence of teeth marks on some of 
these water turtles,” Dr. Peel said.

More than two weeks after 
admittance, the patient is still being 

closely monitored. Veterinarians worked 
with rehabilitation staff to schedule a 
delicate repair procedure as many factors 
needed to be considered to ensure 
success.

“We took this patient to surgery for 
a feeding tube placement, as she wasn’t 
eating in the hospital last week,” said Dr. 
Peel. “At that time, we also removed the 
fragments of shell that were depressed 
over her left lung field. The fragments 
had devitalized due to decreased blood 
supply from the fracture; therefore, they 
were no longer viable.

“Once removed, there was about 
a 2.5 centimeter by 2 centimeter oval 
defect in the shell with healthy lung 
tissue and fluid-filled membrane visible 
underneath. We will hopefully be able 
to use a special device called a wound-
vacuum, which will pull this membrane 
up and allow for this area to scar.” 

The patient remains on a feeding tube 
and is being closely watched due to its 
grave condition.

“The patient still has a very guarded 
prognosis due to the lung involvement, 
but we are giving her pain medications, 
antibiotics and a diet through the feeding 
tube now,” said Dr. Peel.

CROW (Clinic for the Rehabilitation 
of Wildlife, Inc.) is a non-profit wildlife 
hospital providing veterinary care for 
native and migratory wildlife from 
our local area. The hospital accepts 
patients seven days a week from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Mail donations to P.O. Box 
150, Sanibel, FL 33957. Call 472-
3644 or visit www.crowclinic.org.

Patient #21-1683 has a very guarded prognosis due to its puncture fracture on its carapace 
(left photo) and abrasions on its plastron (right photo) photos by Haillie Mesics
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ShellMuseum.org

Venture safely into 
the AMAZING world 

of mollusks!

3075 Sanibel-Captiva Rd. 
Sanibel, Florida 33957

(239) 395-2233
Open Daily, 10–5

Enjoy our spacious new renovation with lots of room for social distancing. 
Masks are required for all guests 2 and older. We can’t wait for your visit!

BE WOWED BY OUR GIANT 
PACIFIC OCTOPUS

ENCOUNTER LIVE 
ANIMALS IN OUR 
TOUCH POOLS

EXPLORE 40  
SPECTACULAR  
EXHIBITS OF  
EXQUISITE  
MOLLUSKS AND  
THEIR SHELLS   

WIN A PRIZE ON 
OUR SCAVENGER HUNT

News Exhibit At 
Local Restaurant

Ten large-format watercolor 
paintings by local artist JoAnn 
LaPadula are on display at Blue 

Giraffe 2 through May. The colorful 
exhibit focuses on local flora and fauna. 
The canvases are hung in three different 
rooms in the restaurant. In the absence 
of an artist’s opening reception, the 
artist and Blue Giraffe 2 invite the public 
to stop by the restaurant to view the 
exhibit.

LaPadula is an award-winning artist 
who resides in Fort Myers. She is 
originally from the New York Finger 
Lakes region. She is a director and 
member of Fort Myers Beach Art 
Association, Alliance for the Arts, and 
Sanibel Captiva Art League. With a 
bachelor of arts degree in art from Buffalo 
State College, she worked in the graphic 

design field for 30 years. In retirement, 
she began painting in watercolor. Her 
signature style features a blowing/spraying 
technique and negative painting. Her 
work has been featured on the cover 
of the SpotLight magazine, Sand Life 
magazine, in Gulfshore Life and in the 
Florida Watercolor Society online exhibit. 
Some of her works reside in collections as 
far away as Guantanamo and California. 

“Our monthly art exhibits continue 
to present the talented artists of our 
island community. These watercolors are 
stunning, and need to be viewed up close 
to appreciate their full impact,” said Blue 
Giraffe Manager Brad MacKenzie. “We 
love sponsoring an exhibit space for the 
large works of local artists.” 

Blue Giraffe 2 is next to Sanibel Island 
Golf Club at 1100 Par View Drive. The 
restaurant is open Monday through 
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on 
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more 
information, call 558-5634.

JoAnn LaPadula and Brad MacKenzie with LaPadula’s painting, Feeling the Glow       
 photo provided

Expansion On 
Hold For Police 
Department
by Wendy McMullen

Sanibel City Council put the pro-
posed police department expan-
sion on hold while they consider a 

stand alone facility for the police.
“A stand alone police facility would be 

in the best interests of the city,” Police 
Chief Bill Dalton told city council. 

“With a new building, the police can 
have exactly the building they want. 
There is room for expansion and the 
space the police are occupying now could 
be used for existing city departments that 
need more space,” said Barry Roth, a fre-
quent commentator at city council and an 
active participant in many city activities. 

So far, architects for the city police 
department have focused on expanding 
the current facilities in the west wing of 
the city hall complex and relocating the 

police department during the renovation. 
City council directed staff to ask the 

architects to pause the current plan and 
to ask the architects to provide a cost dif-
ference between expansion of the current 
facility and building a stand alone facility.

Mayor Holly Smith stated her pref-
erence for locating the facility on city-
owned land rather than looking at other 
properties currently for sale on the island.

“I’m not comfortable talking about 
other properties until we’ve looked at city-
owned properties,” said Smith.

City Ends Most 
COVID Limitations
by Wendy McMullen

Gov. Ron DeSantis has prohibited 
the city from passing any restric-
tions on individual liberties related 

to COVID-19, which means that the city 
can no longer require masks, except on 
its own property. It can also no longer 

continued on page 40
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Only Shell Point provides all the resort-style amenities 
you love — including boating with free boat dockage, 
championship golf, racquet sports, dining, arts and 
entertainment — along with an unparalleled waterfront 
location and the peace of mind that comes with lifecare. 
Private appointments also available if you prefer.
Shell Point is a nonprofit ministry of The Christian and Missionary Alliance Foundation, Inc.

©2020 Shell Point. All rights reserved. SLS-4380-21

W E  A B I D E  BY  C U R R E N T  C D C  G U I D E L I N E S  TO  P R OT E C T  YO U R  H E A LT H  A N D  T H E  S A F E T Y  O F  O U R  R E S I D E N T S 
A N D  S TA F F.  W E  W I L L  N OT I F Y  YO U  A B O U T  W H AT  TO  E X P E C T  B E F O R E  A R R I V I N G  F O R  YO U R  TO U R .

Unparalleled setting. Unparalleled lifestyle.™

®

X

EXPLORE SHELL POINT TODAY!

Tuesday, 
May 18

Wednesday, 
May 12

Wednesday, 
May 19

Tuesday, 
May 11

ATTEND A DISCOVERY SEMINAR & TOUR | 9:30 A.M.

SHELL POINT’S WATER AMENITIES

ADD WATER

Seeking your best retirement?
JUST

■ Waterfront location along
the Caloosahatchee River

■ Marina with free boat
dockage and Gulf access

■ Residences with expansive
water views

■ Fishing, boating, sailing,
kayaking and canoeing

■ LifeQuest Aquatic Center
plus five additional
resort-style pools

■ Community pontoon boat
with daily outings and
sunset cruises

■ Beaches just minutes away
on Sanibel, Captiva Island
and Fort Myers Beach

REGISTER for your tour at shellpoint.org/seminars or call (239) 228-4080.

SLS-4380-21 Island Sun-River AD _ 5.7.21.indd   1SLS-4380-21 Island Sun-River AD _ 5.7.21.indd   1 4/28/21   10:27 AM4/28/21   10:27 AM
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Shell Of The Week

The Scorched 
Mussel

by José H. Leal, 
PhD, Bailey-
Matthews National 
Shell Museum 
Science Director 
and Curator

Brachidontes 
exustus 
(Linnaeus, 

1758) reaches 
about 25 mm 
(about one inch). 

The shell has a “semi-triangular” outline, 
with a sculpture of many, very fine radial 
ribs that form minute denticles on the 
inner edge of the valves. The color is 
yellowish-brown to dark-brown, with the 
inner surface a metallic purple mottled 
with white. Genetic studies in the past 
have shown that what we consider to 
be the Scorched Mussel may consist 
of more than one species. Read more 
about mollusks and their shells at www.
shellmuseum.org/shell-guide and www.
shellmuseum.org/blog.  

The Bailey-Matthews National Shell 
Museum is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
daily. Staff and visitors are required to 
wear face masks. 

The Bailey-Matthews National Shell 
Museum is located at 3075 Sanibel-
Captiva Road. For more information, 
call 395-2233.

Hurricane Guide 
Now Available

The Lee County Electric 
Cooperative (LCEC) Hurricane 
Guide has been released and is 

available for download at www.lcec.net. 
Storm season begins on June 1 and 

preparing early is key to riding out any 
storm. 

The guide includes information 
about: storm restoration process; 
preparing your home and business; life 
support; evacuation protocol; disaster 
supply kit; portable generator safety; 
debris and vegetation; and important 
phone numbers and links.

American  
Legion Post 123

American 
Legion Post 
123 is serving 

barbecued ribs and 
chicken from noon 
to 8 p.m. on Sunday, 
May 9. Homemade 
chicken pot pie is on 
the menu for Sunday, 
May 16. All are welcome. 

On Tuesdays, tacos are served all 
day. Steak and cheesesteak sandwiches 
are served on Fridays. There are daily 
specials as well as half-pound burgers. 
Food is served from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Sunday specials are served from noon to 
8 p.m.

The first Thursday of the month is 
Open Mic Night from 6 to 9 p.m. 

The 8-Ball Pool League plays at 5 
p.m. on Monday nights. There are two 
tables in play. Come out and watch the 
action.

If you have a flag that needs to be 
retired, you can drop it off at Post 123.

American Legion member eligibility 
dates are November 11, 1918 through 
present. All veterans are welcome. 

Post 123 is a non-smoking facility with 
an outside area available for smokers. It 
is located at mile marker 3 on Sanibel-
Captiva Road, open Monday through 
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. and 
Sunday from noon to 9 p.m. For more 
information, call 472-9979.

OPEN 7 DAYS  11 am - Closing
239-472-1581  &  239-472-1107

1619 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel, FL  
Facebook: islandpizzasanibel

Instagram: Island_pizza_sanibel

Serving Sanibel Since 1977 • Eat In - Take Out • Free Local Delivery

BOGO
DRAFT BEERS

ALL DAY, 
EVERY DAY

Voted
“The Best Pizza on the Island”2009-2020

Offering Curbside Pickup 
& Non-Contact Deliveries

(We’ve teamed up with Sweet Melissa’s for delivery)

Ask About This Week’s  
Smoked BBQ Special!

The Scorched Mussel, Brachidontes exustus, from Sanibel photo by José H. Leal
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www.MudBugsSanibel.com • 239-472-2221
1473 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel

Sanibel

Periwinkle Way

Specializing in authentic Louisiana cuisine, fresh local seafood,  
tender steaks and full bar featuring hand crafted cocktails.  

Bring the whole family!

FRESH SEAFOOD GRILL • FULL BAR

WINNER 2020
TASTE OF THE ISLANDS

Voted Best New Restaurant on the Islands!

HOME OF THE CHARGRILLED OYSTER

PEOPLE’S CHOICE 
AWARD

Live MusicDaily
5-9pm

Happy Hour Specials

Available for Private Bookings • Takeout Available • Outdoor Seating

Drink & Food Specials Daily • 3-6pm

Lunch & Dinner Daily • 11am

Live Entertainment Daily • 5-9 PM 
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2407 Periwinkle Way  - Islander Center • (239) 558-4003
OPEN: 7 days a week • 10am - 5pm • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

NEW LOCATION!

Golf Classic 
Auction Benefits 
Sanibel School

With the Sanibel School Fund’s 
annual Blue Ribbon Golf Classic 
fast approaching, organizers want 

you to be aware of some great auction 
items up for grabs, and let you know that 
you can be a part of the bidding action.

The annual Blue Ribbon Golf Classic, 
to be held on Saturday, May 15 at The 
Sanctuary Golf Club, is a critical fundraiser 
for The Sanibel School. Money raised is 
used to fund several education programs 

that are only possible through the support 
of the community.

As part of the fundraising efforts, 
several donors have made contributions 
to allow the fund to offer five auction 
packages:

Package 1) Myra Robert’s painting, 
Shellebrity of the Sea – A 12- by 16-inch 
first edition giclee from world-renowned 
local artist Myra Roberts. 

Package 2) Lazy Flamingo Chair – Like 
a true local, have your personalized chair 
installed at the popular Sanibel restaurant. 
Create your own legacy.

Package 3) Captiva Getaway – A 
two-night stay at South Seas Island Resort, 
six-person sunset cruise with Captiva 

Cruises and Doc Ford’s Rum Bar & Grille 
$100 gift card. 

Package 4) Ladies Basket – Includes 
a $1,500 Congress Jewelers gift card; 
The Dunes Golf & Tennis Club tennis 
package including Blackwood Tennis shop 
accessories; a foursome of golf at The 
Dunes Golf & Tennis Club; $100 spa 
treatment at Kay Casperson Lifestyle Spa; 
$100 Traders gift card plus Traders gift 
shop jewelry.

Package 5) Island Life – The best parts 
of living on an island, all rolled into one: a 
day of fishing coastal waters with longtime 
local, Capt. Noah; a pickleball lesson 
with up to four players with local certified 
pickleball instructor Peter Redpath plus a 
new paddle and balls; a foursome of golf 
at Sanibel Island Golf Club and new golf 
bag; dinner with wine pairing for a party of 
four at Traditions on the Beach; an original 
turtle painting from famous local island 
artist Sissi Janku.

Bidding will open with the start of 
the golf tournament and will close at 8 

p.m. on May 15 at the after-golf party 
at MudBugs Cajun Kitchen, located at 
1473 Periwinkle Way on Sanibel. If you 
are interested in bidding on one of these 
items and are unable to attend the party at 
MudBugs, email TheSanibelSchoolFund@
gmail.com. All emailed bids will be entered.

In addition, the fund is raffling off a 
four-person Everglades python hunt with 
celebrity outfitter Bill Booth from the 
History Channel’s Swamp People. Tickets 
are available now at Bailey’s General Store 
and Keller Williams Realty – Fort Myers & 
The Islands.

The Sanctuary Golf Club Foundation, 
the Doss Family Fund and the Filkins 
Family are the title sponsors of the 
Blue Ribbon Classic. Additional premier 
sponsors to date are Sanibel Captiva 
Community Bank, the Sampas Family, 
and Doc Ford’s. They are joined by grand 
sponsors Brenda and Marty Harrity, The 
Sanibel Captiva Trust Company, Bank of 
the Islands, and the Stevens Family and 
June Bailey.

Sanibel Captiva Community Bank team members with Sanibel School Fund board 
members, from left, Jeff Muddell, Kate Shaffer, Kim Kouril, Lynn Hoops, David Wright, Mona 
Strasser, Malorie Olsen, Gaby Bell and Carolyn Tongyai       photos provided

Sanibel School Fund board members thank Doc Ford’s team, back, from left, Carolyn 
Tongyai, Jim Green, Marty Harrity and Carle Mitchell; front, from left, Kim Kouril, Kate Shaffer, 
Dana Foster, Katy Forret, Joe Harrity and Jeff Muddell

Family Owned & Operated  | 300+ Menu Items | Open Daily 8am - 9pm 
2163 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel Island | 239.472.0606 | SanibelIslandCow.com

Get a taste of Key West right here on Sanibel. 
For the past 18 years, The Island Cow is Sanibel’s award-winning 

family dining destination with great cookin’, lavish island cocktails, 
specialty coffees, outdoor games, and live entertainment. 

LIVE MUSIC
Fri, Sat & Sun  

5pm - 8pm
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Keegan Finn, 5, from New Canaan, Connecticut caught a 29-inch snook on 
April 8 while out fishing with Capt. Terry. On the same trip, his brother, 
Riley, 7, caught a 32-inch snook. Both boys were vacationing here with their 

grandparents, Carol and Tom Mullin.

Riley and Keegan Finn with a 29-inch snook
 photos provided

Riley Finn with a 32-inch snook 

Fish Caught

Grant Tucker of Columbus, 
Indiana caught a 50-pound 
cobia on a live threadfin 

under a cork outside of the Blind 
Pass Bridge on April 30.

Tucker was fishing with his 
longtime friend, Capt. Jimmy 
Burnsed, who charters out of 
‘Tween Waters Marina.

Throughout the day, the pair 
caught a large number of snook 
(up to 28 inches), trout, jacks, 
Spanish mackerel, a blacktip 
shark and a pompano. Not 
long after landing the cobia, a 
100-pound-plus tarpon ate one of 
the threadfin, but parted company 
with Tucker after a spectacular, 
water-clearing jump.

The day also brought sightings 
of schools of rays, rolling tarpon, 
manatees, ospreys and a bald 
eagle, along with the usual 
dolphins, pelicans, herons, egrets 
and other water birds.

Tucker urges everyone to get 
out on the water and see the 
“other side” of the islands.

Fish Caught

Grant Tucker  photo provided

HAPPY 
HOUR
4:30-6:00
7 DAYS

Open 4:30-9:00pm 7 days
1200 Periwinkle Way | (239) 472-1998
Full Liquor | Take Out & Curbside Available | Family Friendly

Present this ad to your server. Must be seated prior to 5:30 p.m. 
Not valid on Pizza or with any other coupon or discount. Expires 5/11/21

The purchase of 
each adult entree. 

$2.50 OFF
 VEGAN & GLUTEN FREE 

OPTIONS
matzaluna.net

All Fresh. All The Time.

ON-LINE ORDERING 
AVAILABLE

GROWLERS
TO GO!

Reservations available at the Timbers
Fish Market Open at 11am - 9pm (2pm - 9pm Sunday)

472-3128 • 703 Tarpon Bay Road • www.timbersofsanibel.com
Best Seafood on The Islands, Year After Year!

 Restaurant Open 
7 Days at 5pm

Best Seafood!! Best Bar!!
Best Place To Watch The Game!

Early Dining Menu $17, 
5:00 - 6:00  •  7 days

Happy Hour Daily
4:00pm - 6:00pm

42 Years of Fresh Fish 
on Sanibel Island!

Grill Open
7 Days at 4pm

Friday is 
LOBSTAH NIGHT!

Oyster Bar Open Thursday - Sunday
Sushi & Sashimi Thursday - Saturday

... open up doors for women.

..know that it really is “better to give than receive” and

..”There ain’t no such word as ain’t!” and

..say please & thank you (most of the time).

So let me please thank you for helping to make me the 

person that I am today! 
If you were here, I would 

I would pull out the chair for you, have the Chef lightly 

sauté a piece of snapper for you, served with a sweet potato 

and a glass of chardonnay.

You’re not, so I can’t. But I still can say…



The Community House

The Tomatillo

by Resident Chef Jarred Harris

The tomatillo, also known as the 
Mexican husk tomato, Mexican 
ground cherry or Mexican green 

tomato, is a staple in Mexican and 
Latin cuisines. Tomatillos have a slightly 
tart lemony flavor and are used to 
flavor sauces and soups. They are also 
members of the nightshade family and 
related to the tomato.

Resembling a small green tomato, 
the tomatillo is surrounded by a 
paper-like husk and looks like a Chinese 
lantern as the fruit matures. Tomatillo 
means “little tomato” in Spanish and 
gets its name from the Nahuatl word 
“tomatl.”

Native to Mexico, tomatillos were 
first cultivated by the Aztecs as early as 
900 BC. During the Spanish conquests 
of Central America and Mexico in the 
1500s and 1600s, tomatillos were 
taken back to Spain and cultivated for 

a short time. They were not as popular 
as their cousin, the tomato, and didn’t 
grow very well in the region. Tomatillos 
were introduced to the United States 
around the mid-1800s.

Tomatillos are a very good source 
of dietary fiber, vitamins A, C and K, 
niacin, potassium and manganese. They 
also contain powerful antioxidants and 
are a good source of iron, magnesium, 
phosphorus and copper.

The health benefits of tomatillo 
include boosting the immune system, 
treating cold and influenza, helping 
fight inflammation, lowering blood 
pressure and helping improve overall 
heart health. 

The fruit grows year-round and can 
be found in several colors at specialty 
grocers and supermarkets.

Here is an easy recipe to try:
Salsa Verde
1 ½ lbs. tomatillos (husk removed 

and washed)
½ cup onion (chopped)
3 cloves garlic (minced)
½ cup cilantro stems (chopped)
Juice and zest of 1 lime 
2 jalapeño peppers (stemmed, 

seeded and chopped)
Salt and pepper to taste
Method
Place the tomatillos in a saucepan 

and cover with water. Bring to a boil 
and simmer for 5 minutes. Remove 
the tomatillos with a slotted spoon and 
place in a blender.

Add the lime juice, onions, garlic, 
cilantro and jalapeños to the blender.

Pulse until all the ingredients are 
finely chopped and blended.

Serve with fish, chicken or pork. 
It can even be used as a dressing for 
quinoa or grain salads.

Resident Chef Jarred Harris heads 

the Culinary Education Center at 
The Community House on Sanibel. 
For volunteer opportunities or 
questions, contact him at kitchen@
sanibelcommunityhouse.net or call 
472-2155.
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“Have a Gourmet Meal and a Bottle  
of Wine Delivered to Your Door!”

Call Ahead Ordering is Welcomed

Reservations available via Open Table or calling the restaurant

Tuesday thru Friday • 12pm - 8pm
Saturday • Dinner 5pm - 8pm

Indoor/Expanded Outdoor Dining 
Take-Out & Delivery Available

We are continuing to observe COVID-19 protocols

1625 Periwinkle Way • 239.472.1956
View menus at 

www.SweetMelissasCafe.com

OPEN
for Lunch  
New Hours &  

New Menu Items

Sanibel FlyFishers 
To Host Author

Sanibel FlyFishers will host author 
Jerry Kustich as featured speaker 
on Thursday, May 13. Kustich is 

an old friend of Sanibel FlyFishers and 
has spoken to the group in person in the 
past. This will be his first visit via Zoom.

Kustich is an author, environmentalist, 
rod designer and dedicated angler. He 
spends as much time on the road as 
a fly fishing ambassador, lecturing on 
representing the ideas for which all 
serious anglers stand.

Kustich founded Sweetgrass Rods 
in Butte, Montana in 2006 along with 
Glenn Brackett.

He has authored At the River’s 
Edge: Lessons Learned in a Life of Fly 
Fishing (2001), A Wisp in the Wind: 
In Search of Bull Trout, Bamboo, 
and Beyond (2005), and Fly Fishing 
for Great Lakes Steelhead (1999), all 
published by West River Publishing. His 
latest book is Holy Water, Fly-fishing 
Reveries & Remembrances (2017), also 
published by West River Publishing 

His articles and essays have appeared 
in Fly Fisherman, Big Sky Journal, 
Fly Rod & Reel, and many other 

publications. 
The meeting will be held on Zoom 

beginning at 6 p.m. eastern time. All 
are welcome. For the Zoom Link, go to: 
https://bit.ly/Sanibelff_May2021

For more information about the 
club, visit www.sanibelff.org, or email 
sanibelff@gmail.com

Jerry Kustich       photo provided
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SteakS • Seafood • PaStaS • ItalIan ClaSSICS

InternatIonal WIne lISt!

15880 San Carlos Blvd. • Fort Myers (In Target Center)

(239) 590-8147 • www.TerraNostraDining.com

terra noStra
I T A L I A N   R I S T O R A N T E

lImIted mother’S day menu for may 7, 8 & 9
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Strawberry Parfait
2 cups fresh strawberries, rinsed, 

hulled and sliced
2 tablespoons sugar
8 ounces low-fat cream cheese, 

whipped
1/2 cup low-fat vanilla yogurt
4 graham crackers, crushed
1 lemon, juiced
4 sprigs fresh mint for garnish
In a medium-sized mixing bowl 

combine whipped cream cheese, sugar, 
and lemon juice. Fold the yogurt into 
the cream cheese mixture. In four 
wide-mouth glasses evenly layer cream 
cheese mixture, strawberries, and crushed 
graham crackers. Garnish with sprigs of 
fresh mint, serve chilled.

Fast and Fresh to Go
To advertise call: 395-1213

FULL DELI, BAKERY
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

COLD BEVERAGES
Call us for your cookout, picnic 

 and party needs. We’ll take care of you!
Corner of Periwinkle Way & Tarpon Bay Road

472-1516

CALL FOR 
DAILY SPECIALS

472-9300

Daily Lunch Specials • Salad Bar • Take-Out 
or Eat In • Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

Restaurant & Deli

Open Daily 
Cafe 7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Grocery store 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Coffee Shop 7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

The Only Dockside Dining on Sanibel 
Located at the Sanibel Marina 
Specializing in Local Seafood 

We also feature Petite & 10 oz. Filet Mignons
 Dining Awards: 6 years running 472-8138 

TWICE AS DELICIOUS!

BlueGiraffeRestaurant.com

Inside or on our Pet-Friendly Patios
Call for Reservations and Takeout!

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
2075 Periwinkle Place

(239) 472-2525    

Lunch, Brunch and Dinner 
1100 Par View Drive

(239) 558-5634

WINNER Best Pizza 
Taste of the Islands

Gluten Free Options 
Pizza & Wings • Ice Cream

 & So MUCH MORE!

ANNIVERSARY
10th

pizza  •  wings  •  bagels  •  desserts            sandwiches   •  frozen yogurt   • soda “pop” 

Pizza – Homemade Dough And Sauce
Regular or Thin Crust

Small – 12” Regular Crust Cheese  11.95         Toppings       . 75¢ each

Large 16” Regular Crust Cheese  13.95          Toppings   1.00 each

TOPPINGS:
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Meatballs, Bacon, Capicola, Mushrooms, 
Onions, Black Olives, Green Olives, Green Peppers, Banana Peppers, 
Jalapeños, Pineapple, Anchovies, Tomatoes, Spinach, Extra Cheese

SPECIALTY PIZZAS Large Only 16”
The Untanned Tourist    17.95
White Pizza, Olive Oil, Garlic, Spinach, Mozzarella, Italian Seasoning

Diana Ross “Supreme”    17.95
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Onions, Black Olives, Sausage

Chest Grabber (Meat Lovers)  17.95
Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatballs, Ham, Bacon 

Tree Hugger (Veggie Lovers)   17.95
Mushrooms, Onion, Black Olives, Green Peppers, Tomatoes

The Nor’easter 18.95
Blue Cheese, Celery, Bu�alo Chicken Meat, Mozzarella Cheese

Margherita     18.95
Olive Oil, Fresh Mozzarella Cheese, Basil, Oregano, Tomatoes

Sanibel “Lighthouse”    18.95
Lo-Cal Veggie With Spinach, Tomatoes, Broccoli And Low Fat Cheese

Sam & Ella’s BBQ Chicken  17.95
Chicken, BBQ Sauce, Mozzarella Cheese

Chicken Wings – Hot, Medium, Mild, BBQ
 10 pc 7.50 /    20 pc 14.95      / 30 pc 20.00

Chicken Finger Basket with fries 8.25
Chicken Fingers Bu�alo Style   8.25
Side of French Fries    2.25

Served Hot & Delicious!!!

Prepared Meals TO GO

Soft Serve Frozen Yogurt & 
Hard Serve Ice Cream, 

Milkshakes, Sundaes, Flurries

Featuring Organic Co� ees

Delicious Breakfast Foods, 
Fresh Baked Pastries & Mu�  ns, Salads, 

Sandwiches, Subs, Homemade Soups

FREE DELIVERY 4 – CLOSE

Outdoor Seating • Wireless Internet

Deli Meats Sliced “To Go”

Beer & Wine

Best Co�ee on the Island!
1.89        2.22        2.59        8 Cup Box of Joe  12.00

Regular    •   Deep/Full Roast   •   Decaf   •   French Roast

Classics

Espresso Single 1.60  Double 2.10
Cappuccino Single 2.60  Double 3.20
La�e  Small   3.20   Large    3.70

Add any �avor .50

Café Mocha  Small   3.20  Large 3.70
Caramel Macchiato – Espresso, Caramel, Steamed Milk, Whipped Cream

Small 3.15  Large 3.85
Depth Charge  Small 2.65  Large 3.00
Shot of Espresso in Brewed Co�ee
Americano Small 1.95    Large 2.50
Espresso mellowed with Hot Water
Iced Co�ee Large 3.20
Blended Co�ee  Large 3.50
Chai La�e  Small 3.20  Large 3.75
Tea               2.00

CAFFEINE FREE: Ask for any of the above to make with Decaf if you would prefer!

Fountain Soda “Pop”  
 20 oz. 1.50       32 oz. 2.00

BAGELS 1.25
With Cream Cheese add .75
With Peanut Bu�er add .75

DESSERTS 
Check our case for today’s homemade selections!!

Cookies – Baked Daily 1.50
CAKES • PIES • KEY LIME PIE

239-472-2555
2330 Palm Ridge Road • Sanibel, FL 33957

(in plaza across from CVS)

Side of French Fries     2.25

Winner 
BEST PIZZA

Taste of the Islands

Go west on Periwinkle 
Way. Veer right onto 

Palm Ridge Road 
passing The Village 
Shoppes on right. 

We are located in the 
plaza across from CVS.

If you can’t �nd us 
call us! 

“Where, Oh Where, Is Sanibel Deli & Co�ee?”

www.sanibeldeli.com

Hot Coffee, Bagels & DessertsPizza & Wings

Winner Best Pizza Taste of the Islands

BEST PIZZABEST PIZZABEST PIZZASc
rat

ch & Sniff
Winner 

BEST PIZZA
Taste of the Islands

 Take Out  •   Free Delivery

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

GF

Open 7 Days
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner & Later

We Cater!   • Gluten Free Options
Serving Pizza & Wings

Frozen Yogurt  & So MUCH MORE!

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner & LaterBreakfast, Lunch & Dinner & LaterBreakfast, Lunch & Dinner & Later

Sanibel‛s Favorite Delicatessen 

BOAR’S HEADBOAR’S HEAD

Dine In or Take Out (Across from CVS)

239-472-2555
2330 Palm Ridge Rd.
www.sanibeldeli.com

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner & Later

Sanibel’sFavoriteDelicatessen

New Location
2407 Periwinkle Way
239-558-4003
Open: 7 days a week

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Sanibel Sprout
The

Juice Bar
& Vegan Café

Strawberry Parfait     photo courtesy Fresh From Florida
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Serving Sanibel and Captiva Since 1899Groceries • Hardware • Gifts

Nobody knows seafood like Bailey’s! Stop by and explore 
our incredible selection of seafood including many  

local, fresh and sustainable options! You’ll find amazing
Oysters Fresh on the Shell, Sun Shrimp, Gulf Pink Shrimp, 

Lobster Tail, Sea Scallops, Alaskan King Crab Legs,  
Mussels, Littleneck Clams and more! Not sure how to  
prepare something? Just ask us! We’re here to help.

2477 Periwinkle Way • Sanibel, Florida  •  239-558-0548  •  baileys-sanibel.com  •  OPEN 7 DAYS 7AM - 7 PM (due to COVID)

The Island Store
11500 Andy Rosse Lane, Captiva

239-312-4374
Bailey’s Marketplace at Sundial

1451 Middle Gulf Dr, Sanibel
239-395-6016

ALSO SERVING YOU IN 2 OTHER LOCATIONS

Whether you’re visiting, vacationing or an  
island resident, Bailey’s is an island tradition.

THE ISLAND’S ORIGINAL SHOPPING

Beauty Salon 
Celebrates 70 
Years In Business 

by Kathy 
Kurtz Ferrari 

When 
discussing 
the history 

of the islands, 
those wishing to 
learn more about 
the pioneers who 
settled here often 
visit the Sanibel 
Historical Museum 

and Village.
Rarely would one suspect a visit to a 

beauty salon would bring a unique lesson 
of Sanibel’s history. 

The year was 1951 when Mary Aleck 
opened Sanibel Beauty Salon. The only 
way to get to the island then was by boat, 
as the causeway wouldn’t be built for 
another 12 years.

The first American-born member 
of her Greek family, Aleck grew up in 
Keene, New Hampshire. She later moved 
to Sarasota, and traveled to Sanibel to 
look for seashells.

Falling in love with the island, she 
moved here and decided to open the 
island’s first beauty salon on Greek 
Independence Day, March 25.

“It was important to her to open on 
that day. She was proud of her Greek 

heritage,” said her daughter, MaryAnne 
Banta, who now owns the salon.

“Some of her supplies, like hairdryers, 
hadn’t arrived from the mainland yet, so 
her customers sat outside on a sawhorse 
to get their hair dry.” 

Aleck bought a swath of land at the 
end of Periwinkle Way, where Bailey’s 
Center now sits. Aleck and her husband, 
Nick, lived with their children in a cottage 
on the property, and the salon was 
housed nearby. A cistern sat behind the 
salon to catch rainwater, as there was no 
running water on Sanibel at the time. 

One might wonder who was getting 
their hair done on the remote island. 
Aleck had loyal customers, both men and 
women. Many of them were lured from 
the north by Sanibel’s growing reputation 
as a shelling mecca.

Aleck’s brother, John Kontinos, 
came down from New Hampshire to 
join the business. They decided to open 
a shopping center on the Periwinkle 
property, and convinced the Baileys to 
move their general store from the bay to 
the center.

Aleck eventually split from her 

husband, and in that era women were 
not allowed to own a business on their 
own. She had to get her husband to sign 
papers in court saying she was competent 
to own the salon, “even though she had 
the business before she even met him,” 
explained her daughter.

Aleck and her brother opened a Greek 
restaurant called Coconut Grove on the 
property, where George & Wendy’s 
Seafood Grille now sits. 

“She tried to sell the land later, 25 
acres for $25,000, and she couldn’t give 
it away,” Banta said.

Aleck had one of the first telephone 
numbers on the island for the salon. She 
chose 472-1111, which is still in use 
today.

“When they first came in with the 
rotary phone, the gentleman (at the 
phone company) had to show her how 
to use it,” said Banta. “And if your finger 
slipped out of the hole you had to start all 
over. So she said she just wanted 1111.”

Aleck worked hard and Banta 
remembers her mother being very active 
and respected in the community. 

“People always loved to talk with 
her because she was so smart,” Banta 
noted. “She never blew her own horn. 
She didn’t want to be in the spotlight 
or anything, but she was wise. She was 
one of these people that when she did 
say something, you wanted to hear it, 
because it was going to be classic.”

Banta, now 63, was a member of the 
first class at The Sanibel School. Because 
her uncle was its first principal, she was

continued on page 28

Sanibel Beauty Salon owner MaryAnne Banta is celebrating the 70th anniversary of the 
salon her mother opened in 1951 photos by Kathy Kurtz Ferrari



Book Review

A Cold  
Copper Moon

by Di Saggau

A Cold Copper 
Moon by 
Richard 

Conrath, is the final 
book in his trilogy 
and it answers all 
our questions about 
Cooper’s missing 
son Maxie. It’s 
been eight years 
since seven-year-
old Maxie was 

kidnapped, and Cooper has been having 
continuous nightmares about how his 
son disappeared and envisions where he 
might be living. His nightmares are so 
real he actually feels he is following the 
car his son was taken in.

The book begins with a young woman 
approaching Cooper saying, “I need 
you to find someone.” Her father Jack 
Hayward disappeared four days ago on 
Thanksgiving. Cynthia is a free-lance 
writer, working on a series about Big Oil 
in south Florida. Her father was helping 
her but now he’s disappeared. Coop and 
his crew, Richie Marino, a mob enforcer 
who uses a baseball bat to persuade; 
Huxter Crowe, a self-proclaimed third 
generation Miccosukee Native American 
with a master’s degree who teaches on 
the reservation; and Louise Delgado, a 
Miami homicide detective assigned to the 

Gang Unit, join together to help out.
It isn’t long before they come across 

Jack’s body and then branch out to track 
his killers. This takes them to the Florida 
Straights where the Zhi Zhu Nu, the 
world’s largest oil rig, run by a Chinese 
company, is drilling in the Caribbean just 
a few kilometers from Key West. The 
name of the rig translates to The Spider 
Woman. They feel the answer they are 
looking for is on the rig, and try to find a 
way to board it. But it’s in Cuban waters 

and, being a Chinese owned company, 
it won’t be easy. People start shooting at 
them whenever they draw near.

We start to learn what happened to 
Maxie, and that really gets our interest. 
Jillie, Coop’s ex-wife, is the first to find 
out. She contacts Cooper and then 
some different kind of fireworks begin. 
Coop and his gang are caught in the 
treacherous world of drug runners and 

Chinese gangs who have set up business 
in the Florida Straights and the Gulf 
of Mexico. They end up uncovering 
illegal drilling in the Everglades and help 
make one of the biggest drug busts in 
history. And, most important, Maxie’s 
disappearance is solved. A Cold Copper 
Moon is a satisfying ending to “The 
Cooper Mystery Series,” and it has a 
twist you won’t be expecting.
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School Smart
by Shelley M. 
Greggs, NCSP

Dear  
Shelley,

My 
5-year-old daughter 
has trouble 
transitioning from 
one activity to 
another. Often 
when I ask her to 
change activities, 

she responds by whining, stalling or even 
having a meltdown. What can I do to 
ease this situation?

Nicole W, Fort Myers
Nicole,
Many children struggle with transitions, 

especially those with attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorde (ADHD), anxiety, 
autism and sensory processing concerns. 
There are some strategies that may be 
helpful for you, your daughter and all 
children. It takes some experimentation 
to find out which strategies work best for 
each individual child, but once you find a 
few that work, kids typically respond well 
and have an easier time moving from one 
activity to another.

Creating consistent routines and 
structure for specific activities is an 
excellent strategy. For example, you can 
create a morning and bedtime routine 
with specific steps that you and your child 
follow daily. A predictable structure and 
knowing is very reassuring to children.

Another useful strategy is to provide 
preview and countdown for the activity 
you want your child to move to. Thus, 
before each transition, you will state a 
timeframe and description of what will 
happen along with countdowns, “in 15 
minutes, then 10, then five, it will be time 
to finish breakfast, get your school gear 
and walk to the bus stop.” This preview 
and countdown strategy allows children to 
prepare emotionally for the next event.

Music helps. With younger kids 
especially, songs can be effective tools 
to help implement routines and ease 
transitions. The “clean up” song that is 
often sung at many preschools is a great 
example of using song to implement a 
routine. There are many of these songs 
that can help younger children with 
routines.

Lots of children may benefit from 
visual cues. Make a chart with drawings 
about what to expect from a particular 
transition or the steps involved can help 
some kids immensely. These types of 
visual cues are frequently used in primary 
grade classrooms and could be easily 
adapted at home.

It’s important to connect to your 
child when you ask them to transition to 
ensure that you have their attention and 
that they are listening to you. Making eye 

contact, sitting next to them, placing your 
hand on their shoulder, or asking them to 
repeat back what you have said are great 
ways to ensure that your child will stop 
and focus. 

Rewards work too. Rewards can be 
an effective tool for all kinds of kids 
and issues, but make sure to keep your 
reward schedule simple and inexpensive. 
Rewards can be things like stickers, 
snacks, or extra privileges at home.

Praise good transitioning. Be specific 
in your praise and follow up with a 
reward when appropriate. With the right 
support, children can learn to transition 
smoothly without whining and tantrums.

Shelley Greggs is former faculty at 
Florida SouthWestern State College, 
where she taught psychology and 
education courses. She is also a 
nationally certified school psychologist 
and consultant for School Consultation 
Services, a private educational 
consulting company. Questions may 
be addressed to smgreggs@gmail.com 
or at www.schoolconsultationservices.
com.

Poetry Corner
by Jim Weyant 

Mask

There are
thousands of smiles 
never to 
be beheld.
Ever they’ve 
been shuttered 
behind the mask 
they’ve dwelled.

Lost within
a world in turmoil 
their comforts
never to be felt.
Not to light up 
someone’s day 
nor make another’s
heart melt.

Yet soon the time
it is to return
when smiles 
are to be set free.
and once more 
able to spread 
their warmth 
over all humanity

Jim Weyant and wife Helene have 
been island residents for over 20 
years. Prior to retirement, Weyant 
was a system analyst at the New York 
Stock Exchange. Since then, he has 
kept busy with tennis, volunteer work, 
photography, graphic art and reading. 
His recently published book, Poems 
From Paradise and Beyond, is available 
on Amazon and at local bookstores.

(239) 472-1682 • www.GrogShopSanibel.com
Bailey’s Shopping Center

(next to Island Cinema • Corner of Periwinkle Way and Tarpon Bay Road)

Open 7 days • 9AM-7PM 

Liquor • Wine
Beer • Cigars
Call About Delivery

or Curbside Pick-Up

Sanibel’s Largest Selection

Treat 
Mom to 

Something 
Sweet!

Free
Gift Bags
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239-558-8756

MEXICAN KITCHEN 
& TEQUILARIA

400rabbitssanibel.com400rabbitssanibel.com

D INE W ITH USD INE W ITH US
LET THE SPIRIT OF 
400 RABBITS IN!

• Classic & Inspired Mexican Menu 

• Crafted Margaritas & Cocktails

• Large Selection of Specialty &   
Premium Tequilas & Mezcals

• Made to YOUR Order Guacamole

• Outdoor Patio & Open Air    
“El Bungalow” Dining NOW OPEN!

A New Restaurant 
On Sanibel Island!

  Open Daily/Lunch & Dinner

  Carryout & Curbside Available

  Location: 975 Rabbit Road    
  Sanibel, FL 33957 (Corner of 
  Rabbit Road & Sanibel Captiva Road)

  SCAN THE QR CODE 
  WITH YOUR PHONE TO 
  VIEW OUR MENUS ONLINE: 

Mah Jongg 
And Memoirs At 
Sanibel Library

Sanibel Public Library is open to 
the public and offering contactless 
curbside service. To use the service, 

place items on hold online or make 
requests by calling the library at 472-
2483. You will be notified when your 
items are ready for pickup.

New Element MR Desktop Pro 
Computers have been added to the teen 
area of the library. The space includes 
webcams, headsets, and chairs that are 
perfect for gaming. The new PCs also 
offer teens a variety of tools for learning, 
creating, and developing visual projects 
and media. The computers are set up with 
software that includes 3D modeling, music 
and audio production, video production, 
graphic design, game development and 
coding, plus games like Minecraft. 

The Teen Space developed about a 
decade ago, with a grant from the Sanibel 
Public Library Foundation.

Library cardholders can now borrow 
a Birding Kit with Kowa binoculars, 
birdwatching books and guides, and 
other tools to help launch an outdoor 
adventure. The library also offers cooking 
kits to check out. Library cardholders can 
borrow a paella or crêpe pan, tart pans, 
empanada press, cookie kits, novelty cake 
pans and other cooking items. There are 
also more than a thousand cookbooks; 
from pies and cookies to cake pops, from 
Florida Cracker to Cuban, to Keto or 
recipes for your Instant Pot.

Library patrons interested in games 
can check out board games and puzzles 
to take home – including Bananagrams, 
Clue, Apples to Apples, and a new Mah 
Jongg set. There are more than 50 board 
games to borrow or play inside the library. 
Also new on shelves – many bestseller 
biographies, including memoirs by 
Matthew McConaughey, John Boehner 
and Brandi Carlile.

Sanibel Public Library has 2020 IRS 
Form 1040/1040 SR and its instruction 
booklet. These tax forms are available in 

limited supply. All other tax forms can 
be printed from the www.irs.gov website. 
You do not need to have a library card to 
use printers at the library.

Library cardholders can stream 
or download eBooks, movies, music, 
newspapers and magazines through 
eShelf. Computers, printers, scanners and 
fax machines are available.

Everyone in the building must wear 
a mask and follow social distancing 
practices. All materials are being 
quarantined between loans. During this 
time, library materials may appear as 
overdue. Do not renew the item if it has 
been returned. Contact the library at 472-
2483 or notices@sanlib.org if you have 
any questions. Sanibel Public Library is 
located at 770 Dunlop Road.

New Nonstop 
Flights Coming

The Lee County Port Authority 
reported that Sun Country Airlines 
will inaugurate twice weekly 

nonstop flights between Southwest 
Florida International Airport in Fort Myers 
and Duluth International Airport (DLH) 
in Minnesota, Green Bay Austin Straubel 
International Airport (GRB) in Wisconsin, 
Milwaukee Mitchell International Airport 
(MKE) in Wisconsin and Rochester 
International Airport (RST) in Minnesota. 
The addition of these nonstop flights will 
offer more options to RSW this winter.

Duluth (DLH) – New market for 
RSW; Service to start December 17; Will 
operate on Mondays and Fridays.

Green Bay (GRB) – New market for 
RSW; Service to start December 16; Will 
operate on Thursdays and Sundays.

Milwaukee (MKE) – Service to 
start December 15; Will operate on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays.

Rochester (RST) – New market for 
RSW; Service to start February 3, 2022; 
Will operate on Thursdays and Sundays.

For more information or to book a 
flight, visit www.suncountry.com. For 
more information about Southwest 
Florida International Airport, visit www.
flylcpa.com.

Ian Wainwright and Beth Jarrell with a Mah Jongg set       photo provided
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Located on Casa Ybel and Periwinkle Way

We Accept

OPEN DAILY
7AM–6PM

Jerry’s Café Open Daily: 7am–8:30pm
Jerry’s Foods Open Daily: 7am–9pm

From page 25

Beauty Salon
allowed to start school younger than was 
permitted.

She graduated from high school at 
age 16, and was too young legally to 
start working as a hairdresser. Her school 
fought for her to be allowed to take the 
exam.

“So I was the youngest licensed 
hairdresser in Florida,” Banta said 
proudly. She started working with her 
mother at the salon in the early 1970s.

“My mom had a great sense of humor. 
I love some of her sayings: ‘If you do it, 
I can talk about it.’ Which was a good 
one because it made you think about stuff 
when you were growing up.

“There wasn’t really anything here 
way back when. There was only one 
cop on the island, and as teenagers 
growing up, if anything went on up to 
Captiva, you knew you could get away 
with anything you wanted because it was 
going to be an hour and a half before 
they came back down island,” she said 
with a laugh. 

“It was really nice back then. 

Everybody helped each other. It was just a 
wonderful place to grow up.”

Banta bought the salon from her 
mother in 1990, and Aleck passed away 
in 2000. At one point, Banta expanded 
the business to three locations. Today the 
salon is located at 2248 Periwinkle Way, 
and Banta’s daughter, Deena Gant, also 
works in the salon.

While she is slowing down a bit after 
46 years in the business, Banta still 
enjoys her work. The salon has loyal 
customers, and is the choice of former 
Vice President Mike Pence. Banta has cut 
his hair several times during his frequent 

visits to Sanibel.
Banta has hopes her daughter, who is 

expecting her third baby, will become the 
third generation to run the business.

While there was no official anniversary 
celebration, Banta sensed the importance 
of sharing the story of her pioneering 
mother. 

“She worked hard. She was a great 
lady.”

Kathy Kurtz Ferrari is a journalist 
who splits her time between Captiva 
and the Boston area. If you have any 
questions or comments, email  
Kathy.islandsunnews@gmail.com.

A photo of Mary Aleck, founder of Sanibel 
Beauty Salon, decorates a wall of the salon

MaryAnne Banta cuts the hair of longtime 
customer Tony Brunsing 

Mary Aleck stands outside her pioneering 
beauty salon she opened in 1951

The original Sanibel Beauty Salon was 
located near the current site of Bailey’s 
Center

Donate or become a member today!
Visit sanibelmuseum.org or call 239-472-4648

950 Dunlop Road, Sanibel, FL 33957

MUSEUM HOURS: 
Tues.-Sat. 

10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

GIFT SHOP:
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

SUMMER HOURS ARE HERE, 
COME SEE US!

MUSEUM TOURS:
Guests can SELF-TOUR using written guides and 

audio recordings available in every building.

GUIDED TOURS are available only by advance 
registration. Tours must be in groups of 
at least six and no more than 10 people. 

ADMISSION: $10.00 adults 18 & over; 
children are free. Masks are required.

Our Summer Hours are 
now in effect! Come 
join us for treasure 
hunts throughout the 
village and stop by our 
gift shop to take home 
a piece of history!

SA
N

IB
E

L 
H

IS

TORICAL MUSEUM
 &

 V
ILL

A
G

E

sanibelmuseum.org

~ Since  1984 ~
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Zonta Selects 
Public Affairs 
Award Recipient
submitted by Sue Denham

The Zonta Club of Sanibel-
Captiva has chosen Ekaterina 
(Katja) Pedersen-Diaz, a junior 

at Estero High School, to receive the 
2021 Young Women in Public Affairs 
Award (YWPA). This award, which 
recognizes superior leadership skills 
and a commitment to public service, 
was established by Zonta International 
to address the disparity in the 
representation of women in legislature, 
and emphasizes the importance of 
women having equal participation in 
decision-making processes.

Pedersen-Diaz, almost 17, is very 
involved in both her school and home 
communities. She is the vice president 
of Estero High School’s chapter of Key 
Club, a public service organization, and 
participates actively in many student 
organizations and the school’s Gender 
Sexuality Alliance. Due to COVID-19, 
her plans to play the part of a public 
defender in a community teen court 
program have been curtailed for now. 
Within the greater community, she 
volunteers at Hope Hospice and the 
Hope Chest Store.

Pedersen-Diaz plans to pursue a 
degree in biological engineering as a 
first step toward the possibility of a 
career in medicine or pharmacology 
with an emphasis on women’s health. 

Upon learning about the award, 
which includes a check for $1,500 
from Zonta, Pedersen-Diaz thanked 
the Zonta membership, saying that she 
had enjoyed writing in her application 
about her interests, experiences and 
goals, and seeing that there were others 
who agreed. “Sometimes,” she said, “I 
feel like I am somehow not following 
the traditional gender role that society 
too often dictates for girls to follow, 
and I question myself, but just for a 
brief minute.” She added that she is 
committed to doing her part to ensure 
that her future will follow the wider 
path.

The club recognized Pedersen-Diaz 
virtually at its May 5 club meeting, held 
via Zoom. Under Zonta International 
guidelines, YWPA recipients become 
eligible for further recognition and 
awards from Zonta, regionally and 
nationally.

The Zonta Club of Sanibel-Captiva 
empowers women through service, 
advocacy and funding. The club 
applauds young women like Pedersen-
Diaz who exemplify the Zonta ideals of 
justice and the importance of promoting 
women’s voices in public affairs. Visit 
www.zontasancap.org.

From left, Recipient Ekaterina Pedersen-Diaz with Michael Amabile, principal of Estero High 
School and Susan Delago, foreign languages teacher who recommended her. Not pictured: 
biology teacher Casondra Baird who also recommended Pederson-Diaz.  photo provided

Imagine a rental company so 
successful, we’ll pay you $500 

to move your property to us.

Our incredible success in growing revenue 
for our owners means our inventory is low 

and we need your property now!

If you qualify, you’ll enjoy $500 CASH
signing bonus, $100 Old Captiva House dinner,

plus exclusive Owner’s Club perks
available at Sanibel Captiva Beach Resorts!

239.472.5050 

2 4 0 0  PA L M  R I D G E  R O A D  |  S A N I B E L  |  S C V A C A Y. C O M

See if your rental qualifies — call us today!

“We’ve been with Sanibel Captiva 
Island Vacation Rentals since their 
inception. As owners of vacation 
properties, we’ve experienced good and 
bad property managers, and we’ve 
found that the management at SCIVR 
is number one for owners and renters.”
- BILL AND PATRICIA WOOD

Airport Reports 
Traffic Increase

During March, 1,162,342 
passengers traveled through 
Southwest Florida International 

Airport in Fort Myers. This was an 
increase of 35 percent compared to 
March 2020 and an increase of 60.2 
percent increase compared to February 
2021. Year-to-date, passenger traffic 
is down 20.4 percent compared to last 
year.

The traffic leader in March was 
Southwest Airlines with 284,606 total 
passengers. Rounding out the top five 

airlines were Delta (182,846), United 
(146,494), American (135,886) and 
Spirit (127,161).

Southwest Florida International 
Airport had 11,472 aircraft operations, 
an increase of 7.5 percent compared to 
March 2020. Page Field saw 12,794 
operations, a 0.6 percent increase 
compared to March 2020.

Southwest Florida International 
Airport served nearly six million 
passengers in 2020 and is one of the 
top 50 U.S. airports for passenger 
traffic. No ad valorem (property) taxes 
are used for airport operation or 
construction. Visit www.flylcpa.com or 
www.facebook.com/flyrsw.
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and
B A L S A M I C S

Where you can “taste” 
the difference!

Monday - Saturday 10 am - 6 pm • Sunday 11 am - 4 pm • 239.275.5100
FortMyersOliveOil.com • 7101 Cypress Lake Dr. #57, Fort Myers, FL (Costco Plaza)

We carry the freshest, finest quality  
Extra Virgin Olive Oil and Balsamic Vinegars.

Ask us about 
our CBD oils!

of Sicilian  
Lemon Balsamic 
Vinegar with any 
purchase of Olive Oil.

FREE

Must present coupon.
Limit one per person. 
Expires 4/30/21

Dozens
of 

flavors 
to

choose 
from!

60ml bottle 

CROW Board 
Elects New 
Members

The Clinic 
for the 
Rehabilitation 

of Wildlife (CROW) 
held its 2020 
Membership 
Meeting via 
Zoom on March 
31. Those in 
attendance 
included members, 
staff and the board 
of the directors.

The agenda 
consisted of the introduction of new 
CROW logo, new and returning 
board members and a review of 2020 
achievements.

Three new board members were 

elected: Karen Buck, Ron Clayton and 
Dave Nichols, DVM.

Originally from the Chicago area, 
Buck has resided at least part time on 
Captiva since 1997 with her husband, 
Stuart, and two daughters. Now a 
retired medical assistant, lab tech and 
medical office manager, Buck grew up 
in rural Indiana surrounded by wildlife. 
She has been involved with many 
fundraisers and is also currently serving 
on the entertainment committee at The 
Sanctuary Golf Club.

Born and raised in Baltimore, 
Maryland, Clayton moved to Southwest 
Florida in 2004 with his wife, Kelli, 
and twins, Brooke and Brice. In 2008, 
Clayton began working for Veolia 
Environmental Service, which was later 
acquired by Advanced Disposal and 
is now a franchised account manager 
for Waste Management. He currently 
sits on the board for Keep Lee County 
Beautiful and has been involved with 
many projects and programs to keep 
the environment clean.

Nichols recently retired from Coral 
Veterinary Clinic in Fort Myers and 
on Sanibel where he has practiced 
veterinary medicine since receiving his 
DVM from Colorado State University 
in 1984. He was a partner at Coral 
Veterinary Clinic since 1990 and 
majority owner and president since 
2008. He has served as veterinarian 
on the Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee at Florida Gulf Coast 
University since 2000. He is a member 
of the Caloosa Veterinary Society, the 

FVMA, the AVMA and the American 
Animal Hospital Association. 

Nichols has been a CROW volunteer 
since 1984, and previously served as a 
CROW board member for more than 
25 years, including three years as board 
president.

Lynne Birdt, Edgar Burton and 
Dan Murphy began their second term 
on the board. Exiting board members 
Amanda Curran, Bill Horvath and Paul 

Ben-Susan were acknowledged for 
their service and commitment to the 
organization.

The 2020 board officers are: Dave 
Nichols, DVM, president; Dan Murphy, 
vice president; Cindy M. Hawkins, 
treasurer; and Lynne Birdt, secretary.

Also returning are board members 
Christine Attardo, Anthony Farhat, 
Darrin Grotrian, Cathie Lewis, Phaidra 
McDermott and Bonnie Tucker, DVM.

Dave Nichols

Karen Buck Ron Clayton

Nightly Specials: 
Small Plates • Full Dinners
Home Made Soups, Salads,

Fresh Fish & Seafood, Steak & Pasta.
Save Room For Our Fabulous Dessert Selections!

Lighthouse Cafe
The World’s Best Breakfast

362 PERIWINKLE WAY, SANIBEL | LIGHTHOUSECAFE.com
Call ahead seating | take out available

239.472.0303

WE’RE OPEN!
Breakfast 7-3, Lunch 11-3, Dinner 5-9

Providing you with enhanced safety measures

The Sanibel Captiva Business 
Women’s Association held its first 
networking event, Tips & Sips, 

on April 21 at 400 Rabbits. Maureen 
McGauran of Beachwalker Marketing 
& Communications shared social media 
marketing tips with those in attendance. 

The next Tips & Sips will be held 

on Thursday, May 20 at Blue Giraffe 
2 Restaurant at Beachview Estates, 
located at 1100 Par View Drive on 
Sanibel. Networking begins at 6 p.m. 
Kelley Laird of New American Funding 
will be the guest host. She will share 
useful apps with the group. All are 
welcome.

Business Women Networking

From left, Kerri Maw, Kira Dworkin, Kelly Huguenin, Taylor Osborne, Mary Bondurant, 
Maureen McGauran, Colleen Zurcher-McGauran, Melanie Holliday and Kelley Laird    
 photo provided
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FI S H  FO O D  PRO G R A M S

food programs   •   island based education   •   social & senior services   •   helping hands & financial assistance

2430-B Periwinkle Way, Sanibel FL 33957  •  239.472.4775  •  fishofsancap.org

FOOD PANTRY
FISH offers nutritious supplemental groceries at our Walk-in Center five days  
a week from 10a–3:45p allowing islanders to shop for the resources they need.  
In 2020, FISH distributed 246,545 pounds of food through 6,407 visits to our food 
pantry, and over 3,000 individuals were served equating to 205,454 meals. 

MEALS-BY-FISH
Our Meals-by-FISH program ensures all islanders, regardless of mobility constraints, 
have access to at least one hot meal per day, and fresh meals seven days a week. 
Whether for island seniors who no longer cook or drive, or residents who could  
temporarily use assistance—such as following surgery or illness—our volunteers  
deliver nutritious meals to neighbors. In 2020, volunteers delivered 6,412 meals.

BACKPACK PROGRAM
Nutrition is fundamental to academic achievement. Our backpack program  
gives island children in need nutritious foods and snacks to sustain them over the  
weekends and school breaks. In addition, each family receives a weekly kid-friendly 
fresh meal to prepare together. In 2020, students received 1,974 backpacks.

HOLIDAY FOOD BASKETS
Guaranteeing a holiday meal to our island neighbors in need is not only  
a warm way for our community to give back during the holiday seasons, 
but also relieves families of the stress of providing it during what can be  
a financially strained time. In 2020, 517 baskets with all the fixings for  
Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas meals were distributed.

neighbors helping neighbors
FIGHTING FOOD INSECURITY
People are often surprised to hear the island communities are home  
to food assistance programs. They are even more surprised to hear  
how often these food programs are utilized by a wide range of people 
with varied circumstances. No community is immune to food insecurity, 
and we at FISH work daily to ensure that no islander is deciding between 
feeding their family or paying rent, childcare or medical bills. Nourishing 
our community is just another example of neighbors helping neighbors.

For information on  
pantry needs, drop-off  
locations and how YOU 
can help feed the need, 
visit fishofsancap.org 

ad sponsored by: 
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Superior Interiors

Statement Pieces 
For The Perfect 
Focal Point

by Trinette Nelson

The living 
room is the 
ideal place 

for gathering. Even 
though you might 
not have as many 
guests frequenting 
your space at the 
moment, you and 
your immediate 
family members 

still use this area for entertainment, 
relaxation and sparking conversations 
after a long day of work or school.

With so much time spent in this 
area of your home, there’s a great 
opportunity to get creative with decor 
and design schemes. Whether you 
follow a comforting theme with neutral 
tones and fill the room with cozy 
chairs and a sectional, or you go for 
something more bold, modern and 
minimalist with less furniture and more 
spaciousness, your living space needs a 
focal point.

The focal point is one of the most 
fundamental elements in interior design. 
It’s the place your eyes are drawn to the 
second you walk into the room; a point 
in the living room that the entire design 

can be shaped around to emphasize 
its importance. Typically, the perfect 
place for the focal point is at eye level 
as this makes the connection between 
your eyes and the feature simple and 
seamless.

If you’re in the process of 
redecorating or redesigning your living 
space, but you’re not sure where to get 
started, perhaps you can begin with 
a specific feature that can bring in 
positive attention. 

Whether you have a working 
fireplace or a stagnant mantel that’s 
used solely for decorative purposes, 
this space can be a great focal point 
on its own. The way you decorate or 
accessorize this space, however, can 
make a big difference in how much 
immediate attention it gets. Painting 
the fireplace a bold color or layering 
it with tile or stone can make a major 
statement.

If you would like to emphasize the 
space above the fireplace instead, a 
large, unique piece of artwork can do 
the trick. You can select a piece that 
flows with the rest of the design you’re 
planning, or you can create interest 
and choose one that’s more striking 
and goes against the grain. Either can 
attract a lot of attention if executed 
correctly. Remember, the focal point 
should be near eye level, so placing the 
artwork too high could make it more 
difficult to notice at first glance around 
the room.

Want to make a dramatic statement 
in the living room? Accent walls using 

wallpaper, or a bold paint color offer an 
easy opportunity to create a desirable 
focal point.

The living room is a place of 
gathering. It’s a space for comfort. A 
large sectional that takes up majority of 
the space makes a focal point that will 
attract you and your family members 
instantly; the surface area will bring all 
of you in for coziness and conversation 
with ease.

An area rug has a way of tying a 
room together; this accessory makes an 
ideal piece to complete the living room. 
Even more, it can make a beautiful 

focal point with the right color or 
pattern. We recommend contrasting it 
against the floor color to make a major 
statement.

Perfecting your living space with a 
focal point doesn’t have to be difficult. If 
you’re having a hard time settling with 
one distinct feature in your haven for 
entertainment and relaxation, consider 
contacting a design professional for 
fresh ideas.

Trinette Nelson is an interior 
designer on Sanibel/Captiva Islands 
and can be reached at trinette@
coindecden.com.

447722--HHOOMMEE  (4663) 
888888--660033--00660033  

SSaanniibbeellSSuussaann..ccoomm  Susan  
Andrews, 

Realtor, 
Broker/Owner 

David 
Anderson 

Realtor, 
Closing 

Coordinator 

Lisa 
Murty 
Realtor 

Elise 
Carnes 

Listing 
Coordinator, 

Notary 

Last vacant lot in mid-island olde-
Florida-style home community, Island 

Woods, where 38 residences will share 
pool & tennis. 1894 Farm Trail. $199,000 

Gulf-facing White Sands #23, 2nd floor 
2 bedroom plus den. Small 14-owner 

complex with pool, tennis, & excellent 
income. 2311 West Gulf Dr. $1,099,000 

Big water views from Pointe Santo #C43 
with 3 bedrooms, private roof-top deck, & 
great weekly rentals. 2445 West Gulf Dr. 

$1,199,000 turnkey with bookings 

From page 1

Python Hunting
shallow water boat in order to cover as 
much ground as possible. While there are 
never any guarantees of seeing a python, 
Booth explained that it is highly likely, 
and he has caught as many as five in a 
day.

When asked, “How does one go 
about catching a python?” Booth replied, 
“Very carefully.” He explained that he 
carries a gun (just in case) but prefers to 
catch the reptiles by hand. The pythons 
are turned in to the University of Florida 
for research, but the valuable skins are 
returned to the hunter which can be 
made into leather products, such as the 
steering wheel cover on one of his boats. 
Booth assured that those accompanying 
him on this excursion will be in good 
hands, and described it as being the 

“adventure of a lifetime for the brave at 
heart.”

Raffle tickets can be purchased at 
Keller Williams Realty (2440 Palm 
Ridge Road), Bailey’s General Store 
(2477 Periwinkle Road) or by email: 
thesanibelschoolfund@gmail.com with a 
$50 suggested donation per ticket. The 
winner will be announced at MudBugs 
Cajun Kitchen (1473 Periwinkle Way) 
on May 15 at 8 p.m. during the post-
golf tournament party. Ticket holders 
need not be present to win and will be 
promptly notified.

Allison Havill Todd lives on Sanibel 
Island with her husband and two rescue 
dogs. She is an avid dog lover, business 
coach and active outdoor enthusiast. 
When she’s not out with her dogs, you 
will see her running, cycling, paddling 
around the island. Follow her on @
thedoggiemom and facebook.com/
thedoggiemom.
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LiveSanibel .com |  239.851.2696

LiveCaptiva.com |  239.464.2984

Sotheby’s International Realty® and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. Equal Housing Opportunity. 
Property information herein is derived from various sources including, but not limited to, county records and multiple listing services, and may include approximations. All information is deemed accurate.

Your Local Experts 
with a Global Reach.

7. CAPTIVA VILLAGE HOME WITH STUNNING GULF VIEWS
      •   3BR/4BA fully remodeled home designed to take advantage of 
           Gulf views from every level
      •   Wood floors, stainless steel kitchen, stone fireplace, multiple 
           lanais, large master suite, grotto inspired pool with hot tub, wet 
           bar, and shower
      •   $3,395,000 EURO 3,021,269
8. GULF VIEWS AT ATRIUM - SANIBEL
      •   2 bedroom/2 bathroom + den corner condo off West Gulf Drive
      •   Impact sliders, wrap around lanai, covered parking, community 
           pool, beach access, and more!
      •   $1,498,000 EURO 1,259,369
9. HAPPY DAZE
      •   4 BR + den/ 4 BA home situated among tropical vegetation just 
           steps to the Captiva Village
      •   Wood floors, open kitchen, soaring ceilings, fireplace, large lanai 
           overlooking the private pool & spa
      •   $1,699,000 EURO 1,398,507

1. BAYFRONT HOME ON SANIBEL
     •   5 bedrooms, each with an en-suite bathroom, powder bath, office, 
           & boasts over 4,300sqft with private beach overlooking the Bay
     •   2 story ceilings, chef’s kitchen, fireplace, private elevator, 
          Bayfront resort style pool w/ spa & summer kitchen
     •   $4,595,000 EURO 3,887,445
2. PENTHOUSE AT POINTE SANTO
     •   3 BR/2 BA + den westernmost penthouse, set forward of surrounding 
            buildings providing some of the best views on the island
     •   180-degree beach & Gulf views, over 600ft of outdoor space including 
            a private rooftop sundeck. Includes private enclosed garage
     •   $1,995,000 EURO 1.651,667
3. 1 BACK FROM THE GULF AT SUNSET SOUTH - SANIBEL
      •   2 BR/2BA bright and airy condo with stunning Gulf views and a 
           glass enclosed lanai
      •   Private garage, washer/dryer in unit & offered furnished. Beach 
           access and community pool
      •   $1,050,000 Euro 888,076

4. REMODELED IN VICTORIA COVE EAST END - SANIBEL
      •   4 BR +den/ 4 bath home on Sanibel’s East end, steps to the 
           beach with private boat dock & 16k lift.
      •   Gorgeously remodeled, large porches, private pool & spa, top 
           floor master with sundeck and Gulf views
      •   $2,250,000 EURO 1,891,630
5. GULF VIEWS AT LOGGERHEAD CAY - SANIBEL 
      •   Enjoy your 2 BR/ 2BA condo with vaulted ceilings, situated 1 
           back from the Gulf with incredible views from the corner lanai
      •   Pet friendly community offers large pool, tennis, shuffleboard, 
           and weekly rentals-great for families & investors
      •   $945,000 EURO 777,541
6. 4 BEDROOM HOME ON INTERSECTING CANAL - SANIBEL
      •   4 BR/ 3 BA home with boat dock, lift, and private pool
      •   Large kitchen, private elevator, multiple lanai’s including a 
           rooftop deck with long Bay views.
      •   $1,899,000 EURO 1,574,659

10. JENSEN’S ON THE GULF
Captiva’s Only Gulf Front Boutique Resort

Amazing Potential for a Private Estate or Family 

   Compound

7 Quaint Units – 9 Bedrooms – 7 Bathrooms – 

   Exquisite Views

$6,700,000
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SAWGRASS PLACE

1321 SEASPRAY LANE

3304 SAINT KILDA ROAD

2445 WEST GULF DRIVE #C3 SANIBEL

PREMIER NEAR BEACH LOT
• Incredible single family 
   homesite
• Private, Beach Access across 
   street
• 10’ Elevation, corner lot off 
    West Gulf Drive
$949,000

BEACH ACCESS
• Near Beach, Large Single 
   Family Homesite
• Private Community of 
   Gorgeous Homes
• Community Tennis Courts, Pool 
   & Beach Access
$899,000

NEAR BEACH 
• Great Building Site Near West 
   Gulf Drive
• Private, Lake View Setting, a 
   block from the Beach
• Perfect Investment to own a 
   piece of Paradise
$599,000

BEACH FRONT INVESTMENT 
• Gorgeous 3 BR, 2 BA, First floor 
   condo
• Updated, spacious open 
   concept w/Gulf Views 
• Weekly Rentals, Best 
   Investment on the Island!
$1,099,999

JOHN NICHOLSON
239-849-3250
John@McMurrayandMembers.com 

Follow us on Social Media at: @mcmurrayandmembers

I am your REALTOR® No one’s better qualified to handle your 
real estate needs than your neighbors!

New Staff 
Members At  
The Chamber

The Sanibel & Captiva Islands 
Chamber of Commerce has hired 
three new staff members in recent 

months to replace employees who have 
resigned from their positions. They 
include Communications and Marketing 
Manager Landen Drake, Visitor 
Center Manager Aaron Walton, and 
Administrative Intern Jade Nakonetschny. 
They join Director of Operations Mitch 
Orr and President and Chief Executive 
Officer John Lai at the Francis P. Bailey, 
Jr. Chamber Visitor Center offices on 
Sanibel.

The chamber’s first internship, 
Nakonetschny’s position was made 
possible by a grant from one of the 
chamber’s strategic partners. She started 
her 12-month educational internship in 
September as a junior at Florida Gulf 
Coast University in Fort Myers. She will 
graduate in the spring of 2022 with a 
bachelor’s degree in resort and hospitality 
management.

“I have been working on social media 
posts and chamber e-blasts, and as we 
continue to slowly get back to normal, 
I am excited to work on special events 
for the future,” said Nakonetschny, who 
grew up in Sarasota. “I have learned 
so much since I have started, and I am 
definitely excited to see what else my 
colleagues have to teach me.” 

Walton, who was raised on Sanibel, 
took his position in March. His most 
recent employment was for Five 
Guys Burgers & Fries as a general 
manager, where he was responsible for 
operations and employees. A graduate 
of Florida SouthWestern State College 
in Fort Myers, Walton currently studies 
graphic design part time at Rasmussen 
University.

“It’s so much fun being back on 
the island, in a job where I get to talk 
to visitors about what I love about my 

hometown,” said Walton. “I can’t help 
but get excited by their reactions.”

Drake’s past work experience 
includes guest services representative 
at Crowne Plaza Hotel in Fort Myers, 
special programs and events coordinator 
for the Greater Fort Myers Chamber 
of Commerce, and, most recently, 
marketing coordinator with Conric PR 
& Marketing in Fort Myers. A graduate 
of the Rosen School of Hospitality 
Management at the University of Central 
Florida in Orlando, Drake began her 

work with the chamber on April 22.
“As a Southwest Florida native, 

Sanibel and Captiva have always held a 
special place in my heart,” said Drake. 
“I’m thrilled to join a team of dedicated 
professionals that actively support and 
advocate for local businesses, tourism, 
our waterways and our community. I am 
also excited for a job that combines my 
experience with my passion for event 
planning and community engagement.”

“I need everyone on my team like I 
need oxygen,” said Lai. “I’m so proud of 
the staff we’ve assembled, with strengths 
in areas where we had identified we were 
lacking. Together with Mitch, we are a 
well-oiled machine poised to take the 
chamber into a new era of service and 
marketing.”

Orr has been working with the 
chamber since 2017, originally as 
office manager overseeing database 
and facilities management. He was 
quickly promoted to director of 
operations, adding bookkeeping to his 
job description. Orr concluded active 
duty with the Army National Guard in 
July 2020 and is currently working on 
cybersecurity certifications, which he 
hopes to use for future work with the 
federal government.

In addition to the full-time office staff, 
the visitor center employs nine part-time 
employees and has more than 20 
volunteers on the roster to help run the 
only Visit Florida-certified visitor center 
that is open 365 days a year.

For more information, visit www.
sanibel-captiva.org.

From left, Mitch Orr, Aaron Walton, John Lai, Jade Nakonetschny and Landen Drake   
 photo provided
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No one’s better qualified to handle your real estate needs than your neighbors!

We ARE your REALTORS®

FOR PROPERTIES OF PRESTIGE & PREFERENCE
McMurrayandMembers.com | Info@McMurrayandMembers.com | Mike McMurray: 239.850.7888

Follow us on Social Media at: @mcmurrayandmembers

1321 SEASPRAY LANE 

BEACH ACCESS
• Near Beach, Large Single Family Homesite
• Private Community of Gorgeous Homes
• Community Tennis Courts, Pool & Beach Access
$899,000

6418 PINE AVENUE

NEAR BEACH 
• 3 BR, 3 BA, Open & Spacious, Perfect Home /Vacation Rental
• Two Master Suites w/screen lanais & gorgeous views
• Best Value on the Island, only a short walk to beach 
$1,789,000

13520 SHERRILL POINT COURT

CATALPA COVE 
• Cleared & ready to Build your Dream Home
• Direct Access Boating, close to Sanibel & Captiva
• Upscale Community to build your luxury home
$889,000

11559 LAIKA LANE 

MODERN, ICONIC, BEACHFRONT ESTATE 
• Two Master Suites & Additional Guest Areas, 5,000 SF
• Balconies & Amazing Rooftop deck, Panoramic Gulf Views
• An Awesome Investment Opportunity for Vacation Rentals!
$6,900,000

15867 CAPTIVA DRIVE 

GULF TO BAY ESTATE 
• RARE OPPORTUNITY! Own 2 houses, 1 on the Gulf, 1 
   on the Bay!
• Main & Guest house, over 6 Bedrooms, over 6 bath
   rooms, 5,000+ SF
• Panoramic Views of the Bay & Gulf- AMAZING SUNSETS!
• Deep water Dock/Boat lift, A Boater’s Fantasy, Perfect 
   Income Producer!
$12,700,000

3304 SAINT KILDA ROAD 

NEAT BEACH 
• Great Building Site Near West Gulf Drive
• Private, Lake View Setting, a block from the Beach
• Perfect Investment to own a piece of Paradise
$599,000

1237 ISABEL DRIVE 

SANIBEL ISLAND BEAUTY 
• 6 BR, 6.5 BR, Open floor plan, Elevator, Pool/Spa
• Fireplace, Pool, lighting features all controlled on ipad
• Deep Water Dock & Lift, Minutes to Open Waters
$3,195,000

15261 CAPTIVA DRIVE

MODERN BAY ESTATE
• 4 BR, 4.5 BA, Furnished Estate 5,690 + SF under air
• Open Concept, Amazing Chef’s kitchen, Master 
   Retreat w/ Coffee bar
• Heated Pool/Spa, Deep-water dock/lift & Private Beach
$11,499,000

UNDER CONTRACT
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Highest-Priced 
Residential Sale 
In Island History

A magnificent beachfront estate 
has sold for $17.15 million – the 
highest-priced residential sale in 

the history of Sanibel and Captiva islands 
and the top sale in the Lee County MLS. 
Located at 16660 Captiva Drive, the 
Caribbean-style manor home is situated on 
over two acres and boasts more than 200 
feet of gulf frontage. Premier Sotheby’s 
International Realty sales associates Jeff 

Burns (The Burns Family Team) and 
Michael Lawler represented the seller; 
Maxwell Thompson brought the buyer.

After only a short marketing period 
by Burns and Lawler, the property had 
multiple offers, all brought by Premier 
Sotheby’s International Realty sales agents, 
and ended up selling for over asking price.

This spectacular property features 
breathtaking views of the gulf from nearly 
every room, two family rooms, a study, 
master suite with spa retreat, media and 
fitness rooms, two-story guest house 
with two fully-equipped guest suites, 
and freestanding garage with two bays 
(in addition to the main house parking 

bays), gazebo for seaside meditation or 
contemplation of the koi pond, and a 
saltwater pool and spa surrounded by a 
multilevel, coquina-stone lanai.

Burns said, “Our family team along with 
our Premier Sotheby’s International Realty 
colleagues were proud to unite the buyer 
and seller of this jaw-dropping beachfront 
estate. A true oasis of luxury, the lushly 
landscaped grounds and soothing sounds 
of waves epitomize the serenity of island 
life. The record sale price indicates that 
there is a significant demand for high-end 
homes in this market and we are proud to 
be leading the charge in attracting buyers 
to these stunning island properties.”

In addition to this record setting sale, 

The Burns Family Team and Premier 
Sotheby’s International Realty have helped 
multiple local sellers set all-time historical 
sales records in communities throughout 
the area.

“Our marketing program has proven to 
be the clear leader in not only the ultra-
high-end luxury market but is also proving 
to be an invaluable resource for sellers 
of all property types. We are constantly 
growing and striving to maintain the 
cutting edge for our valued clients in this 
fast-moving market. Results speak volumes 
in this industry and we are pleased to have 
so many sellers elated with our results,” 
said Burns.

Beachfront estate on Captiva Drive      photos provided The multi-level lanai and pool overlook 200 feet of gulf frontage
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GoKinGfisher.com  239-472-2100  KinGfisherrealestate.com  239-472-4411
11528 andy rosse ln. caPtiVa  2402 Palm ridGe rd. saniBel

11528 andy rosse lane   caPtiVa   fl   33924

KinGfisherKinGfisher
Vacations rentals & real estateVacations rentals & real estate

Coming Soon to Captiva!

Jeff McDermott Phaidra McDermott

FRED BONDURANT
239-281-5356

VALERIE TUTOR
239-834-8141

KATE STONE
239-209-0620

ROBYN MORAN
239-728-1971

SARAH DESSAK
239-233-7603

MELINDA MAUGANS
Owner Relations

TRISHA FLOYD
239-560-0864

PAOLA FERRARESE
Reservations Manager

JOHN BONDURANT
John@GoKingfisher.com

BILL TOMLINSON
239-464-1200

BROOKE BROWNYARD
239-281-4179

TOMMY WILEY
239-851-3686

MARY BONDURANT
239 839.3633

KC CUSCADEN
239-470-1516

Owner/Operator
239-898-4464
Jeff@GoKingfisher.com

Kinfisher Vacation Rentals Kinfisher Real Estate

Broker/Owner
239-898-3778

Phaidra@GoKingfisher.com

We are excited to
announce the grand
opening of our second
office, conveniently
located for our Captiva
Island guests and
owners. With a physical
presence on Palm Ridge
Road in Sanibel and
Andy Rosse Lane in
Captiva, we look
forward to serving our
vacation rental and real
estate clients with an
even higher level of
service and care. Stop
in and say, “hello!”
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Trust Company 
Sponsors Live 
Cam At Museum

On April 29, The Sanibel Captiva 
Trust Company hosted a virtual 
presentation for its clients and 

friends to unveil OctoCam: a live-stream 
view of the Bailey-Matthews National 
Shell Museum’s newest star attraction, 
the giant Pacific octopus.

During the presentation, museum staff 
educated viewers on how the octopus 
eats, plays and lives in its environment.

The Sanibel Captiva Trust Company 

has supported the museum’s mission for 
over 20 years and has helped build and 
launch several strategic initiatives. The 
company has also served as advisor by 
continually having a representative on the 
museum’s board of trustees. 

“We have enjoyed a very long 
relationship with the Bailey-Matthews 
National Shell Museum,” said Al Hanser, 
founder and chairman of The Sanibel 
Captiva Trust Company. “We are 
delighted to sponsor the OctoCam, which 
will be a tremendous educational tool for 

children and adults alike.”
The OctoCam live stream enables 

viewers to see the octopus in its aquarium 
in real-time. Considering that giant Pacific 
octopuses are generally nocturnal, the 
stream also includes video footage of 
some active moments in case viewers log 
in to find the octopus is asleep.

“The museum is grateful for The 
Sanibel Captiva Trust Company’s 
sponsorship of OctoCam, which is just 
one of many new educational programs 
we plan to launch toward our goal of 

increasing awareness of mollusks and the 
impact their livelihood plays in healthy 
ecosystems locally and globally,” said 
Sam Ankerson, executive director of the 
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum.

The aquariums and living gallery of 
marine life were added to the museum’s 
world-renowned shell collection in March 
2020 and immediately transformed the 
visitor’s experience by connecting them 
to the little-known live animals that create 
the ocean’s stunning shells.

The giant Pacific octopus is the largest 
variety of the mysterious mollusk species 
that has captivated people worldwide 
thanks in part to recent films and books 
such as My Octopus Teacher and The 
Soul of An Octopus. The OctoCam 
is available at www.shellmuseum.org/
octocam.

Drug Abuse 
Is On The Rise

Narconon reminds families that drug 
abuse is on the rise in almost every 
community nationwide. Many 

families don’t know where to turn or 
what to do about their loved one who is 
suffering from addiction.

To learn more about how to help your 
loved one, visit www.narconon-suncoast.
org/blog/a-letter-to-any-family-dealing-
with-addiction.html. 

Narconon can help you take steps to 
overcome addiction in your family. Call 
877-841-5509 for free screenings or 
referrals.

Giant Pacific octopus at the shell museum
 photos provided

From left, Al Hanser of The Sanibel Captiva Trust Company; Sam Ankerson of Bailey-Matthews 
National Shell Museum and Steve Greenstein of The Sanibel Captiva Trust Company          

Your Journey Begins Here...
DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE

Air Ambulance
800-MED-JETS (633-5387) • 239-262-5387

www.MedJets.com

Aircraft Charter
800-AIR-TREK (247-8735) • 239-262-8735

www.AirTrek.aero

All aircraft are cleaned and sanitized after each flight for your safety, comfort and peace of mind.

Summer 
Holiday Travel

A private flight to the 
Bahamas, Keys, or 

anywhere else you desire

ABOUT OUR SUMMER 
GETAWAY PACKAGES

• • •  CALL US TODAY • • •

Air Trek is one of the nation’s oldest Private Executive Charter Services having been family owned & operated since 1978

Be sure to ask about our

Exclusive

TREKCard
Program!
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Today is the day to live your bbeeaautifuutifulife

TREVORNETTE.COMTREVORNETTE.COM

Trevor NetteTrevor Nette
Broker/Realtor

From Beach to Bay + Everything In-Between
Trevor@ TrevorNette.com  Trevor@ TrevorNette.com  239.281.4435239.281.4435

Spotlight Properties of the Week

3767 West Gulf Dr., Sanibel3767 West Gulf Dr., Sanibel
• Newer construction. Beautifully  interior decorated
• Wine Cellar. Elevator. Game Room.
• Panoramic  Beach views. Private Pool and Spa
• Fully Furnished. Turn key
$7,995,000$7,995,000

1306 Seaspray Lane, Sanibel1306 Seaspray Lane, Sanibel
• Gorgeous & exclusive gulf front estate residence
• 5 Bdrms/5 Baths. Private Pool
• New roof. Impact Windows and Doors
• Beautifully decorated. Private community w/tennis.
New Price - $4,245,000New Price - $4,245,000

17201 Captiva Dr., Captiva17201 Captiva Dr., Captiva
• Captiva Beach & Bay.
• Magnificent Old World Ambiance. 
• 4/5 Bdrms. Pool. Premier Boating & Dockage.
• Spectacular water vistas & location. Sunsets and
  Sunrises daily.
$5,650,000$5,650,000

16970 Captiva Dr., Captiva16970 Captiva Dr., Captiva
• Prime Location on Captiva Gold Coast.
• 100’ of Beach Frontage 
• Western Exposure Direct Sunset Views.
• Live the Island dream.
$3,995,000$3,995,000

1523 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel1523 Periwinkle Way, Sanibel
• The Fish House. 3+/- Acres
• Prominent + successful Sanibel Island restaurant
• 200” + Sanibel River & Periwinkle Way frontage
• New Outdoor Seating Area
$4,950,000$4,950,000

1044 Whisperwood Way, Sanibel1044 Whisperwood Way, Sanibel
• Exclusive lake front community of 6 homes
• 4 bedrms & 4.5 baths. Pool and Spa
• 4300  living sq’. Elevator. Office
• Newer roof and impact windows
$1,995,000$1,995,000

UNDER CONTRACT
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In the 1970s, my grandparents owned a men’s clothing store 
located in Indianapolis’ Westlane Shopping Center at 71st 
Street and Michigan Road. Next door was a Baskin-Robbins 

ice cream store. When my mother took me and my sister by 
the store to visit, if I was lucky, my grandma would give me a 
dollar to buy us ice cream cones.

One fortunate day, I took my sister by the hand as we raced 
off to select from the array of colors nesting in the display 
freezers’ round, cardboard containers. I always liked to ask for 
a sample before choosing. Cherry vanilla!? Chocolate chunk!? 

Caramel swirl!? It was such a difficult choice!
We got our cones, I reached into my pocket to hand the dollar to the teenager 

behind the counter (she was beautiful but so much older than me!) and led sis 
back to the store. Exiting Baskin-Robbins, I froze. Not from ice-cream’s prevalent 
brain-freeze when one takes too big of a bite, rather from red and blue flashing 
lights that blinded me. Police cruisers, ambulances and fire trucks blocked the 
parking lot, and a sheriff’s deputy put his hand in front of my face to stop me from 
entering my grandparents’ store.

“He’s okay!” I heard my grandma shout. “Those are my grandchildren! Please 
let them in!”

The store was in chaos. My grandpa sat on the floor outside of the swinging, 
western saloon type doors that led to the backroom where he altered pants and 
suit jackets. Moments before, grandma, who manned the cash register, was held 
at gunpoint during a robbery. Grandpa, unaware of the situation, burst through 
the swinging doors carrying hemmed pants. The ruckus spooked the robber, who 
turned and fired his gun.

Grandpa crumpled to the ground, grandma screamed, the gunman fled. By the 
grace of God, the bullet merely skimmed grandpa’s temple, taking some skin with 
it. He wasn’t seriously harmed.

I dropped my ice cream. My sister, remarkably, continued to eat hers as her 
5-year-old eyes watched the aftermath unfold. After things calmed down, my 
grandpa took me back to Baskin-Robbins to replace my cone. I didn’t feel like 
eating, but he insisted. I recall that I chose an easy flavor like vanilla just to 
appease him. Mom came to pick my sis and me up. Trembling, she hugged us, 

unknowing at the time that we were safely next door when the incident occurred.
These days, as an estate planning attorney, I’m more like the Baskin-Robbins 

server than like a customer. With adverse tax legislation looming, my clients say 
they want a “SLAT” (Spousal Lifetime Access Trusts). They’ve heard about them 
from friends or read about them in the The Wall Street Journal. This type of 
advanced estate planning technique is used to consume one’s federal gift/estate 
tax exemptions before they are legislated away or expire, yet retain income for a 
spouse’s lifetime.

Hence the demand, “I want a SLAT!”
What my clients don’t realize is that’s like going into the Baskin-Robbins and 

declaring that one wants an ice cream cone! What flavor do you want? Without 
telling your server, he has no idea what to make for you.

Do you want two SLATs, one for you and one for your spouse? The IRS has 
something known as the “Reciprocal Trust Doctrine” you need to avoid, or the 
entire transaction won’t work. There are several ways to so avoid the doctrine; 
which way shall we choose? Do we create SLATs a period of time from one 
another? Will one SLAT allow for a power of substitution of assets?

Do you want your spouse to be the only beneficiary for her lifetime, or can 
the trustee sprinkle the trust income or principal among your children and 
grandchildren?

Will the trust be consumed before your children die, or is it likely to grow for 
subsequent generations? Should we opt out of the automatic generation-skipping 
transfer tax allocation or save that for another strategy? Are your children wealthy 
and how should that answer play into the strategies considered? What other 
strategies might work to fit your goals – are there any better than SLATs?

Can SLATs result in higher income tax payments? (Answer: Yes) How do we 
minimize them? 

The questions go on and on. Properly strategized, SLATs should not be form 
documents. Like any other estate planning tool, the advantages and disadvantages 
of various techniques should be considered before creating and funding this 
irrevocable instrument.

These questions can freeze you in your tracks. And make it difficult to choose 
the strategy most appealing to you. An excellent guide will walk you through the 
process, rather than whip up the flavor of the day. 

Especially for those reading this with high net worth, the stakes are enormous. 
My grandparents were simple haberdashers. They never had to worry about an 
estate tax, even in the years when the threshold was so much lower than it now 
stands. Grandma and grandpa worked long, hard hours into their elder years 
before retiring. Thankfully, they had each other until my grandfather died at age 
85. Grandma followed a few years later.

I still miss them.
©2021 Craig R. Hersch. Learn more at www.floridaestateplanning.com.

Thomas R. Louwers, MST
Tax Consulting & Accounting Services

Serving the Islands since 1978
has Affiliated with

BriersCPA, P. A.
Certified Public Accountants

Auditing, Bookkeeping, Tax & Consulting Services
1619 Periwinkle Way, Suite 102, Sanibel Island, FL  33957 • (239) 472-5152

Will Power

31 Flavors Makes Choices Difficult
by Craig R. Hersch, Florida Bar Board Certified 
Wills, Trusts & Estates Attorney; CPA

How’s The Market? Ask Ann
AMAZING! Think about it. There are over 7,000 

homes and condos on Sanibel, but only 28 homes 
for sale and just 32 condos. Average year-to-date 
home sale is $1,311,032. Condo sales price average 
is $866,330. If you are considering selling, talk to 
me. I believe I can save you money and not require you to sign a 
six-month listing agreement. Let me keep it simple... 4.5% listing 
fee and 60-day listing agreement. A considerable portion of my 
practice consists of past clients and referrals, buyers and sellers 
of gulf front and bay front homes, many canal homes, near beach 
homes and golf course properties. I return phone calls promptly, 
work on getting along with other Realtors and am very aware of 
respecting the confidentiality of my clients. Feel free to contact me 
with any real estate questions or comments.

Call or email me with any questions. Stay safe & have a successful year!

Certified Negotiation Expert • Certified International Property Specialist
239-850-0979 • RealtorAnn@hotmail.com • www.JohnGeeRealty.com

12 Closed Sales Going Back One Week: 5 Homes, 6 Condos & 1 Lot

760 Sextant Dr. 541 Mariner Pointe - $515,000

1940 Periwinkle Way - $565,000

845 E. Gulf Dr. 842 Sanibel Moorings - $610,000

6008 White Heron Ln. Vacant Lot - $810,000

4202 Old Banyon Way - $848,000

5657 Baltusrol 1B Golf Villages - $850,000

2445 W. Gulf Dr. E22 Pointe Santo - $875,000

1421 Sand Castle Rd. - $905,000

1795 Middle Gulf Dr. 201 Sanddollar - $1,180,000

2959 W. Gulf Dr. 204 Sanibel Sunset - $1,247,500

2843 Wulfert Rd. - $1,295,000

1200 Kittiwake Cir. - $1,500,000

Ann Gee 
Broker/Owner

From page 16

COVID
require social distancing and opens up 
special events permits. 

It can also not require vaccinations 
as a prerequisite as entry to any facility. 

The governor’s mandate immediately 
suspends all restrictions currently in 
place, including any restrictions because 
of COVID-19 on special events.

The city cannot continue COVID-19 
restrictions but businesses and 
organizations, including the city, can 
require masks to be worn on their own 
property, but cannot determine what 
other organizations can do. 

City council decided to continue to 
require masks on city property in order 

to protect city employees. There is 
no information on the number of city 
employees who have been vaccinated.  
City Manager Judie Zimomra told city 
council that city staff have been told of 
the availability of vaccines and offered 
time off to get one. The city, however, 
cannot require the staff to have 
vaccines.

The city did, however, allow Local 
Roots, the organizers of the Farmers 
Market, to determine the mask 
requirement for the Farmers Market. 
The market is held on city property but 
it is outdoors.

City offices, which had been closed 
to the public because of COVID-19 will 
now operate as before during regular 
business hours.
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NOT FDIC INSURED  I  NOT GUARANTEED  I  MAY LOSE VALUE 

Trust & Estate Services | Investment Management | Family Office Services 

2460 Palm Ridge Road, Sanibel, FL 33957
239.472.8300 | 866.262.7137 | sancaptrustco.com

For the past 20 years since our inception in 2001 an 
important part of our mission has been a commitment 

to support our nonprofits and be personally 
involved in the fabric of the community.

We salute the organizations represented here 
and thank the many donors who join us in support 
of the quality of life on our islands and Lee County.

Al Hanser – Founder and Chairman

Discover the Difference.  

A Proud Supporter 
of our NONPROFIT COMMUNITY

Dunes Play for Pink | CHR Manatee Madness | NAMI

ABWA SanCap Charter Chapter
American Heart Association
Araba Shriners
Bailey Matthews Shell Museum
BIG ARTS
Blessings in a Backpack
Brightest Horizons
Captiva Island Historical Society
Captiva Community Association
Captiva Civic Association
C.F.I./Sanctuary Foundation
C.E.C.I. (Children’s Center)
Community Housing & Resources
CROW
Ding Darling
FGCU
FGCU Scholarship Fund
FISH
Fort Myers High School Baseball
Foundation Fighting Blindness
Gladiolus Learning and 
   Development Center
Guardian Ad Litem   
Harry Chapin Food Bank
Heights Foundation
Hillmyer Tremont Scholarship
   Fund
Hodges University
HOPE Clubhouse
Hope Hospice Healthcare
Islands Night
Kiwanis
Lee Health
Lions Club
Labelle Rotary Foundation
Lee County Strikers Soccer
Mastersingers
NAMI
Optimist Club
Dunes Play for Pink
Sanibel Captiva Rotary
SanCap Cares
Sanibel Community Assoc. (SCA)
Sanibel Flag Football
Sanibel Historical Museum 
   & Village
Sanibel School Fund
Sanibel Sea School
SCCF
SWFL Community Foundation
SWFL Youth Symphony
Symphonic Chorale of SWFL
Zonta
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SPORTS QUIZ
1. What African soccer great was the first player to score goals in four different FA 

Cup final matches?
2. Attorney/politician Joe Robbie and actor/comedian Danny Thomas were the 

founders of what NFL franchise?
3. What University of Florida Gators offensive tackle did the Detroit Lions select in 

the first round of the 1985 NFL Draft?
4. With his bronze medal in the 100-meter dash at the 2002 Sydney Olympic 

Games, Obadele Thompson won the first Olympic medal in the history of what 
Caribbean nation? 

5. Saturday Night Live’s Kenan Thompson made his motion-picture debut in what 
1994 Disney sports comedy sequel?

6. What 1964 U.S. Open winner retired from competitive golf in 1967 and went on 
to a 35-year career as a lead analyst for CBS Sports?

7. What team won the first three National Collegiate Women’s Ice Hockey 
Championships from 2001-03?

ANSWERS

1. Didier Drogba  2. The Miami Dolphins  3. Lomas Brown  4. Barbados  5. D2: The Mighty Ducks  
6. Ken Venturi  7. The Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs.
Frankly Speaking

by Howard Prager

Batter up! 
Last week 
the Mighty 

Mussels held a 
press conference 
and shared plans, 
players and 
managers for 
interviews for their 
delayed inaugural 
season. Due to the 

pandemic, these players have not played 
a game since 2019 and are raring to 
go. The season is from May 4 through 
September 19, so it starts and ends a few 
weeks later than usual. Mussels owner 
Andy Kaufmann said in a press release, 
“After a year off, we can’t wait to see 
the great fans of Southwest Florida back 
at Hammond Stadium to enjoy great 
baseball and affordable, family fun for 
everyone. We want the first season of the 
Mussels to be a memorable one with lots 
of promotions all summer long.” Opening 
day began this week in Bradenton, Florida 
on Tuesday May 4.

After significant restructuring 
throughout baseball, the Mighty Mussels 
now compete in the Low-A Southeast 
Region. The new league includes 10 
teams, all of which are previous members 
of the Florida State League. The 2021 
season will have 120 games, including 
60 home games at Hammond Stadium. 
Teams will play six-game series on 

Tuesday through Sunday, with the entire 
league having off on Mondays. The 
change is aimed at reducing both travel 
and virus risk.

The Mussels home opener is scheduled 
for Tuesday, May 11 against the 
Clearwater Threshers (Phillies).

Brian Meyer is the new manager, after 
Aaron Sutton decided to step away to 
run a family business March 24. Meyer 
brings with him 13 years of collegiate 
coaching experience, reaching the 
NCAA Tournament with three different 
programs. Meyer started coaching in 
Division I in 2010, leading the Wright 
State Red Raiders to back-to-back Horizon 
League titles. The now 38-year-old then 
moved to New Orleans in 2012 for five 
seasons at Tulane and, in his final two 
seasons, his teams went 76-46, playing 
back-to-back NCAA tournaments. Meyer, 
from Cincinnati, returned to the Midwest 
in 2017, as an assistant coach at Butler 
in Indianapolis for three seasons before 
being hired by the Twins prior to the 
2020 season. In all, he has helped tutor 
42 All-Conference selections, 17 MLB 
draft picks and three All-Americans. 
Meyer currently resides in Cape Coral 
with his wife and son. He said there is 
“Heightened excitement with games 
beginning, and we’re ready to play. I’m 
embracing the fact that we are the first 
Mighty Mussels team to take the field.” 
He and Sutton talked multiple times 
throughout the year, but he didn’t learn 
that Sutton was going to resign until he 
saw it on social media. Asked about the 
“reduced” second spring training, he said, 

“The last five weeks we’ve been trying to 
swim and keep our heads above water. 
We were (almost) all together for practice 
last Saturday. (Co-pitching coach) Carlos 
Hernandez has some family issues still 
to clear up in Venezuela. Otherwise, we 
are getting to know each other and how 
we operate.” I asked him what were the 
major differences between NCAA and 
MLB. “I’m still working primarily with 
19- to 22-year-old players (there are a 
couple of 24s on the roster), helping their 
growth and development. We had a more 
limited roster in college, limited hours and 
a much shorter season – only 60 games. 
So, this season is like two college seasons 
combined. Plus the players have more 
money and more time. And there’s added 
pressure for our first round picks and high 
prospects.”

Who are the top prospects to follow? 
Aaron Sabato was a 2020 first round 
pick. “Aaron is very cerebral with a high 
swing. Our shortstop Keoni Cavaco (who 
told me earlier he models himself after 
Javy Baez of the Cubs) has developed 
a lot.” Keoni, one of two players made 
available for interviews, said he treated 
last year like he was here. “I worked out a 
lot. Getting back was weird and different 
on one hand and felt like we never left on 
the other.” He has plenty of charisma and 
confidence. Meyer’s assessment of his top 
players continues. “Will Holland is a super 
athletic kid and can play all the infield 
positions, something we’re stressing 
with all of our infielders.” Charlie Mack 
was converted from third baseman to 
catcher. “He’s night and day from where 
he was last year, and it’s great to have a 
left-handed power bat.” Pitcher Alerick 
Solarie is rehabbing on the injury list.

Meyer likes the six-game series and 
said, “that will give us an opportunity to 
get all new scouting reports, since what 
we have is from 2019.” Pitching coach 
Peter Larson added, “We’ll do a lot of self-
assessment early and monitor pitch counts 
and mix the pitching up – start one week, 
relieve the next.” Louie Varland has been 
already clocked throwing at 100 mph.

Fans should know that GM Judd 
Loveland was in charge of health and 
safety for the whole Twins’ system 
during spring training, and ensures a 
fun and safe experience at Hammond 
Stadium. “We’ll have cashless payments 

at the point of sale and hand sanitizer 
everywhere, seating manifests, mask 
mandates and flexibility to keep all of 
our fans and team safe.” Keoni agreed, 
saying, “We are all focused on following 
the COVID protocol and staying safe.” 

In the 147-year history of the Kentucky 
Derby, no trainer has won seven times. 
Trainer Bob Baffert has now set that 
record winning with Medina Spirit, ridden 
by jockey John Velazquez. Despite the 
fact that the tandem won the delayed 
derby last fall, Medina Spirit had 12-1 
odds. I don’t think I’d bet against that duo 
again.

For the good news story of the week, 
we thank all the major leagues for their 
generosity during these times. The 
leader appears to be the NBA where 97 
players and the NBA Players Association 
have donated $5.5 million to nonprofits. 
NBAPA matched a number of player 
donations to assist in pandemic relief. 
What a great slam dunk that is. 

Howard Prager is the son-in-law of 
longtime columnist Ed Frank. Prager 
is a sports enthusiast from the Chicago 
area who also writes and blogs about 
leadership. Email comments or questions 
to press@islandsunnews.com.

Free Chronic 
Disease Program

Lee Health Solutions, a department 
of Lee Health, in partnership with 
many local community agencies 

and supported in part initially by a grant 
from the Southwest Florida Community 
Foundation, is offering a research-
based chronic disease self-management 
program on Tuesdays, beginning May 
18 from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. The virtual 
workshop is two hours once a week for 
six weeks and it is free.

The It’s All About You program, 
originally developed at Stanford 
University Patient Education Research 
Center, is designed for people age 18 
or older with chronic health conditions 
to help them learn ways to better 
manage their chronic conditions and the 
symptoms that often accompany chronic 
health conditions.

For more information or to register, 
call 343-9264.

(239) 395-COOL (2665) 
Sanibel Air and Electric, Inc. | Family Owned & Operated
1213 Periwinkle Way | Sanibel, Florida 33957
www.SanibelAir.com • cooling@sanibelair.com

24-Hour Service Line:  239-472-3033

 LIC # CAC-057364LIC # EC-0001761

T HE  ONLY IS L AND-BASED A IR  CONDI T ION ING COMPANY

ADD VALUE TO 
YOUR HOME

Add value to your home by 
allowing one of our expert 
technicians to install or 
upgrade any of the following: 
ceiling fans, light fixtures, 
bathroom fans, electrical 
outlets, and more!
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Kiwanis Says: 
Thank You, Sanibel

Hope to see you again next year!

King of  the Rock Champion Tim  
Carpenter is congratulated by  
Eric Pfiefer, Kiwanis Past President.

Flight Wnners (l. to r.): Tim Carpenter, Alex Debay, Rex Kuhn,  
Chauncey Goss, Mike Martinez, and Jester of  the Rock Nick  
Thompson.

• We thank the 52 participating golfers who turned out  
   to compete for the title “King of  the Rock”.

• We thank the event sponsors for their support:
   Platinum: Pfiefer Realty, San Cap Community Bank,
   Coastal Title, & Superior Title Services.
   Silver: John Schubert, Ron Sonders, & Midland Trust
   Host Golf  Course: The Dunes Golf  & Tennis Club

• And we congratulate the top golfers.

for supporting the inaugural
“King of  the Rock” Golf  Tournament
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Health First 

Long Haul 
COVID-19

by Julie  
Rosenberg, MD

Currently, in 
the United 
States, 

there are more 
than 32,200,000 
reported cases of 
COVID-19 and, 
sadly, over 573,275 
individuals have 
succumbed to this 

disease. The authorized vaccines are 
highly effective at protecting vaccinated 
people against symptomatic and severe 
COVID-19. The widespread availability of 
vaccinations and the growing number of 
vaccinated adults in the U.S. gives us great 
hope as a society. Our lives are slowing 
beginning to normalize.

Yet, significant concerns remain 
around those who have been infected with 
COVID-19 and who experience residual 
symptoms after the acute phases of the 
infection. “Long Haul COVID-19” is a 
range of symptoms that can last weeks or 
months after first being infected with the 
virus. These persistent symptoms include, 
but are not limited to, brain fog, low-grade 
fever, shortness of breath, cough, muscle 
and joint pain, headache, depression, 
sleep disturbance and severe fatigue.

There are several thousand patients 

who describe persistent symptoms, 
many of whom are healthcare workers. 
However, Long Haul COVID-19 can 
occur in anyone who has been infected 
with COVID-19, even if the illness was 
mild, or even asymptomatic. Some of 
the affected patients state that they had 
nearly recovered from the acute illness 
but developed a plethora of symptoms 
a few days later that are now persisting. 
Others describe a cyclical nature to their 
symptoms; they improve and then worsen 
every few days. 

While the cause of Long Haul 
COVID-19 is presently unknown, it is 
recognized that infection with SARS-
CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, 
results in injury to the immune system. 
Additionally, aging and comorbidities 
linked to alterations in immune system 
(obesity, cancer, cardiac disease, diabetes 
and others) are associated with increased 
risk to develop disease and increased 
severity among those who are infected.

A major objective in managing Long 
Haul COVID-19 is improving and 
rejuvenating immune function. A growing 
body of research shows that lifestyle 
can have a positive impact on immune 
function. This applies not only to “Long 
Haulers” but to all of us.

Following are three lifestyle tips to help 
optimize your immune function:

1) Move – Daily physical activity helps 
to support immune function. Do what 
you can. If you can’t get back to your 
pre-COVID-19 level of activity right away, 
take things slowly. Walk. Stretch. Try 
some gentle yoga poses. Take breaks 

when needed. 
2) Improve your nutritional status – 

Good nutrition is key for achieving and 
maintaining a well-functioning immune 
system. Key nutrients that support 
immune system function include: vitamins 
A, C, D and E, zinc, and omega-3 fatty 
acids. A balanced, whole foods diet should 
contain sufficient quantities of these 
nutrients. However, some individuals 
may also benefit from taking nutritional 
supplements. Consult your healthcare 
provider for individual supplement 
recommendations.

3) Get enough sleep – Most adults need 
seven to eight hours of quality sleep each 
night. Scientific evidence demonstrates 
that sleep has powerful effects on immune 
functioning. For example, during sleep, 
your immune system releases proteins 
called cytokines. Cytokines are important 
in the host defense system and play a 
critical role in protection against bacterial 
and viral infections. Sleep deprivation 
may decrease production of protective 
cytokines. Chronic sleep deprivation may 
also lead to an increase in inflammatory 
cytokines, which enhances your risk 
for obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular 
disease.

Research is under way to prospectively 
follow patients with persistent COVID-19 
symptoms, including studies conducted 
by the National Institute of Health. 
Pooling patient data across organizations 
and institutions, including from patient 
advocacy groups, will help us better 
understand the health-related challenges of 
long haulers. Multidisciplinary care teams 

are needed to coordinate and deliver care 
for patients with long-term symptoms after 
infection.

In parallel to these important studies 
and therapeutic initiatives, let’s take care 
of ourselves, our loved ones and our 
communities by getting vaccinated and 
optimizing our lifestyle choices. There 
is light. It appears that we are at the 
beginning of the end of the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Julie Rosenberg, MD, is a global 
healthcare leader, medical consultant 
and the author of two books, Beyond 
the Mat and Be True. For more 
information, visit her website at www.
drjulierosenberg.com. For consulting 
and speaking requests, email inquiries to 
info@drjulierosenberg.com.

Blood Donations 
Urgently Needed

Lee Health is seeking blood donations 
to help replenish supply levels that 
are critically low.

As home to the region’s only trauma 
center, it is vital that the health system’s 
blood supply remains at healthy levels in 
order to quickly care for patients needing 
an urgent transfusion. Blood and blood 
products are not only used in the trauma 
center, but also to treat cancer patients, 
premature babies, anemia and a variety of 
other conditions.

For more information on how and 
where to donate, visit www.leehealth.org/
our-services/blood-centers.

LCEC is proud to serve the 
residents of Sanibel and Captiva. 
  Powering the barrier islands is a challenge that LCEC has 
embraced since 1940. 
 
We deliver reliable power, quality service, and reasonable 
rates to our customers. 
 
We are working harder and smarter to meet your needs 
every day.

Vegetation. Wildlife. Weather.

Maintain. Inspect. Respond. Repeat. 

Delivering electricity to SWFL islands is a job we 
take seriously and we are honored to serve.

lcec.net
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239.314.3640RoyalShellRealEstate.com

 

15261 CAPTIVA DR., CAPTIVA15261 CAPTIVA DR., CAPTIVA
• 4 BR, 4.5 BA, Deep Water Dock w/Lift
• Stofft Cooney Design, Waterfront Oasis
$11,499,000 MLS 220019253$11,499,000 MLS 220019253
McMurray & Members 239.850.7888McMurray & Members 239.850.7888

CAPTIVA ISLAND

 

1523 PERIWINKLE WAY, SANIBEL1523 PERIWINKLE WAY, SANIBEL
• 200’+ Sanibel River & Periwinkle Frontage
• Commercial Property, 3+/- Acres
$4,950,000 MLS 220082005$4,950,000 MLS 220082005
Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 

SANIBEL / COMMERCIAL

 

1785 MIDDLE GULF DR. #B101, SANIBEL1785 MIDDLE GULF DR. #B101, SANIBEL
• 2 BR, 2 BA, Sensational Gulf Views
• Serene Tropical Décor
$1,125,000 MLS 221023097$1,125,000 MLS 221023097
Cindy Sitton 239.810.4772 Cindy Sitton 239.810.4772 

SANDDOLLAR

 

3767 W. GULF DR., SANIBEL3767 W. GULF DR., SANIBEL
• Newer Construction, Gorgeous Interior
• Wine Room, Elevator, Game Rooms
$7,995,000 MLS 219071271$7,995,000 MLS 219071271
Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 

SANIBEL BEACHFRONT

 

00 W. GULF DR., SANIBEL00 W. GULF DR., SANIBEL
• 1 of 3 Available Lots w/104’+ Beach Frontage
• Fabulous Location & Opportunity
$3,895,000 MLS 220019012$3,895,000 MLS 220019012
McMurray & Members 239.850.7888 McMurray & Members 239.850.7888 

SANIBEL ISLAND 

16970 CAPTIVA DR., CAPTIVA16970 CAPTIVA DR., CAPTIVA
• Premier Beach Location on Gold Coast
• Western Exposure, Direct Sunset View
$3,995,000 MLS 217074695$3,995,000 MLS 217074695
Trevor Nette 239.281.4435  Trevor Nette 239.281.4435  

CAPTIVA ISLAND 

1306 SEASPRAY LN., SANIBEL1306 SEASPRAY LN., SANIBEL
• Gorgeous & Exclusive Gulf Front Estate
• 4 Bedrooms, 4 Baths, Private Pool
$4,295,000 MLS 220044505$4,295,000 MLS 220044505
Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 

SEASPRAY BEACHFRONT

 

2098 WILD LIME DR., SANIBEL2098 WILD LIME DR., SANIBEL
• Bright & Airy, Near Beach, 3 BR, 2 BA
• Updated w/Impact Windows & Doors
$795,000  MLS 221025634$795,000  MLS 221025634
Sally Davies 239.691.3319 Sally Davies 239.691.3319 

SANIBEL BAYOUS 

2230 CAMINO DEL MAR DR. #2D1, SANIBEL2230 CAMINO DEL MAR DR. #2D1, SANIBEL
• 2 BR, 2 BA, Direct Gulf Front
• Recently Renovated, New Furnishings
$890,000  MLS 221018343$890,000  MLS 221018343
Cindy Sitton 239.810.4772Cindy Sitton 239.810.4772

OCEAN’S REACH 

1321 SEASPRAY LN., SANIBEL1321 SEASPRAY LN., SANIBEL
• Near Beach, Large Buildable Homesite
• Small Beach Community
$899,000  MLS 221016939$899,000  MLS 221016939
John Nicholson, McMurray & Members 239.849.3250 John Nicholson, McMurray & Members 239.849.3250 

SEASPRAY

 

15138 WILES DR., CAPTIVA15138 WILES DR., CAPTIVA
• 102’ of Premier Gulf Frontage
• Comfort Meets Luxury - 6 BR, 5.5 BA
$6,495,000 MLS 220031374$6,495,000 MLS 220031374
McMurray & Members 239.850.7888 McMurray & Members 239.850.7888 

CAPTIVA BEACHFRONT

 

1237 ISABEL DR., SANIBEL1237 ISABEL DR., SANIBEL
• Deep Water w/Direct Access, 70’ Dock
• 6 BR, 6.5 BA, Open Floor Plan
$3,195,000 MLS 221029905$3,195,000 MLS 221029905
Chad Reedy, McMurray & Members 239.989.8838 Chad Reedy, McMurray & Members 239.989.8838 

SANIBEL ISLAND

 

1501 MIDDLE GULF DR. #G204, SANIBEL1501 MIDDLE GULF DR. #G204, SANIBEL
• Gulf Views from Your Screened Lanai
• 2 Bedrooms, 2 Full Bathrooms
$749,000  MLS 220067748$749,000  MLS 220067748
Brian Murty 239.565.1272 Brian Murty 239.565.1272 

SUNDIAL OF SANIBEL

 

17201 CAPTIVA DR., CAPTIVA17201 CAPTIVA DR., CAPTIVA
• Gulf to Bay, Old World Magnificence
• 5 BR, Wood Beam Ceilings, Elevator
$5,650,000 MLS 220009922$5,650,000 MLS 220009922
Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 Trevor Nette 239.281.4435 

CAPTIVA ISLAND

 

2265 W. GULF DR. #230D, SANIBEL2265 W. GULF DR. #230D, SANIBEL
• Surf & Sunsets, Fully Furnished
• Direct Beachfront, Awesome Rental Income
$1,335,000 MLS 221007716$1,335,000 MLS 221007716
Sally Davies 239.691.3319 Sally Davies 239.691.3319 

ISLAND BEACH CLUB 

1635 LAND’S END VILLAGE, CAPTIVA1635 LAND’S END VILLAGE, CAPTIVA
• Direct Waterfront Views
• Situated along Redfish Pass
$1,429,000 MLS 221029222$1,429,000 MLS 221029222
Vicki Panico & Fred Newman 239.980.0088 Vicki Panico & Fred Newman 239.980.0088 

SOUTH SEAS ISLAND RESORT 

5633 BALTUSROL CT., SANIBEL5633 BALTUSROL CT., SANIBEL
• New 2020 Construction on Golf Course
• 4 BR, 4.5 BA, Great Room Floor Plan
$2,100,000 MLS 220004571$2,100,000 MLS 220004571
McMurray & Members 239.850.7888 McMurray & Members 239.850.7888 

THE SANCTUARY

 

1610 MIDDLE GULF DR. #F8, SANIBEL1610 MIDDLE GULF DR. #F8, SANIBEL
• Spacious 2 BR, 2 BA, Steps to Beach
• All Impact Glass, New A/C 2021
$449,000  MLS 221020923$449,000  MLS 221020923
Andre Arensman 239.233.1414 Andre Arensman 239.233.1414 

SPANISH CAY 

1501 MIDDLE GULF DR. #F106, SANIBEL1501 MIDDLE GULF DR. #F106, SANIBEL
• Ideal 1 BR Courtyard View
• Fully Furnished & Appointed
$465,000  MLS 220037666$465,000  MLS 220037666
Vicki Panico & Fred Newman 239.826.2704 Vicki Panico & Fred Newman 239.826.2704 

SUNDIAL BEACH RESORT 

3304 SAINT KILDA RD., SANIBEL3304 SAINT KILDA RD., SANIBEL
• Possible Gulf Views from Piling Home
• Private Lake View Setting
$599,000  MLS 221009944$599,000  MLS 221009944
John Nicholson, McMurray & Members 239.849.3250 John Nicholson, McMurray & Members 239.849.3250 

SANIBEL ISLAND

UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT UNDER CONTRACT UNDER CONTRACT

UNDER CONTRACT

NEW LISTING NEW LISTING
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deaRPharmacist

Four Remarkable 
Medicinal Uses 
For Baking Soda 

by Suzy  
Cohen, RPh

Dear  
Readers:

Everyone 
has some baking 
soda in the house 
and, if not, you 
should get some. 
Aside from baking 
with it, I also use 
it in my garbage 

disposal and to brighten my laundry.
Sodium bicarbonate is known more 

commonly as “baking soda” since it 
helps make dough rise by producing 
carbon dioxide. Today, I’ll share the 
most common medicinal uses for baking 
soda, as well as a few household uses 
that make it the cheapest, most effective 
remedy in town.

Consuming excessive baking soda 
is toxic because it’s so high in sodium. 
So if you’re taking it internally for 
heartburn, do not use it chronically, and 
do not take too much. See a doctor for 
proper treatment.

Now, here are the best medicinal 
uses I can think of using baking soda:

Freshen Breath – Adding some 
baking soda to your mouthwash can 

instantly freshen breath and improve 
oral hygiene. I think this is a great 
addition to anyone’s nightly routine and 
studies even show that it can help your 
body fight bacteria better by increasing 
pH in your saliva temporarily. You can 
make a mouthwash using baking soda, 
water and essential oils. I have a recipe 
for this posted on my website if you’d 
like to try it. Rinse with plain water after 
you do the baking soda rinse.

Relieve Itching – Get relief from 
itching and minor bug bites or bee 
stings using a baking soda paste that 
you make at home. Make a paste that 
is thick enough to apply to your skin. 
The amount you use doesn’t matter, just 
pour it into a little dish, and add enough 
water slowly until it is thick like a paste. 
Then, apply it to your itchy spots. You 
can even kick it up a notch medicinally 
by adding several drops of lavender, 
frankincense and/or tea tree essential 
oil.

If your itchy skin is widespread as you 
might experience with a drug allergy 
reaction, then take a lukewarm bath and 
add about two cups to a large bathtub of 
water, and soak for 15 minutes.

Smelly Feet – You can make a little 
foot bath using one cup of baking soda 
to a small foot bath of water. I would 
add a cup of witch hazel to the mix as 
well as 10 drops of tea tree oil. Soak 
your feet for five minutes, then rinse 
and dry off. This might help with toenail 
fungus too.

Heartburn or Reflux – Acid reflux 
is a very common problem that stems 

from various different root causes, 
including cancer, ulcers and obesity. 
Have a workup before using a baking 
soda remedy, and only use this for 
temporarily acute conditions such as 
the aftereffects of eating a spicy salsa. 
Baking soda works by neutralizing 
stomach acid. Dissolve about half to 
one teaspoon of baking soda in a 
cold glass of water. Sip it slowly until 
the heartburn subsides. Do not use 

this chronically, because it may lead 
to metabolic alkalosis and electrolyte 
disturbances that impact your heart and 
muscles.

This information is not intended to 
treat, cure or diagnose your condition. 
Suzy Cohen is the author of The 24-
Hour Pharmacist and is a registered 
pharmacist. To contact her, visit www.
SuzyCohen.com.

CARING MEDICAL FLORIDA
& THE HAUSER NECK CENTER

3 UNIQUE SPECIALISTS IN REGENERATIVE
& CHIROPRACTIC MEDICINE TREATING:

Ross Hauser, MD Danielle Matias, MMS, PA-CBrian Hutcheson, DC

9738 Commerce Center Ct., Fort Myers, FL 33908   |   (239) 308-4725   |   CaringMedical.com

• CERVICAL SPINE DISORDERS
• CHRONIC NEUROLOGICAL SYMPTOMS
• JOINT AND SPINE PAIN
• OSTEOARTHRITIS
• POST-SURGICAL JOINT PAIN
• SPORTS INJURIES

Beautifulife:

Dear Mom
by Kay Casperson

Many times 
since my 
mom 

passed six years 
ago, I have 
thought about 
her and hoped 
that she knew 
how special she 
was to me. I was 
fortunate enough 

to be with her in her final week of 
life to tell her how special she was to 
everyone. Although I know that this 
made an impact, I believe that it is more 
important to let your mom know how 
special she is every day.

As most of you already know, we 
had a close family, and my parents 
adopted all of us, five in total as babies. 
They are exceptional individuals with 
hearts full of love given abundantly. She 
was a special lady who thought and 
cared about others even before herself.

I still have some letters that 
my mom wrote to me when I was 
young. Especially when I moved from 
Minnesota to California to explore my 
dreams, she wrote many times, and I 
wrote her back. Today, we rarely send 
letters in the mail. If I could write a letter 
to my mom in her vibrant years, this is 
how it would go:

Dear Mom,
You have always been a bright 

shining star in my world, from your 
loving arms to hugs that mean 

everything. I know I dismissed your 
advice at times because I thought I knew 
more, only to find that you were right 
all along. Regardless of the path I took 
in life, you were my biggest cheerleader.

I cherish our friendship which is 
unique to any ever experienced. I 
love our talks because they are always 
unfiltered, never judged and completely 
honest. You always give me your best 
advice, and no matter what, you have 
my back.

You have exemplified a beautiful 
human being who is loving, giving, 
caring, and willing to go the extra mile 
for her friends and family. You have 
opened your home and heart to so 
many over the years, and I know the 
impact you have had reaches farther 
than most can see.

You are a part of my world that 
makes it both remarkable and complete. 
And, today, I celebrate all the things 
that make you the beautiful person you 
are. Happy Mother’s Day, Mom. Thank 
you for being the perfect example of 
what motherhood might look like and 
the sacrifice it takes to be the best mom 
ever!

Love, Kay
My affirmation for you this week is:
“I will cherish the memories I have 

of my Mom and appreciate her every 
single day.”

Kay Casperson is a beauty and 
lifestyle expert, founder and CEO 
of Beautifulife by Kay Casperson. 
She owns resort spas on Sanibel and 
Captiva islands and manufactures 
beauty and lifestyle products sold 
across the country. To stay inspired, 
visit www.kaycasperson.com or follow 
on social media @kaycasperson.

Senior Needs 
Assessment 
Survey Online

In early April, 3,000 households with 
those age 55 or older across Sanibel 
and Captiva received a request by 

mail from FISH of SanCap to complete 
a survey addressing an array of topics 
related to living on the islands. Funded 
by the Charitable Foundation of the 
Islands (CFI) and facilitated by Polco, the 
Community Assessment Survey for Older 
Adults (CASOA), is a national benchmark 
survey that will allow FISH and other 
island organizations to have a clearer 
understanding of the needs currently 
being met and gaps in services to the 
aging population of Sanibel and Captiva. 
The households that received the mailed 
survey were chosen at random.

Now through May 14, the community 

as a whole has an opportunity to 
participate in the survey online at 
https://polco.us/sqe485. This survey 
is only open to Sanibel and Captiva 
residents as a household age 55 or over. 
If residents received a survey invitation 
in the mail, it is important to complete 
that version rather than the open 
participation survey. 

“Our hope is that we’ll receive 
significant participation to create a 
really meaningful set of data about our 
55-plus islanders,” said FISH Executive 
Director Alicia Tighe Orgera. “We are 
focused on the growth and development 
of our senior services and this is a huge 
step to gathering statistically significant 
data to guide our decision making in 
concert with the information we collect 
internally.”

For more information about programs 
and services offered by FISH, contact 
Maria Espinoza, assistant executive 
director, at 472-4775 or visit www.
fishofsancap.org.
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Doctor and Dietician

Eating For 
Life Requires 
Preparation 

by Ross Hauser, MD  
and Marion Hauser, MS, RD

Eating healthy and living a long life 
takes effort. It’s not a diet. It takes 
preparation. If you find yourself 

reaching for fast-food meals or unhealthy 
snacks, then it’s time to get on the meal 
prep wagon. Come on, it is fun and 
a great way to get your creative juices 
flowing. Food is art. Food is love. Food is 
medicine. 

Working full time, time can be scarce, 
so we use online grocery shopping to keep 
our kitchen stocked. We order specific 
foods from reliable vendors who offer 
high-quality produce, meat, and other 
foods. We use Misfit Market for organic 
produce that helps local farmers sell 
“misfit” shaped veggies and fruits, Grass 
Roots Farmer’s Co-op for organic meats, 
Wild Alaskan Seafood Company (as well as 
local fish markets) for wild-caught salmon 
and other fish. This is in combination 
with supplementation from local grocery 
stores who sell organic. We plan these 
orders every week, two weeks, or month, 
depending on our needs. We even use 
Plonk Wines who offers sustainable, 
organic wines without pesticides.

Because we stay stocked, we can 
prepare breakfast, lunch, dinner and 
snacks from home. Most weekends are 
spent preparing for the week ahead. A 
favorite is to roast a variety of vegetables 
to be used in salads, as sides, or in a 
main dish. Some of our regulars include 
eggplant, beets, peppers, squash, zucchini, 
tomatoes, onions, broccoli, and Brussels 
sprouts. We also love roasting seasoned 
chickpeas (our favorite seasoning is 
smoked paprika).

Speaking of legumes, we will cook up 
some lentils and/or black beans to have on 
hand to add to salads or to make lunch or 
dinner with. They are loaded with fiber and 
protein, are great in soups and some of 
our favorite ethnic dishes.

Eggs are one the most nutritious, low-
calorie foods available and a great staple 
to have on hand hard-boiled. You can slice 
them on top of avocado toast, add them to 
salads, or eat them as a snack. Sometimes, 
we whip up some egg salad or tuna salad 
for the first few lunches of the week and 
add tasty items such as onion, celery, 
herbs, apples, shaved carrots or zucchini, 
sunflower seeds, walnuts, and/or grapes. 
You can also use leftover chicken. Throw 
in a little Veganaise, or even pesto, instead 
of regular mayo.

We also like overnight oats and/or chia 
seed pudding (or a combination). Get a 
few Mason jars and add a half cup of raw 
oats to the jars, add about ½ cup of your 
favorite milk, then top with berries, nuts, 
coconut, chia seeds, cinnamon, vanilla, 
or whatever your favorites are. Then, 
grab and go for breakfast. Sometimes we 
make this in small Mason jars to use for 
snacking.

Speaking of jars, we love making salads 
in jars – so easy to transport and even eat 
on the go right out of the jar. Dressing 
goes in first, then add the harder veggies 
like carrots, celery, broccoli, etc. then push 
down some greens, top with the more 
delicate items such as tomatoes, berries, 
and the like.

We typically prep Monday’s meal on 
Sunday, and sometimes even Tuesday’s 
meal. When we get home from work, we 
just heat it up while we sip a little vino 
and prep a salad. We will also cook some 
chicken pieces, hamburger, or fish to have 
at the ready for a quick meal – whether 
it’s salad, stir-fry, Latin, or Indian-inspired 
dishes.

We have given you a few of our favorite 
tips – but there are a lot more we could tell 
you about. We mix it up each week. Even 
if you are not headed to work but have 
a busy retirement or life with kids, meal 
prep and planning help to keep you eating 
the things that are best for your body. We 
encourage you to get chopping!

This information is not intended to 
treat, cure or diagnose your condition. 
Ross Hauser, MD, and Marion Hauser, 
MS, RD, established Caring Medical in 
1991. Caring Medical Florida and the 
Hauser Neck Center are located in Fort 
Myers. They can be reached at info@
caringmedical.com.

Got A Problem? 
Dr. Connie Is In

by Constance 
Clancy

Q: I went 
through a painful 
divorce a few 
years ago and was 
betrayed. I am 
currently seeing 
someone I really like, 
yet I still have some 
feelings of mistrust. 
Is this normal?

A: Mistrust is a common phenomenon 
especially after trauma and betrayal in a 
relationship. There generally is a sense of 
loneliness and even some paranoia that 
can creep in. Yes, this is not only normal, 
but common. Mistrust, otherwise known 
as pistanthrophobia, may not have started 
post-divorce. It could have started in your 
early childhood if you were betrayed or 
abandoned. The marriage just amplified 
your feelings of not trusting in subsequent 
relationships. Regardless of what 
happened, rebuilding trust takes time and 
risk. However, without risk, how will you 
grow from a new experience? Following 
are some suggestions on rebuilding trust:

1) Center yourself in a daily routine that 
includes self-care. Once you begin to trust 
yourself and have a sense of your optimal 
health and wellness, you will feel more 
comfortable in building trust. Walk the 
same path, go to the same pilates class, go 
to familiar places. These steps will get you 
started in building trust. The person whom 

you like; the more you see him/her, the 
more you will pay attention and pick up on 
little nuances. This will help you begin to 
rebuild your trust.

2) Relationships are give and take. 
Make sure that if you give a little, you get a 
little in return. Refrain from doing all of the 
giving and setting too high of expectations. 
Take one step at a time and check in with 
yourself to see how it feels.

3) Make plans for future experiences. 
It’s important to have things to look 
forward to. Make some small plans for 
days or weeks ahead and as you continue 
to make an effort to a forseeable future; 
your trust will increase. Begin to set some 
goals that include action steps, and watch 
your achievements one day at a time.

4) Pay attention to red flags. What 
often gets us into trouble is ignoring the 
red flags, and we just plain turn our heads. 
Learn to recognize red flags in others and 
notice if what a person says and does is in 
alignment. I cannot stress this enough. It 
will prevent heartache. 

5) Believe you are worthy. In order to 
develop trust in others, make sure you feel 
worthy of them. You deserve to surround 
yourself with trustworthy people. Pay close 
attention and, meanwhile, make sure you 
believe you are worthy of these people. 
You are worthy of having your trust 
honored and respected. Take that leap of 
faith and always believe in yourself.

Constance Clancy, EdD, LMHC, 
LPC, NCC is a licensed mental health 
therapist, hypnotherapist, author 
and holistic stress management 
instructor. If you have a question, email 
drconstanceclancy@gmail.com or visit 
www.drconstanceclancy.com.

Becoming a Florida 
Resident is Easy!
Escaping Your Former State’s Taxing 
Authority is the Hard Part!

fl oridaestateplanning.com/escapefl oridaestateplanning.com/escape

Get Your Free Guide 
Today!

Learn How States Trap 
You Even if You’ve 
declared Florida 
Residency!!

Craig R. Hersch
Florida Bar Board Certifi ed Wills, Trusts 

& Estates Attorney, CPA

Michael B. Hill
Florida Bar Board Certifi ed Wills, Trusts 

& Estates Attorney

Hayley E. Donaldson
Wills, Trusts & Estates 

Attorney, CPA

Main Offi ce: Fort Myers  |  9100 College Pointe Ct.  Fort Myers, FL  33919 
Sanibel & Naples by Appointment  |  239.322.3831

sheppardlawfirm.com
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Emergency  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 911
Sanibel Police,  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-3111
Lee County Sheriff’s Office   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 477-1200
On Call Captiva Deputy .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 477-1000
Fire Department, Sanibel   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-5525
Fire Department, Captiva  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-9494
Florida Marine Patrol  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 332-6966
Florida Highway Patrol  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 278-7100
Poison Control  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-800-282-3171
Chamber of Commerce  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-1080
City Council  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-4135
City Building Department  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-4555
City Manager  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-3700
City Planning & Code Enforcement Department  .  .  .  .  . 472-4136
City Public Works   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-6397
Library, Sanibel  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-2483
Library, Captiva  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 239-533-4890
Lee County Mosquito Control   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 239-694-2174
Post Office, Sanibel   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-1573
Post Office, Sanibel (toll free)   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 800-275-8777
Post Office, Captiva  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-1674
Sanibel Community House  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-2155
Center 4 Life, Senior Center  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-5743
ARTS
Arcade Theater  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 332-4488
Art League Of Fort Myers  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 275-3970
BIG ARTS  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 395-0900
Broadway Palm Dinner Theatre  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 278-4422
Fort Myers Symphonic Mastersingers   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 288-2535 
Gulf Coast Symphony  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 277-1700
Herb Strauss Schoolhouse Theater  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-6862
Lee County Alliance for the Arts  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 939-2787
Naples Philharmonic  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 597-1111
Sanibel Music Festival   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 336-7999
Sanibel-Captiva Art League  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . sancapart .org
Southwest Florida Symphony  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 418-0996
Symphonic Chorale of Southwest Florida  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 560-5695
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
ABWA  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . http://abwasanibelcaptiva .org
American Legion Post 123  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-9979
Angel Flight SE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-877-4AN-ANGEL
Audubon of SWFL  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . https://www .audubonswfl .org/
Audubon Society  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-3744
Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 395-2233
CHR Community Housing & Resources  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-1189
Community Foundation of Sanibel-Captiva  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 274-5900
COTI Committee of the Islands  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . coti@coti .org
CROW, Clinic For The Rehabilitation of Wildlife  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-3644
Disabled Am Vets #108 (San-Cap Rep Ted Tyson) 211 984-5920
FISH OF SANCAP Neighbors Helping Neighbors   .  .  .  . 472-4775
FISH OF SANCAP 24-hr service .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-0404
Horticultural Society of the Islands  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-6940
Horticulture and Tea Society of Sanibel and Captiva   . 472-8334
JN “Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-1100
Kiwanis Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 677-7299
League of Women Voters   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . sanibelLWV@gmail .com
Lions Club, Jeff MacDonald  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 302-521-1158
Master Gardeners of the Islands  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-6940
Military Officers Assc . of America, Alex MacKenzie  .  . 395-9232
Newcomers   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-9332
Notre Dame Club of Southwest Florida   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 768-0417
Optimist Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-0836
PAWS, Protection of Animal Welfare Society  .  .  .  .  . 239-313-6918
Progressive Club of the Islands   .  .  .  .  .  .  .pcisancap@gmail .com
Rotary Club   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-7257 or 472-0141
Sanibel Bike Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .sanibelbicycleclub .org
Sanibel Beautification Inc .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 470-2866
Sanibel-Captiva Orchid Society  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-6940
Sanibel-Captiva Power Squadron   .  .  .  .www .sancapboating .club
Sanibel-Captiva Republican Caucus  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 395-0819
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 267-7291
Sanibel Historical Museum & Village   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-4648
Sanibel Island Fishing Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-8994
Sanibel Youth Soccer .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 395-2040
SCCF Sanibel-Captiva Conservation Foundation  .  .  .  .  .  . 472-2329
SCCF Sea Turtle Hotline  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-728-3663
Shell Islands Garden Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 246-8875
United Way of Lee County - 24 hour helpline 211  .  .  .  . 433-2000
Zonta Club  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 728-1971

CALLING CARD 239-395-1213

NEWSPAPER
Sanibel & Captiva Islands

To be listed in calling card email your information to: 
press@islandsunnews.com

PUZZLES Answers on page 55

To Play 
Sudoku:
Complete the 
grid so that 
every row, 
column and 
every 3x3 box 
contains the 
numbers 1 
through 9 (the 
same number 
cannot appear 
more than once 
in a row, column 
or 3x3 box.) 
There is no 
guessing and no 
math involved, 
just logic.
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My Stars ★★★★★★★★
FOR WEEK OF MAY 3, 2021

Aries (March 21 to April 19) Temper 
your typical Aries urge to charge into a 
situation and demand answers. Instead, let 
the Lamb’s gentler self emerge to deal with 
a problem that requires delicacy.

Taurus (April 20 to May 20) You are 
aware of what’s going on, so continue to 
stand by your earlier decision, no matter 
how persuasive the counter-arguments 
might be. Money pressures will soon ease.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20) By all 
means, have fun and enjoy your newly 
expanded social life. But don’t forget that 
some people are depending on you to 
keep promises that are very important to 
them.

Cancer (June 21 to July 22) You 
need to wait patiently for an answer to 
a workplace problem and not push for a 
decision. Remember: Time is on your side. 
A financial matter needs closer attention.

Leo (July 23 to August 22) You now 
have information that can influence that 
decision you planned to make. But the 
clever Cat will consult a trusted friend or 
family member before making a major 
move.

Virgo (August 23 to September 22) 
Good news: You’re finding that more 
doors are opening for you to show what 

you can do, and you don’t even have to 
knock very hard to get the attention you’re 
seeking.

Libra (September 23 to October 22) 
Your gift for creating order out of chaos 
will help you deal with a sudden rush 
of responsibilities that would threaten 
someone less able to balance his or her 
priorities.

Scorpio (October 23 to November 21) 
Congratulations. Your energy levels are 
coming right back up to normal – just in 
time to help you tackle some worthwhile 
challenges and make some important 
choices.

Sagittarius (November 22 to 
December 21) The sage Sagittarian 
should demand a full explanation of 
inconsistencies that might be cropping 
up in what had seemed to be a 
straightforward deal.

Capricorn (December 22 to January 
19) A conflict between obligations to 
family and to the job can create stressful 
problems. Best advice: Balance your dual 
priorities so that one doesn’t outweigh the 
other.

Aquarius (January 20 to February 18) 
Don’t guess, speculate or gossip about 
that so-called mystery situation at the 
workplace. Bide your time. An explanation 
will be forthcoming very soon.

Pisces (February 19 to March 20) 

Boredom might be creeping in and causing 
you to lose interest in a repeat project. 
Deal with it by flipping over your usual 
routine and finding a new way to do an old 
task.

Born This Week: You can warm the 
coldest heart with your lyrical voice and 
bright smile. You find yourself at home, 
wherever you are.

• On May 10, 1869, the presidents 
of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific 
railroads meet in Promontory, Utah, and 
drive a ceremonial last spike into a rail line 
that connects their railroads. This made 
transcontinental railroad travel possible for 
the first time in U.S. history. 

• On May 16, 1929, the first-ever 
Academy Awards ceremony is held, with 
some 270 people in attendance. Movies 
were just making the transition from silent 
films to “talkies,” but all the nominated 
films were without sound.

• On May 11, 1934, a massive dust 
storm sends millions of tons of topsoil 
flying across the parched Great Plains to 
the East Coast and as far away as ships 
300 miles offshore. Farmers had pushed 
their fields to the limit, plowing under 
more and more grassland. 

• On May 15, 1942, Lt. Ronald 
Reagan, a cavalry officer, applies for 

reassignment to the Army Air Force. As 
a public relations officer, the actor and 
future president produced military training, 
morale and propaganda films.

• On May 12, 1975, the American 
freighter Mayaguez is captured by 
communist government forces gunboats in 
Cambodia. Two days later President Ford 
ordered the bombing of the Cambodian 
port where the gunboats had come from. 
Forty-one Americans died, many in an 
accidental explosion during the attack.

• On May 13, 1985, in Philadelphia, 
police begin evacuating people from 
their homes in order to prepare for an 
operation against MOVE, a radical cult 
group. MOVE had begun assembling a 
large arsenal and building bunkers in their 
row house. The government gave $1.5 
million to three survivors of the raid.

• On May 14, 1999, President Bill 
Clinton apologizes directly to Chinese 
President Jiang Zemin on the phone for 
the accidental NATO bombing of the 
Chinese embassy in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 
China refused Clinton’s calls for four days 
and banned American films and music in 
protest.

• My family’s spring-cleaning checklist is 
in full effect. Some people dread seasonal 

continued on page 54

MOMENTS IN TIME

NOW HERE’S A TIP

Lee County Domestic Animal Services

Fiona And Chilli

Hello, my name is Fiona. I’m 
a brown and white 1-year-
old female bulldog mix. I’m 

the queen of the prom and, as such, 
my adoption fee is waived with an 
approved application. I love other dogs 
and would do best in a home where I 
have a canine companion. My favorite 
toy is my rope ball, and I will run from 
one end of the playyard to the other to 
entertain myself.

Hi, my name is Chilli. I’m a tortie 
2-year-old female domestic shorthair. 
When I first came to Animal Services 
the volunteers did not think I was very 

friendly, but they quickly realized that 
I just wanted to be out and about. You 
know the saying, “Nobody puts baby 
in the corner?” Well, when it comes to 
me, if nobody puts me in a closed cage, 
I am the friendliest cat around. In fact, 
I am quite the lap cat! My adoption fee 
is $25.

Lee County Domestic Animal 
Services is located at 5600 Banner 
Drive in Fort Myers. Adoptions are 
available by appointment Monday 
through Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. Visit www.leelostpets.com 
to complete an online application. As 
always, cats and kittens are adopt one 
and get a feline friend at no additional 
charge. For more information, call 
533-7387.

PETS OF THE WEEK Funding Passed 
For Ecosystem 
Restoration

The Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration 
Council (RESTORE Council) has 
approved over $83 million in 

funding for restoration efforts benefiting 
Florida. 

The funding has been approved as 
part of the Council-Selected Restoration 
Component Funded Priorities List (FPL) 
3b, developed through collaboration 
among the RESTORE Council’s state and 
federal members with input from Gulf 
of Mexico stakeholders. FPL 3b includes 
20 activities that will address a range of 
ecosystem needs. 

The $302 million FPL 3b includes $69 
million for large-scale Florida programs 
to address water quality and quantity, 
habitat acquisition and conservation, 
and coastal resilience. Other approved 
activities include $5 million for longleaf 
pine and hydrology restoration within the 
Apalachicola watershed, as well as $9 
million for gulf-wide programs that provide 
multi-state benefits. 

“In the wake of an environmental 
disaster as severe as the BP oil spill, 
remediation and recovery funding is critical 
to continuing research and restoration,” 
said Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection Secretary Noah Valenstein. 
“The gulf is an incredibly interconnected 
system, and our restoration efforts 
have been successful because of the 
many different groups involved. The 
continued collaboration between state and 
federal partners will restore economies, 
ecosystems and way of life in the gulf.”

FPL 3b includes $140,456,250 
for ecosystem restoration activities 
that RESTORE Council members will 
implement in the near term, and an 

additional $161,543,750 budgeted for 
priority activities that the RESTORE 
Council will evaluate in the future. 

The RESTORE Council was 
established in 2012 by the Resources 
and Ecosystems Sustainability, Tourist 
Opportunities and Revived Economies 
of the Gulf Coast States Act (RESTORE 
Act), a federal law enacted in response 
to the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill. 
The RESTORE Council consists of the 
governors of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, 
Mississippi and Texas, along with the 
secretaries of the U.S. departments 
of agriculture, the Army, commerce, 
homeland security, the Interior and the 
administrator of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
For more information on the projects 
and programs included in FPL 3b, as 
well as prior FPL activities, visit www.
restorethegulf.gov.

Pet Adoption 
Specials For May

Lee County Domestic Animal 
Services will reduce adoption fees 
for the month of May in honor of 

prom season. Adult dogs will be just $30 
and adult cats $25 with an approved 
application. Each week will feature a 
prom king and queen and the adoption 
fees for those animals will be waived.

The adoption package, valued over 
$500, includes spay/neuter, age-
appropriate vaccinations, county license, 
microchip, deworming, heartworm test 
for dogs six months and older, and feline 
aids and leukemia test for cats.

Lee County Domestic Animal Services 
is located at 5600 Banner Drive in Fort 
Myers. The adoption center is open from 
10:30 a.m.to 3:30 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday. Available pets can be viewed 
online at www.leelostpets.com.

Chilli ID# A861139          Fiona ID# A856887       photos provided 
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION    

Celebrating 11 Years on Sanibel

Sanibel Family Owned & Operated
Patrick & JoAnne Ulrich

239-896-7116
ulrichbuilding@gmail.com

#CRC1331575

• New Construction
• Remodeling & Additions
• Kitchens & Bathrooms
• Windows & Doors
• Exterior Stairs & Decks
• Crown Moldings & Trim

PAINTING

Residential & Commercial Painting

COLOR  SCHEMES
on request from

Sanibel Home Furnishings

- Power Washing
- Wallpaper Hanging
- Faux Finishing
- Free Estimates
- Interior & Exterior
- Dependable
- Reliable
- Licensed & Insured
Lic #S3-11944

With your contract
a donation to your  

favorite charity will be made.

395-3928  Cell: 841-4302

POOL SERVICE & REPAIR

239-699-6279

24/7 emergency repair service. 
Free estimates for weekly service and repairs! 

Deep-End
Pool Service
25 years experience
License # CPC1457386

• Pool Heater Specialist
• Sales Service &

Installation of 
All Brands

• FREE Estimates

NEW HOMES, REMODELING & ADDITIONS

• New Homes
• Consulting

• Remodeling
• Contracting

P.O. Box 143
Sanibel Island, FL

Phone: 239-472-2601
Fax: 239-472-6506

CONSTRUCTION

• Custom Home Building|Remodels
• Design Service Available • Sanibel Owned & Operated
Office Phone & Fax
239-472-6711

Joseph Mills Lic. #CBC058789
William Mills Lic. #CBC058788

MILLS BROTHERS BUILDING CONTRACTORS

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

New Construction  
& Remodels

CGC1517615

www.dbrowngc.com239-593-1998

A BBB Accredited
Business with an +A Rating 

PLUMBER

Plumbing repairsPlumbing repairs
Sewer and drain cleaningSewer and drain cleaning
Water heaters Water heaters •• Back flow  Back flow 

Sewer camera, jetting and repairSewer camera, jetting and repair

239-395-2689
Sanibel owned and operated Lic S1-18245

GLASS

2416 Palm Ridge Road
Sanibel Island, FL 33957

Phone: (239) 472-0032
Stevensglass@comcast.net

Insured Licensed
# S2-11975

Stevens & Sons Glass
Replacement Impact Windows & Sliding Doors, 

Mirrors, Tub & Shower Enclosures, Store Fronts, 
Porch Enclosures, French Doors, Plate Glass

Specialists in impact condo complex replacement

POOL CLEANING, SERVICE & REPAIR  

40 YEARS IN BUSINESS
Specialists In 

Residential & Commercial Pools
Fast, Reliable Service & Repair

n Next Day Installation  
of Equipment

n Retail Location 
off Periwinkle

n Free Estimates
n After Hours  

Emergency Service

ICMSanibel@yahoo.com
www.ICMpools.com

CPC 1458912

island condo
maintenance

Veteran Owned & Operated

Call Us Today

472-4505

REAL ESTATE COSMETICS

Mary Kay® products offer you so many 
ways to enhance your beauty and 
well-being. Innovative skin care! On-trend 
color! Pampering bath and body
products and so much more! 

THE BEAUTY 
OF YOU!

Contact me to defy aging.

Maggie Butcher
Let’s Find your favorites.

Ind. Sr. Sales Director
marykay.com/mbutcher
904 Lindgren Blvd., Sanibel, FL 33957
239-395-0978 / 317-509-6014   

CLEANING SERVICE

RON'S
CLEANING SERVICE

Sanibel, Captiva, Fort Myers
Professional, Residential Cleaning 

& Misc. Services
Licensed

Sanibel & Lee County    Excellent References
Call Ron @ 

239-463-4227 or cell 239-728-7206
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

HOME WATCH   

WINDOW CLEANING  

Residential-Commercial-New Construction
Pressure Washing, Window Cleaning and 

Gutter Cleaning
LICENSED and INSURED

jccpcleaning@aol.com / jccpwindowcleaning.com

JC Window Cleaning
239-203-5913 
407-902-7845
Juan Penaloza

Island Locksmith
Serving Sanibel & Captiva
Islands Since 1976
"Veteran Owned & Operated"

2340 Periwinkle Way, J-3
Behind Village Shops
239-472-2394
IslandLocksmith@yahoo.com

www.sanibelislandlocksmith.com

LOCKSMITH PRESSURE WASHING

INTERIOR DESIGN

Allied A.S.I.D.

Please visit us in our Blue Bungalow
Showroom and Design Studio!

M-F 10AM-5PM or by Appointment
DESIGN@BRIDGETINTERIORS.COM
WWW.BRIDGETINTERIORS.COM 
1633 PERIWINKLE WAY SUITE C & D
SANIBEL FL 33957
Located at the Anchor Point Plaza

O 239.312.8800 I C 239.222.0148 

Bridget Vandenburgh
INTERIORS, INC.

Decorating on 
the Island
since 2005

LANDSCAPE 

Bonny’s Blooming Gardens
239 822-1939

For all your
landscaping needs

Landscape Design and Installation
Beautiful Palms and Tropicals

Landscape and Lawn Maintenance
Tree Trimming Services

Mulch Application
Property Clean up & more!

CUSTOM HOME BUILDER

We do it all from repairing a door to adding a 2nd Floor
New Construction Too

P. O. Box 922  •  Sanibel, FL 33957  •  Fax (239) 472-8449

DeCorte Four
Custom Home Builders, Inc.

Ron DeCorte
#CBC058483

Ph (239) 472-8446
DeCorteFour.com

Mail your tax-deductible donation to:

The Harry Chapin Food Bank
3760 Fowler Street, Fort Myers, FL 33901
Call (239) 334-7007 or donate online at:

harrychapinfoodbank.org

CLEANING SERVICES

Jennifer Watson
(239) 810-6293

brightntidy@gmail.com 
Licensed & Insured

Professional Cleaning Services 
Residential & Commercial
Construction Clean Up 
Interior Windows
Home Watch 

FISHING CHARTER

Light Tackle Sport Fishing  
Sightseeing • Eco Tours

   CAPT. MAT   CAPT. MATT T   MIMITCHELLTCHELL

USCG  USCG  
Licensed  Licensed  
& Insured& Insured

C: (239) 340-8651
www.captmattmitchell.com 

email: captmattmitchell@aol.com

239-558-5733  
rabbitrdmgt@gmail.com

www.RabbitRoadMgt.com

Rabbit Rd. 
Home Watch Service

An affordable 
Home Watch Service 

based on Sanibel Island. 
We are licensed, insured, bonded.  

SUNDAY
Sunny

High: 84 Low: 75

TUESDAY
Mostly Sunny

High: 84 Low: 75

THURSDAY
Partly Cloudy

High: 83 Low: 74

Day High Low High Low
Fri 12:02 pm 5:04 am None 5:53 pm
Sat 12:08 am 5:33 am 12:15 pm 6:32 pm
Sun 1:03 am 5:57 am 12:27 pm 7:07 pm
Mon 1:52 am 6:17 am 12:40 pm 7:40 pm
Tue 2:37 am 6:33 am 12:56 pm 8:13 pm
Wed 3:22 am 6:47 am 1:16 pm 8:46 pm
Thu 4:07 am 7:00 am 1:41 pm 9:23 pm
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Wed 5:32 am 10:03 am 3:26 pm None
Thu 6:17 am 12:02 am 3:51 pm 10:16 am
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
CONSTRUCTION/REMODELINGTELEVISION   DESIGN, REMODELING AND CUSTOM HOMES

chris.artisticinteriors@gmail.com
www.artistic-interiors.com

239-989-6122
Lic#RG291 103860, SI 16371

 “We don’t just remodel, 
we create artwork” 

ROCK, MULCH, PLANTS

rock, mulch,rock, mulch,plantsplants
Landscape Nursery & SupplyLandscape Nursery & Supply

239-337-7256239-337-7256
gulfcoastlandscapenursery.comgulfcoastlandscapenursery.com

South Fort MyersSouth Fort Myers

TREE TRIMMING, ARBORIST

Licensed, insured, workers compensation 

Arbor Specialist Since 1995

• Tree Trimming • Tree Removal 
• Stump Grinding

239-910-3256
info@treewestflorida.com

www.treewestflorida.com
P.O. Box 564, Sanibel, FL 33957

“Tell A   Friend”

PAINTING

 239-313-0980  $400 OFF 
w/Ad Ends Soon

40 Years Local & Family Owned
www.martinipaints.us

• Exteriors • Interiors • Exteriors • Interiors 
• Deck Staining & Sealing• Deck Staining & Sealing

• Driveway & Pool Decks, etc. • Driveway & Pool Decks, etc. 

PAINTING SERVICES
by

Martinis Painting Inc.

HOME SERVICES

P.O. BOx 1050 • SaniBel • FlOrida 33957
www.iSlandhOmeService.cOm

inFO@iSlandhOmeService.cOm

PhOne: (239) 472-5247 • cell: (239) 229-6366

Juergen Schreyer
Owner

yard Service • Tree Service • POOl Service

hOme waTch • cleaning Service

ISLAND HOME SERVICE

BUILDING AND DESIGN  

Raye Scott  (239) 410-3547
scottbuilt@hotmail.com

POOL & SPA SERVICE

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

“Quality” is more than just a word, it is the 
foundation of our reputation!

Financing Available
$500 OFF

Any BAthroom
Kitchen or Whole 

home remodel

$500 OFF

Whole home 
repipe

$200 OFF

Whole home 
electricAl pAnel

$100 OFF

duct
cleAning

$30 OFF

Any
Service

cAll

10% OFF

roofing
inStAllAtion

At SanCap Home Services, we are continuing 72 years of service excellence!! 
We are a comprehensive home services company that will take care of all 

your PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, HVAC, ROOFING, and REMODEL needs. 
Whatever issue arises, you don’t have to deal with it alone, we are always here 
to help! From maintenance and repairs to new installation, we are dedicated to 

serving your needs and are sure to exceed your expectations!

* Not Valid With Any Other Coupon Or Offer
* Price Match Guarantee Applicable With Proof Of 2 Other Estimates From A Licensed Contracter

Milestone Builder, LLC

Your Favorite Home
Service Company!

Roofing
Plumbing
Remodels
Electrical

Solar Panels
Air Confitioning

General Contractor

239-472-1101
www.sancaphomeservices.com

2244 Periwinkle Way, Suite 13, Sanibel 
2271 Bruner Lane, Unit 6, Fort Myers

Sanibel Plumbing Company – CFC1429575
SanCap Home Services – EC13009454

Milestone Builders, LLC –
 CGC1519724 - CCC1331922 - CAC1820364

Price Match Guarantee*

CONTRACTOR

CONCRETE WORK 

•• ••

• New or Widen Driveways• New or Widen Driveways
• New Slabs or Sidewalks• New Slabs or Sidewalks

• Repair cracks & Stucco Work• Repair cracks & Stucco Work
• Steps, Footers, Knee Walls, etc.• Steps, Footers, Knee Walls, etc.

• Decorative Coatings, Stamped Concrete• Decorative Coatings, Stamped Concrete
• Concrete Painting, Pool Decks• Concrete Painting, Pool Decks

• Landscape Curbing• Landscape Curbing

Family Owned & 40 Years Local
Lic cbc1261010 & Insured
www.martinipaints.us

239-313-0980

Martinis Concrete Inc.
 $400 OFF 

w/Ad
Ends Soon

CLEANING



From page 49

Now Here’s A Tip
chores, but I relish the sense of 
accomplishment that comes from a job 
well done. With the right planning, and 
some helpful tips, spring cleaning can be a 
breeze. Here are some of the best we have 
to share. – JoAnn

• “Stainless steel appliances are very 
popular, and in the kitchen, they get plenty 
of chances to get fingerprinted up. My 
appliance guy recommended using a light-
mist, wax-based aerosol dusting spray once 
or twice a week to keep my stainless steel 
appliance fronts looking their best.” – RC 
in North Carolina

• In the closet, we all want to pare away 
unused items, but sometimes it seems like 
you wear clothes that you don’t. Turn 
all the clothes hangers the opposite way 
(facing out instead of in). When you use an 
item and it is returned to the closet, replace 
the hanger normally. In a few months, if an 
item has not been worn, it will be apparent. 

If it’s not likely to be worn, it should go.
• Spring is a wonderful time to clean 

the walls inside your house. It clears away 
hidden dust and really freshens a room. 
Clean painted walls by dusting them first 
with a dry mop, then washing with a rag 
dampened in water. If you need a little extra 
oomph – say, in the kitchen or bath – add 
a couple drops of mild dish soap.

• New drapes or even new pillow covers 
in a fabulous pattern can really jazz up a 
room. Consider switching smaller furniture 
accents between common rooms or a fresh 
furniture arrangement to change it up.

• Keep a bottle of club soda handy for 
spot stains on carpets or upholstery. It’s 
good for more than just drinks.

• Kim Walker played clique leader 
Heather Chandler in the movie “Heathers.” 
Her character was noted for stinging 
one-liners, one of which – “Did you have a 
brain tumor for breakfast?” – had a tragic 
echo. Walker died of a brain tumor 13 

years after uttering the line onscreen.
• The fingerprints of a koala are so 

indistinguishable from humans that they 
have occasionally been confused at a crime 
scene.

• Charles VI of France, aka Charles the 
Mad, believed he was made of glass and 
could shatter at any moment. One method 
he used to avoid this dire fate involved 
ordering his tailors to sew iron rods into his 
clothing.

• The world record to remove and 
replace a car engine is 42 seconds.

• Rabbit jumping, shin kicking, toe 
wrestling, bog snorkeling and aggressive 
sitting are all actual sports.

• Discarded shoes can take up to 1,000 
years to break down.

• Jerry Seinfeld was such a fan of comic 
book hero Superman that he included a 
reference to the character in every episode 
of his eponymous sitcom.

• It only takes 23 people to enter a 
room to give you an even chance that two 
of them have the same birthday. Put 75 

people in the room and the chances rise to 
99 percent.

• Chinese paintings from as far back as 
200 BC depict people participating in the 
sport of mountain climbing.

• The US government trains sea lions 
to find and retrieve equipment lost at sea 
and to identify intruders swimming into 
restricted areas. While they don’t have 
sonar like dolphins, they do have excellent 
eyesight.

• In some countries it is not illegal 
to escape prison as long as no laws are 
broken.

“Teachers open the doors, but you must 
enter by yourself.” – Chinese proverb

1. Geography: What is Canada’s 
northernmost territory?

2. Television: Which sitcom features a 
bar named Paddy’s Pub?

3. Science: Mycology is the study of 
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

TRIVIA TEST
STRANGE BUT TRUE

CLASSIFIEDCLASSIFIED  rock, mulch,rock, mulch,
 ★ ★  ★★  ★★  www.islandsunnews.comwww.islandsunnews.com  ★★  PLACEPLACE  CLASSIFIEDCLASSIFIED  ★★  ★★  ★★★★

Landing a big fish from the 
beach can be hard on the 
fish. Dragging a fish up 

onto the sand if you’re going to 
release it is not an option as it 
usually damages or kills the fish. 

• Hold the fish in the water 
while you unhook it if you’re 
going to release it. 

• The less you can touch a 
fish before release the better for 
the fish. 

• If you want a picture with 

the fish, support it as you lift 
it out of the water – and do it 
quickly.

• Before releasing, revive 
the fish while holding it in the 
water; moving it slowly back 
and forth so water goes over its 
gills. The fish will let you know 
when it’s ready to swim off. 

• Florida residents as well 
as out of state visitors need 
a fishing license to fish from 
shore. 

Shore Fishing:  

Don't Harm The Fish
by Capt. Matt Mitchell 

To advertise in the Island Sun and The River Weekly News Call 395-1213

2427 Periwinkle Way 
Sanibel, FL 33957 

Local: (239) 472-6385
Toll Free: (800) 472-5385

Fax: (239) 472-5858
www.cottages-to-castles.com

1/26 ☼ TFN

Island Vacations
Of Sanibel & Captiva

Million $ Views Await You!
• Cottages • Condos • Homes •
Miles of Beaches & Bike Paths

239-472-7277
1-888-451-7277

1/4 ☼ TFN

VACATION RENTAL

DIRECT ACCESS BOAT DOCK 
FOR RENT ON SANIBEL

Water and Electric, 
10,000 Pound Lift, 

Parking-Rare Opportunity! 
Call 941-681-0233

4/23 ☼ 5/14

REAL ESTATE

ANNUAL RENTAL

RENTING FOR OVER $1,500?
Inbox me your monthly rent amount and

I’ll send you 3 houses you could 
OWN for the same monthly payment. 

chip@chipwolfe.com
chipwolfe.com
239-848-0906

REMAX OF THE ISLANDS
6/5 ☼ TFN

VACATION RENTAL

VACATION RENTAL
SANIBEL

Stunning remodel and 
decorated by Designer owner.

All High End!! 
This Gorgeous home offers

3 BR/2 BA, private pool, large 2 car 
garage, overlooking conservation area,

Walk to beach. Available for a 
minimum of 6 months for the

2021/22 Season. Call to inquire & 
book this property before it’s Gone !!!

472-6747
Serving The Islands Rental Needs Since 1975

Gulf Beach Properties, Inc.
3/19 ☼ TFN

CONDO RENTAL 2022
Couple is looking to rent Luxury condo or 

home with no stairs on the beach for 
rental from Dec. 31, 2021 to April 10, 2022. 

Don Fisher,
dfi2830r@aol.com

4/30 ☼ 5/7

RENTAL WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

HELPER
Are you elderly, disabled or just

don’t have free time?
I can help! 

Just give me a call...
973-919-2116

12/11 ☼ TFN

ROGER NODRUFF ELECTRIC
Dock Lighting, affordable LED conversion.

FPE panel replacement, Landscape
Lighting. Generator Sizing, etc, etc, etc.

Call or text Roger 239-707-7203
State License #13002788

4/20 ☼ TFN

HELP WANTED

FULL/PART-TIME
SALES ASSOCIATE

Sanibel Sole is seeking an additional sales
associate to join our great team! We have
expanded in the Tahitian Gardens plaza
and offer a wide variety of clothing and
footwear. We offer competitive wages,

benefits, and perks. No evenings required.
Please email a resume to
sanibelsole@gmail.com.

4/9 ☼ TFN

HELP WANTED
Sanibel Carts is looking for weekend 

drivers to trailer and deliver golf carts to 
locations on Sanibel and Captiva. 

Call 239-500-2278 for more details.
4/30 ☼ 5/14
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Top 10 Real Estate Sales

Courtesy of Royal Shell Real Estate

SUDOKUKING CROSSWORDSUPER CROSSWORD MAGIC MAZE

PUZZLE ANSWERS

Hortoons

SCRAMBLERS ANSWER

what?
4. Music: Which city is mentioned in the 

Eagles’ 1972 song Take It Easy?
5. Measurements: Which civilization 

was the first to divide a day into 24 
hours?

6. U.S. States: How many states border 
Colorado?

7. Movies: Hedwig’s Theme is the music 
that marks which movie series?

8. Literature: Who wrote the novella 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s?

9. Language: What does The Magna 
Carta mean in English?

10. General Knowledge: What is the 
traditional birthstone for June babies?

1. Nunavut  2. It’s Always Sunny in 
Philadelphia  3. Fungi  4. Winslow, Arizona  
5. Ancient Egyptians  6. Seven: Utah, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Nebraska, Kansas, 
Oklahoma and Wyoming  7. Harry Potter  
8. Truman Capote  9. The Great Charter  
10. Pearl

TRIVIA ANSWERS 

Subdivision City Year Built Square Footage Listing Price Selling Price Days On Market

Tarpon Bay At Captiva Captiva 2002 3,810 $4,000,000 $3,625,000 711

Gulf Ridge Sub Sanibel 1991 3,995 $3,395,000 $3,050,000 388

Rookery Lake Bonita Springs 1998 4,239 $2,500,000 $2,500,000 0

Riverwalk Bonita Springs 2002 4,373 $2,200,000 $2,100,000 3

Hidden Harbor Bonita Springs 2002 4,729 $2,199,000 $2,000,000 179

Gores A M Subd Captiva 1953 1,185 $2,389,000 $2,000,000 322

Glenview Fort Myers Beach 1964 2,215 $1,975,000 $1,975,000 0

Galt Island St. James City 2000 5,900 $2,499,900 $1,875,000 44

Useppa Island Useppa Island 2004 3,192 $1,998,000 $1,825,000 240

Verona Lago Miromar Lakes 2003 3,399 $1,800,000 $1,800,000 0
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